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About this issue 
Marco Stroppa

When we imagined to dedicate the XVI issue of Music/Technology to sound syn-
thesis, we aimed at investigating if this area of research was still so lively as it used to be 
in the 70s and 80s, the time of the pioneering inventions of new synthesis techniques, 
like frequency modulation, or waveguide, just to mention two of them.

As the content of the articles is implicitly showing, research on synthesis has most-
ly shifted since then from universities to the industry: nowadays, it is possible to find a 
plugin for almost every synthesis or sound processing issue, and new plugins continue 
to appear on the market. However, most of this software is to be used as black boxes, 
with strong limitations and little or no programming potential. It is only possible to 
control what the designer has decided to make available.

Radically distant from the above-mentioned restrictions, Giovanni De Poli shows 
the importance of approaching synthesis from the perspective of abstract “sound mod-
els”, in order to “represent and generate whole classes of sounds”. The notion of “com-
putational model” is essential for every composer who wishes to imagine and control 
sound without constraints, but his or her own creative imagination.

Before delving into the research on sound models carried at the Centro di Sonologia 
Computazionale (CSC) of the University of Padua, where he had been active for sev-
eral decades, De Poli also analyses the importance that control has when dealing with 
synthesis models. A synthesis model without powerful control strategies is like a car 
with an engine, but without a body!

To celebrate the 100th year of birth of Iannis Xenakis, Agostino Di Scipio concen-
trates on his eight works that totally or partially use sound synthesis techniques. What 
strikes in Xenakis, is the continuous relationship between the technical issues he had 
to cope with and their direct connection to his compositions. Still today, Xenakis re-
mains a rare example of a composer where scientific knowledge and creative power are 
harmoniously blended into a unique theoretical and musical outcome.

The only article exploring an innovative approach to sound synthesis is by 
Panayiotis Kokoras. 

Provided with extended references to historical and theoretical frameworks, 
Kokoras, a composer himself, defines the intriguing realm of “Fab Synthesis”, a prac-
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tice where “a sound performer agent effectively applies energy to physical resonator(s)”. 
The “resulting acoustic signal is recorded by conventional audio recording means”.

Kokoras’ work connects itself to the tradition of physical electro-mechanical 
instruments, from Scriabine’s “Keyboard of Light” for Prometheus, to Russolo’s 
“Intonarumori”, or the various analogue synthesizers up to Ondřej Adámek’s and 
Carol Jimenez’s “Air Machine”. However, “Fab Synthesis” is not conceived to be per-
formed in concerts, but to generate sounds for further processing as recorded material.

We would have expected a larger presence of state-of-the-art physical modelling 
research, a presentation of current AI/DL (Artificial Intelligence / Deep Learning) 
techniques or of quantum computing and musical creativity which are starting to find 
their way into the world of sound synthesis. However, in spite of some preliminary 
results, these areas seem still too experimental to produce convincing theoretical and 
compositional results.

We are also persuaded, that future research on “Metaverse” and other virtual realms 
might enlighten further paths of development since computer-generated sounds find 
a natural place in these environments.

However, it might take years, if not decades, before an active community of scien-
tists, engineers and artists find the adequate medium to fully express their creativity.
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Sound models for synthesis: a structural viewpoint
Giovanni De Poli
Centro di Sonologia Computazionale - University of Padova

1. Introduction

At the beginning of the 20th century, some musicians had already started to turn 
their attention to the search for new forms of sonority. They were of the opinion that 
the new technologies being developed would not only enhance the evolution of exist-
ing instruments, but that these technologies were also a potential source of alternative 
sounds that were unlike traditional sounds. They sought to identify these, and there-
fore, stimulate new organizational criteria in composing music.

In the scientific field, the development of new methods connected to information 
technology offered a growing number of instruments that, even though they were 
designed for other applications, could also be used to produce sounds. The combina-
tion of these two factors and the enthusiastic collaboration between musicians and 
researchers led to an intensive research activity and experimentation on new sounds. 
After an initial period during which only a few pioneers went ahead in almost com-
plete isolation, in the Seventies a small community strongly felt the need to meet and 
join together. Over the years, the study of sound, and above all, producing sound by 
new methods, has become focal points of attention for researchers and musicians. This 
considerable interest is reflected in the names of the computer music centers that have 
arisen in that period; for example, the Institute of Sonology in Utrecht, the Center 
for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Stanford University the 
Institute for Research and Coordination of Acoustics and Music (IRCAM) in Paris, 
and the Centro di Sonologia Computazionale (CSC) in Padova.

The underlying hope was that, using digital technology, it would be possible to 
generate any sound that the human ear can hear. But soon it became clear that while 
any sound, once recorded, can be reproduced, a new sound can be generated only 
when a computing procedure (i.e. a synthesis algorithm) can be described for its gen-
eration.

This idea gave great impulse to the search for algorithms and models for sound 
synthesis and their successive utilization in creating music. In a certain sense, there 
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was a tendency to identify the synthesis technique with the concept of instrument, 
not only as a method for generating sounds, but also as something that describes a 
class of sonority. In fact, the same synthesis model can often produce many different 
sounds, all of which have a common method of production and therefore share some 
acoustical properties.

A sound model is implemented by means of sound synthesis and processing tech-
niques. A wide variety of sound synthesis algorithms is currently available either com-
mercially or in the literature. Each one of them exhibits some peculiar characteristics 
that could make it preferable to others, depending on goals and needs. Technological 
progress has made enormous steps forward as far as the computational power that can 
be made available at low cost is concerned. At the same time, sound synthesis meth-
ods have become more and more computationally efficient, and the user interface has 
become friendlier and friendlier. Therefore, musicians can nowadays access a wide 
collection of synthesis techniques (all available at low cost in their full functionality) 
and concentrate on their timbre properties.

Sounds within a class differ according to the parameters provided to the synthesis 
model. Using the basic set of parameters produces the basic sounds of that particular 
class. However, when looking for richer and more interesting musical sounds, differ-
ent and well-calibrated parameter sets should be used. The problem becomes one of 
knowing how to describe the desired sound in terms of the parameters of the chosen 
model. This so-called synthesis control problem requires special attention in being dealt 
with. If a synthesis model is compared to an instrument, then much experimentation 
is required to explore the class of sounds that can be produced and to understand how 
to obtain them. Furthermore, a great deal of time is necessary to learn how to play the 
instrument and the process of experimental creativity takes even longer.

Aim of this paper is to review some of the main computational models that are 
being used in musical sound production. In this work, the focus is on sound genera-
tion and not on sound processing, i.e. systems for sound transformation. This article is 
organized as follow. Section 2 discusses how the different approaches to modeling can 
be conceptually organized. Section 3 presents the main strategies to model the sound 
as it reaches our ear, regardless of the physical mechanisms underlying the sound 
production. The focus is on the listener. Section 4 deals with modeling the source of 
a sound and obtaining its synthesis through a simulation of the physical phenomena 
that produce sound. The focus is on the source. Section 5 discusses how synthesis 
models can be re-interpreted as control signal models. Section 6 briefly summarizes 
the main scientific and musical research on sound synthesis at Centro di Sonologia 
Computazionale during the Seventies and the Eighties. Finally, section 7 draws some 
conclusions and perspectives.

2. Models and sound synthesis

Sound synthesis is a procedure to produce a sound, without the help of acoustic 
instruments, where no real-time acoustic input is used (see Fig. 1, left). In digital 
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synthesis, a sound is represented by a sequence of numbers (samples). Hence, a digital 
synthesis technique consists of a computing procedure or a mathematical expression, 
which computes each sample value. Normally, the synthesis formula depends on some 
values, that is, control parameters. Frequency and amplitude are examples of such pa-
rameters. Parameters can be constant or slowly time variant during the sound. Time-
variant parameters are also called control functions.

In early times, the performer’s gesture was not taken into account: the composition 
of the sound and the composition with sounds replaced the traditional performance 
with instruments. In the 1980s, real-time music systems started to be realized, which 
allowed an increasingly effective interaction between the performer, the machine and 
the listener and fostered new performance practices. Thus, gestures started being used 
for synthesis control.

Audio can be a direct input to the computer system in the case of live electronics or 
sound processing systems (see Fig. 1, right). Live electronics is a musical practice where 
sounds are processed live with an electroacoustic system; acoustic and electroacoustic 
sounds are present simultaneously; the electroacoustic system becomes an extension 
of the voice and/or the instrument, i.e., the interaction between the acoustic and elec-
tronic performer. Only sound synthesis will be treated in this paper. A good overview 
on sound processing techniques can be found in (Zölzer, 2011).

2.1 Models

A useful approach for dealing with complexity is to use a model to evidence and 
abstract some relations that can be hypothesized, discarding details that are felt to be 
irrelevant for what is being observed and described. In this way models allows selec-
tive examination with the essential aspects. Models can be used to predict behavior 
in certain conditions and compare these results with observations. In this sense, they 
serve to generalize the findings and have both a descriptive and predictive value. Yet, 
an abstraction is task-dependent and it is used for a particular purpose, which in turn 
determines what is important and what can be left out. Thus, there are several ways to 
describe a phenomenon.

One level of abstraction allows us to derive mathematical models, which describe 
relations in models is by using mathematical expressions composed of observable (and 

Figure 1. Sound synthesis vs. sound processing.
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often measurable) facts called variables or parameters. Developing and then validating 
mathematical models is the typical way to proceed in science and engineering. Often 
the variables are divided into input variables, supposedly known, and output variables, 
which are deduced by the model: the mathematical model describes the relations be-
tween input and output variables. In this case, inputs can be considered as the causes 
and output the effect of the phenomenon. For example, in a sound synthesis model 
(Fig. 1, left), the input variables are data and controls, while the output is the sound 
to be generated.

Once the equations are discretized, a computational model can compute the values 
of output variables corresponding to the provided values of inputs. This process is 
called simulation and it is widely used to predict the behavior of the phenomenon in 
different circumstances. Computational models inherit the abstractions of mathemat-
ical models and add one more level of abstraction by imposing a synthesis algorithm for 
solving them. Among many possible choices, digital signal processing (DSP) provides 
an advanced theory and tools that emphasize computational issues, particularly maxi-
mal efficiency, for sound synthesis.

2.1.1 Computational models as sound abstraction

In order to generate, manipulate, and think about sounds, it is useful to organize 
our intuitive sound abstractions into objects, in the same way as abstract categories are 
needed for defining visual objects. The first extensive investigation and systematiza-
tion of sound objects from a perceptual viewpoint was done by Pierre Schaeffer in the 
Fifties (Schaeffer, 1966).

For effective generation and manipulation of sound objects it is necessary to define 
models for sound synthesis, processing, and composition. Identifying models, either 
visual or acoustic, is equivalent to making high-level constructive interpretations, built 
up from the zero level (i.e. pixels or sound samples). It is important for the model to 
be associated with a semantic interpretation, in such a way that an intuitive action on 
model parameters becomes possible.

Each sound synthesis algorithm can be thought of as a computational model for the 
sound itself. Though this observation may seem quite obvious, its meaning for sound 
synthesis is not so straightforward. As a matter of fact, modeling sounds is much more 
than just generating them, as a computational model can be used for representing and 
generating a whole class of sounds, depending on the choice of control parameters. 
The idea of associating a class of sounds to a digital sound model is in complete ac-
cordance with the way we tend to classify natural musical instruments according to 
their sound generation mechanism. For example, strings and woodwinds are normally 
seen as timbre classes of acoustic instruments characterized by their sound generation 
mechanism.

It should be clear that the degree of compactness of a class of sounds is determined, 
on one hand, by the sensitivity of the digital model to parameter variations and, on the 
other hand, the amount of control that is necessary to obtain a certain desired sound. 
As an extreme example we may think of a situation in which a musician is required to 
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generate sounds sample by sample, while the task of the computing equipment is just 
that of playing the samples. In this case the control signal is represented by the sound 
itself, therefore the class of sounds that can be produced is unlimited, but the instru-
ment is impossible for a musician to control and play. An opposite extreme situation 
is that in which the synthesis technique is actually the model of an acoustic musical 
instrument. In this case the class of sounds that can be produced is much more limited 
(it is characteristic of the mechanism that is being modeled by the algorithm), but the 
degree of difficulty involved in generating the control parameters is quite modest, as 
it corresponds to physical parameters that have an intuitive counterpart in the experi-
ence of the musician.

2.1.2 Musical objectives in computational models

Technological limitations make us value a series of compromises we must take into 
account when designing or using a specific synthesis technique.

• Sound quality. By sound quality we mean the internal richness of sound. A sound 
with a great quality would be a natural sound while at the other extreme we could 
have a simple sound, electronically synthesized, with no microvariation during its 
duration.

• Flexibility. This term describes the ability of a specific synthesis technique to mod-
ify sound from a series of control parameters. With this criterion, a sampler would 
not be a very flexible instrument, and frequency modulation synthesis would be 
very flexible.

• Generality. By generality we understand the possibility of one synthesis technique 
to generate a great many timbres. Additive synthesis would be a very general tech-
nique and the recording of a sound would be very specific.

• Robustness concerns with how well the model succeeds in generating a family of 
perceptual related sounds, retaining the sound identity in the context of parameter 
variations. Physical modeling is very robust, while sampling is the opposite.

• Playability refers to the musician needs of an intuitive and easy access to the control 
parameters during both the sound design process and the performance. A physics-
based model is very playable from a performance point of view, while it is the op-
posite from a design point of view.

• Efficiency refers to the number of computer instructions needed to generate each 
of the sound samples synthesized and to memory requirements. In this sense, fre-
quency modulation synthesis is a very economical technique and additive synthesis 
requires much more computing time and memory.

An interesting conclusion that could be already drawn in the light of what we stated 
above is that the generality of the class of sounds associated to a sound synthesis algo-
rithm is somehow in contrast with the playability of the algorithm itself. One should 
remember that the playability is of crucial importance for the success of a specific sound 
synthesis algorithm as, in order for a sound synthesis algorithm to be suitable for musi-
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cal purposes, the musician needs an intuitive and easy access to its control parameters 
during both the sound design process and the performance. Such requirements often 
represent the reason why a certain synthesis technique is preferred to others.

From a mathematical viewpoint, the musical use of sound models opens some 
interesting issues: description of a class of models that are suitable for the representa-
tion of musically relevant acoustic phenomena; description of efficient and versatile 
algorithms that realize the models; mapping between meaningful acoustic and mu-
sical parameters and numerical parameters of the models; analysis of sound signals 
that produces estimates of model parameters and control signals; approximation and 
simplification of the models based on the perceptual relevance of their features; gener-
alization of computational structures and models in order to enhance versatility.

2.2 Classification of sound models

Sound models can be classified from different points of view. The reason is that 
each classification has been introduced to best meet the needs of a specific audience; it 
then relies on a series of features and can be useful in different contexts.

2.2.1 Classification based on model structure

In the case of computers and digital instruments the generation mechanism is 
represented by the synthesis algorithm. We can classify the main classes of algorithms 
from the internal model structure point of view, pointing out the ways in which simple 
elements are used to obtain complex dynamic behavior.

• Direct generation which includes all the techniques that are based on one or more 
independently operating blocks and on the sum of the results. Examples are addi-
tive and granular synthesis and sampling.

• Feed-Forward Structure that is given by the feed-forward multi-block structures in 
which some blocks generate the signal and supply it to the other blocks for post-
processing. This class includes all the linear and nonlinear transformation models 
such as subtractive synthesis, ring and frequency modulation synthesis.

• Interacting Structure that is characterized by an interacting multi-block structure. 
The simplest example of this scheme consists of a pair of blocks, which result in a 
feed-back connection. In this model, the dynamics of the sound are mainly due to 
the interaction between the blocks. If the system is completely linear the overall be-
havior is reduced to a linear filter. However, often a feature of this approach is the 
presence of nonlinear elements that give rise to complex behavior. Most physics-
based models belong to this class.

This approach is in line with the classic Hornbostel-Sachs music instruments cat-
egorization system, which is based on how an instrument vibrates to produce sound 
(Sachs, 1940).
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2.2.2 Classification based on cognitive representation

Gaver (1993) introduced the distinction between musical listening and everyday 
listening. Musical listening focuses on perceptual attributes of the sound itself (e.g., 
pitch, loudness), whereas everyday listening focuses on events to gather relevant infor-
mation about our environment, that is, not about the sound itself but rather about 
sound sources and actions producing sound.

It is possible to carry out a classification of the synthesis algorithms on the basis on 
what the model aims to represent. In this case, we can distinguish:

• Signal based models : these models represent the shape of the sound wave that 
reaches our ear, without any reference to the physical mechanism underlying the 
production of sound (Fig. 2, right). They therefore refer to the properties of acous-
tic perception. The evaluation of a signal model should be done mainly according 
to perceptual cues. The focus is on the sound receiver, i.e. the human ear.

• Physics based models : these models obtain an acoustic signal as a by-product of a 
model simulating the physical mechanism of production of sound (Fig. 2, left). 
Physics-based models are better evaluated according to the physical behaviors in-
volved in the sound production process. The focus is on the sound source or emitter.

Figure 2. Signal vs. physics-based models.
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2.2.3 Classification based on underlying techniques

Classification based on processing domain   Another classification of synthesis 
algorithms is based on the domain where the signal processing is applied (namely 
time or frequency) and on the perceptual interpretation of the user, since our ear is 
approximately a spectral analyzer.

• Time domain models, which are best interpreted in term of their time characteris-
tics.

• Frequency domain models, which are best interpreted in term of their spectral char-
acteristics.

Figure 3 shows the time domain (left) and frequency domain (right) representation 
of an excerpt of Winter Leaves by Mauro Graziani. Being both algorithmically and 
semantically significant, we will use this distinction in the presentation of signal-based 
models.

Linearity In earlier days, sound synthesis techniques were usually divided into 
two categories with respect to the linearity of generative operations, thus saying that 
filters are linear transformation while modulations and distortions are non-linear 
techniques. Some basic features of nonlinear systems are that the output signal may 
contain other frequencies than those present in the input and that the spectral content 
of the output signal depends on the amplitude of the input signal. This feature was 
very stimulating for composers.

Sample vs block processing Signal processing algorithms usually process signals 
by either block processing or sample-by-sample processing. For block processing, sam-
ples are first collected in a memory buffer and then processed each time the buffer is 
completely filled with new data. Examples of such algorithms are fast Fourier trans-
forms (FFTs) for spectra computations and fast convolution. In sample processing al-
gorithms, each input sample is processed on a sample-by-sample basis, as for example 
happens in frequency modulation synthesis.

Figure 3. Time domain (left) and frequency domain (right) representation of an excerpt of 
Winter Leaves by Mauro Graziani (Zattra, 2004).
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Hardware vs. software implementation A final distinction can be made regard-
ing the technology used in implementing the computing models. At the beginning, 
synthesis was done offline with software developed specifically for the specific compu-
tational model and then with modular languages, such as MusicV and derivatives, that 
allowed a general environment for synthesis (Mathews et al., 1969). In the Eighties 
the advancement of technologies permitted the development of real-time hardware 
processors, which allowed for the sound synthesis and transformation in real-time. 
Finally, today most synthesis is performed in real time on general purpose computers.

3. Sound modeling: signal-based approaches

With the words signal-based models, we want to indicate the whole family of syn-
thesis algorithms which are aimed to modeling sound as it reaches the ear, regardless 
of the physical mechanisms underlying the sound production. Sound perception is 
a complex phenomenon, involving a signal analysis in both frequency and time do-
mains. Signal models can be divided into two classes, according to the natural inter-
pretation given by the user in terms of time or spectral characteristics. Along with this 
dichotomy, we can say that sampling and granular synthesis are time-domain models; 
while additive and subtractive synthesis, frequency modulation, and non-linear dis-
tortion can be described as frequency-domain models.

Let us briefly illustrate the algorithms which are, in our opinion, the most signifi-
cant in the field of sound synthesis. The description will be given at a generic high 
level, paying special attention to music implications, and leaving to the vast literature 
the task of describing mathematical and implementation details.

3.1 Time domain models

To analyze the various methods of audio signals it is best to group them according 
to structural and functional parameters. A fundamental characteristic of a musically 
interesting sound is its complex dynamic behavior. It depends on external control and 
on internal structure of the sound generating process. Internal structure sets limits 
and suggests usage. Thus, it is a good starting point for classification. Therefore, an 
initial distinction shall be made by analyzing the way in which simple elements are 
combined to obtain complex dynamic behaviors.

3.1.1 Basic generators

A synthesis technique which directly produce a simple signal from given data, is called 
Generator. In this class, which we shall call direct, we include all the techniques that are 
based on one or more blocks which operate independently among themselves (Fig. 4).

Techniques of digital synthesis inherited the knowledge developed for synthesis by 
analog means and introduced the concept of the unit generator as a digital version of 
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analog devices or the modules of analog synthesizers. A unit generator is a fundamen-
tal building block, or module, used to build a variety of sound-generating algorithms. 
Each unit generator accepts numeric parameters and/or audio signal(s) as input and 
produces an output signal. Basic signal processing and synthesis modules could be 
interconnected to create interesting synthetic sounds. We will see the oscillator for 
periodic signals and the noise generator for random signals.

The Wavetable oscillator or Table lookup oscillator In many musical sounds, pitch 
is a characteristic to which we are quite sensitive. In examining the temporal shape of 
pitched sounds, we see a periodic repetition of the waveform without great variations. 
The simplest synthesis method attempts to reproduce this characteristic, generating a pe-
riodic signal through continuous repetition of the waveform. The technique is carried out 
by a module called an oscillator, which repeats the waveform with a possibly time-varying 
amplitude and frequency. Usually, in digital synthesis the waveform value at a particular 
instant is not computed anew for each sample. Rather, a table, containing the period val-
ues computed in equally spaced points, is built beforehand. Obviously, the more points in 
the table, the better the approximation. The wavetable oscillator, or table look-up oscillator, 
works by circularly accessing the wavetable at multiples of an increment, proportional to 
the instantaneous frequency, and reading the wavetable content at that position.

The oscillator output is multiplied by an amplitude envelope. The instantaneous 
frequency of the oscillator can be varied enabling the production of a tremolo and, 
with wider variations, of a glissando or melodies. The waveform is fixed, while the 
amplitude and frequency vary (Fig. 5). The partials are exact multiples of the funda-
mental, and they all behave the same. By changing the table, signals with different 
waveform can be generated (Mathews et al., 1969).

It is employed when good sound quality is not required. The constant waveform 
gives the sound a mechanical, dull, and unnatural character, which soon annoys the 
audience. Thus, in musical applications, fixed-waveform synthesis is not very effective 
when used alone. It is employed for its simplicity when timbre variety is not required 
or as a basic building block for transformation techniques, such as sinusoidal genera-
tors for frequency modulation. It is used also for generating control functions by stor-
ing in the table the whole function and reading it once.

An extension of this model is the piecewise linear function generator, where the rel-
evant break points are stored in the table, and the continuous function is obtained by 

Figure 4. Generator module.
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linear interpolation. It often used as envelope generator or as amplitude and frequency 
control function in additive synthesis.

It is possible to add several wavetable units together with independent vibrato and 
slightly detuned fundamental frequencies to obtain a chorus-like effect. Cross fading 
between wavetables is a convenient way to obtain an evolving timbre (multiple wavet-
able synthesis).

Noise generators  Signals whose behavior at any instant is supposed to be perfectly 
knowable are called deterministic signals. Besides these signals, random signals of un-
known or only partly known behavior may be considered.  For random signals, only 
some general characteristics, called statistical properties, are known or are of interest. 
The statistical properties are characteristic of an entire signal class rather than of a 
single signal. A set of random signals is represented by a random process. Particular 
numerical procedures simulate random processes, producing sequences of random (or 
more precisely, pseudorandom) numbers.

Random sequences can be used both as signals (e.g., to produce white or colored 
noise used as input to a filter) and as control functions, to provide a variety in the 
synthesis parameters most perceptible to the listener. The most common algorithm 
to generate uniformly distributed random numbers is the so-called linear congruential 
generator. To obtain low-pass noise or sequences that vary more slowly, one can gen-
erate a new random number not at each time instant and keep the output constant 
in the interval (holder) or perform a linear interpolation between the two generated 
values. The longer the interval between two generated numbers, the lower the cutoff 
frequency.

In the analysis of natural sounds, some characteristics vary in an unpredictable 
way; their mean statistical properties are perceptibly more significant than their exact 
behavior. Hence, the addition of a random component to the deterministic functions 
controlling the synthesis parameters is often desirable. In general, a combination of 
random processes is used because the temporal organization of the musical parameters 
often has a hierarchical aspect. It cannot be well described by a single random pro-
cess, but rather by a combination of random processes evolving at different rates. For 

Figure 5. Wavetable oscillator, where amplitude and frequency are time-varying. The waveform 
to be repeated is indicated inside the module.
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example, this technique is employed to generate 1/f noise (pink noise), which is char-
acterized by a power spectrum that fall in frequency like the inverse of the frequency.

3.1.2 Time-segment based models

Sampling synthesis Finding a mathematical model that faithfully imitates a real 
sound is an extremely difficult task. If an existing reference sound is available, how-
ever, it is always possible to playback the recorded sound. Such a method, though 
simple in its principle, is widely adopted by digital sampling instruments or samplers. 
Samplers store a large quantity of examples of complete sounds, usually produced by 
other musical instruments. Sampling synthesis, also called wavetable synthesis, means re-
cording, processing and playback of sounds. When we wish to synthesize a sound, we 
just need to directly play a sound from the stored repertoire. Any sound (acoustic or 
synthetic) can be recorded digitally, filtered or edited or combined with other signals, 
and finally the processed version can be listened to (Fig. 6, left).

The most common modification is that of varying the sampling rate (speed) when 
reproducing the sound, which results in a pitch transposition: slowing down the sound, 
lowers the pitch. However, substantial pitch variations are generally not very satisfactory 
as a temporal waveform compression or expansion results in unnatural timbre modifica-
tions. It is thus necessary to allow only pitch variations to take place for the synthetic 
sound to be similar to the original one. On the other hand, what makes the method 
interesting the most is certainly the variety of sounds available (Borin et al., 1997).

From the implementation viewpoint, computational simplicity and limited 
amount of information to be stored are two contrasting needs for samplers. In fact, in 
order to reduce the data to be stored, it is possible to adopt “looping” techniques with 
almost any stationary portion of sounds. One method of improving the expressive 
possibilities of samplers is the interpolation between different sounds, often referring 
to ”piano” and ”forte” playing modes.

Nowadays, sound sampling is the most widely used technique for sonification in 
multimedia applications. A big advantage of sound sampling is that we can obtain 

Figure 6. Synthesis from prerecord material or large sound database: sampling and concatena-
tive synthesis (left), synthesis by time segment generation and processing as in classic electroa-
coustic techniques (right).
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sounds which are practically indistinguishable from the real ones, with an almost 
negligible computational cost. Nevertheless, it is clear that in multimedia environ-
ments we have the same limitations found in musical instruments, with an additional 
unsatisfactory feature: the absolute separation between image and sound, due to the 
lack of a real sound model. It is interesting to propose an analogy between sound 
synthesis by sampling and static-image reproduction. Simple sound transformations, 
like amplitude scaling and frequency transposition, are analogous to size scaling of 
an image and to variations in color saturation. As a frequency transposition does not 
necessarily correspond to a different note played by the same instrument, in the same 
way a simple modification of color saturation does not necessarily correspond to a 
variation in scene illumination.

A major problem with sampling synthesizers, that strive to imitate existing in-
struments, is their lack of what we might call “prosodic rules” for musical phras-
ing. Individual notes may sound like realistic reproductions of traditional instrument 
tones, but when these tones are played in sequence, all of the note-to-note transitions 
– so important in instruments such as saxophones and the human voice – are missing.

Notice that sampled sounds can also be obtained synthetically or through the 
modification of other sounds, which is a way of widening the range of possibilities 
of application of samplers. From the composer’s viewpoint, the use of samplers repre-
sents a practical approach to the so-called musique concrète.

Granular synthesis Granular synthesis, together with additive synthesis, shares the 
basic idea of building complex sounds from simpler ones. Additive synthesis, as we 
shall see, starts from the idea of dividing the sound in the frequency domain into a 
number of simpler elements (sinusoidal). Granular synthesis, instead, starts from the 
idea of dividing the sound in the time domain into a sequence, possibly with overlaps, 
of short acoustic elements called grains. Granular synthesis constructs complex and 
dynamic acoustic events starting from a large quantity of grains. The features of the 
grains and their temporal location determine the sound timbre.

In music, the use of granular synthesis techniques arises from the experiences of 
tape electronic music. In the early years of electronic music, the tools that composers 
had at disposal (e.g., fixed waveform oscillators and filters) did not allow for substan-
tial variations of sound timbres. However, they were able to obtain dynamic sounds 
by cutting tapes, where real or synthetic sounds were recorded, into short sections and 
then putting them together again. The rapid alternation of acoustic elements provides 
a certain variety to the resulting sound. Granular synthesis offers unique opportunities 
to the composer and suggests new ways of organizing musical structure as clouds of 
evolving sound spectra (Cavaliere and Piccialli, 1997).

Sound granulation Two main approaches to granular synthesis can be identified: 
the former based on sampled sounds and the latter based on abstract synthesis. In the 
first case, a sound is divided in overlapping segments and windowed. Such a process 
is called sound-granulation and is quite similar to what happens in motion pictures, in 
which a fast sequence of static images produces a sensation of motion. By changing 
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the order and speed of the windowed segments, however, a variety of sonic effects can 
be achieved. Grains can be extracted from different sounds to create cross-fading from 
one texture to another (Fig. 7). In any case, special attention should be paid to how 
to align time segments to avoid artifacts. To address this problem, several Synchronous 
OverLap and Add (SOLA) methods were developed.

Synthesis methods conceptually similar to granular techniques have received a new 
impulse due to the availability of ever larger databases of sounds. Various definitions 
are used in the literature, including concatenative synthesis, audio mosaicing, and musa-
icing (neologism from music and mosaicing). All works in this direction share the gen-
eral idea that a target sound can be approximated by concatenating (linking together) 
sound segments taken from a pre-existing corpus of sounds. An appropriate segment 
description and selection strategy should be developed (Fig. 6, left).

Synthesis by time segment processing When longer sound files are used, we have 
synthesis by time segment processing (Fig. 6, right). We can include in the category of 
time domain methods also classic electroacoustic music techniques before the voltage-
control era, where sounds were generated and recorded on a magnetic tape and then 
the tape was cut in pieces, which were edited, transposed, recombined and spliced to 
obtain an evolving and more complex sound. This approach was also used in com-
puter music when the computing resources did not allow easy and fine mixing under 
the musician’s control of the sound elements. The composer designs and synthesizes 
the various sound segments, which are stored in separate files. This constitutes the 
basic material, which is then placed over time.

Figure 7. Representation of granular synthesis where grains derived from different sources are 
randomly mixed.
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Micro-granular synthesis   The second approach is based on synthetic grains typi-
cally consisting of a windowed sinusoidal which has the property of locating the en-
ergy both in frequency and time domain (Fig. 8). One possible analogy is with the 
mosaic technique, where the grains correspond to individual small monochromatic 
tiles and their juxtaposition produces a complex image. When the grains are scattered 
irregularly in the time-frequency plane, ”clouds” of microsounds, or sound textures, 
are obtained, that can simulate natural noisy sounds in which general statistical prop-
erties are more important than the exact sound evolution. Typical examples include 
the sound of numerous small objects (e.g., rice or sand) falling onto a resonating 
surface (e.g., a metal plate), or rain sounds composed by the accumulation of a large 
amount of water droplet micro-sounds, or even scratching/cracking sounds made by 
the accumulation of thousands of complex micro-sounds not necessarily determinis-
tic. In general, we can expect these types of sounds to occur in the real world when 
they are the result of multiple realizations of the same event or the same phenomenon. 
In computer music, when the grains are irregularly distributed over time, this tech-
nique is also called Asynchronous Granular Synthesis (Roads, 1991).

Another peculiarity of granular synthesis is that it eases the design of sound events 
as parts of a larger temporal architecture. For composers, this means a unification 
of compositional metaphors on different scales and, as a consequence, the control 
over a time continuum ranging from the milliseconds to the tens of seconds. There 
are psychoacoustic effects that can be easily experimented by using this algorithm, 
for example crumbling effects and waveform fusions, which have the corresponding 
counterpart in the effects of separation and fusion of tones.

Figure 8. Example of a synthetic grain waveform, locating the energy both in frequency and 
time domain, for micro-granular synthesis.
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Synchronized granular synthesis Other methods of synthesis, based on particular 
forms of elementary waveforms, have been proposed in computer music, especially 
as a way of realizing subtractive synthesis. The first realizations are VOSIM (Kaegi 
and Tempelaars, 1978) and formant-wave function (French: forme d’onde formantique, 
FOF) (Rodet, 1984) methods. These methods can also be considered as particular 
types of granular synthesis. In this case the temporal position of the grains is directly 
related to the pitch of the sound, and their waveform determines the spectral enve-
lope. In computer music, when the grains are synchronized with the pitch period, it 
is called Pitch Synchronous Granular Synthesis, which is a way to implement in time 
domain the source-filter model excited by a pulse train (De Poli and Piccialli, 1991).

When the grains are aligned to a grid superimposed on the time-frequency plane, 
granular synthesis becomes the implementation of an inverse transform derived from 
time-frequency representations such as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) or 
Wavelet Transform (De Poli et al., 1991).

3.2 Frequency domain models

In this section the models which are best interpreted in the frequency domain are 
presented. In computer music often they are called spectral models.

3.2.1 Additive synthesis

In additive synthesis, complex sounds are produced by the superimposition of el-
ementary sounds. In certain conditions, the constituent sounds fuse together and the 
result is perceived as a unique sound. This procedure is used in some traditional in-
struments, too. In an organ, the pipes generally produce relatively simple sounds; 
to obtain a richer spectrum in some registers, notes are created by using more pipes 
sounding at different pitches at the same time. The piano uses a different procedure. 
Many notes are obtained by the simultaneous percussion of two or three strings, each 
oscillating at a slightly different frequency. This improves the sound intensity and 
enriches it with beatings.

In order to choose the elementary sounds of additive synthesis, we first note that 
the Fourier analysis model enables us to analyze sounds in a way similar to the human 
ear and so to extract parameters that are perceptually significant. When we analyze a 
real, almost-periodic sound, we immediately notice that each partial amplitude is not 
proportionally constant, but that it varies in time according to different laws (Risset 
and Mathews, 1969). In the attack portion of a note, some partials, which in the 
steady state are negligible, are often significant. Frequency can also be variable over 
time (Fig. 9).

Any almost-periodic sound can be approximated as a sum of sinusoids. Each sinu-
soid’s frequency is nearly multiple that of the fundamental, and each sinusoid evolves 
in time. For higher precision, the frequency of each component can be considered as 
slowly varying. Thus, additive synthesis consists of the addition of some sinusoidal 
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oscillators, whose amplitude and frequency are time varying (Fig. 10). The additive-
synthesis technique also provides good reproduction of nonperiodic sounds, present-
ing in the spectrum the energy concentrated in some spectral lines. For example, 
Risset (1969) imitated a bell sound by summing sinusoidal components of harmoni-
cally unrelated frequencies, some of which were beating. In Risset’s example, the ex-
ponential decaying amplitude envelope was longer for the lower partials. Additive 
synthesis provides great generality. But a problem arises because of the large amount 
of data to be specified for each note. Two control functions for each component have 
to be specified, and normally they are different for each sound, depending on its dura-
tion, intensity, and frequency. The possibility of data reduction has been investigated 
(Risset and Mathews, 1969). The method works best when used for harmonic or near 
harmonic sounds where little noise is present.

Additive synthesis is most practically used either in synthesis based on analysis 
(analysis/synthesis), often transforming the extracted parameters, or when a sound 

Figure 9. Fourier analysis of a saxophone tone: amplitude envelopes (left) and frequency enve-
lopes (right) of the sinusoidal partials, as functions of time.
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Figure 10. Additive synthesis: sum of sinusoidal oscillators with time-varying amplitudes and 
frequencies.
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of a precise and well-determined characteristic is required, as in psychoacoustic 
experiments. In any case, in order to familiarize musicians with sound characteris-
tics and frequency representations, the technique is also useful from a pedagogical 
point of view. This method, developed for simulating natural sounds, has become 
the “metaphorical” foundation of a compositional methodology based on the ex-
pansion of the time scale and the reinterpretation of the spectrum in harmonic 
structures.

3.2.2 Source-filter models

Some sound signals can be effectively modeled through a feed-forward source-filter 
structure, in which the source is in general a spectrally rich excitation signal, and the 
filter is a linear system that acts as a resonator and shapes the spectrum of the excita-
tion. A typical example is voice, where the periodic pulses or random fluctuations 
produced by the vocal folds are filtered by the vocal tract, that shapes the spectral en-
velope. The vowel quality and the voice color greatly depend on the resonance regions 
of the filter, called formants. The source-filter model exhibits a feed-forward structure 
of several blocks some of which generate signals (or acquire them as an input) and 
some transform such signals. If the transformation is linear, it is best interpreted in the 
frequency domain as a filter (Fig. 11).

In general, the division between the generator and the transformation gives rise to 
the possibility of controlling separately both the source and filter characteristics. There 
is, therefore, a greater flexibility of control and better interpretation of the parameters, 
as well as greater fusion in the class of sounds that can be obtained.

Subtractive synthesis   In computer music, source-filter models are traditionally 
grouped under the label subtractive synthesis. Most analog voltage-controlled synthe-
sizers in the 1960’s and 1970’s made use of subtractive synthesis techniques in which 
audio filters were applied to spectrally rich waveforms. It consists of filtering a spec-
trally rich signal source, which is what happens when the vibrations of violin strings 
are transmitted to the resonant body. The resulting spectrum is given by the product of 
the input signal spectrum multiplied by frequency response of the filter, so that some 
frequencies will be attenuated (subtracted) while others will be enhanced. According 
to the frequency response of the filter the general trend of the spectrum can be varied 
or, for example, a small portion of the spectrum of the signal can be extracted. If the 
filter is static, the temporal features of the input signal are maintained. If, instead, the 

Figure 11. Source filter model.
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filter coefficients vary slowly over time, the characteristics of the sound will be a com-
bination of those of the source and those of the filter, just as in singing.

This technique is most suitable for implementing slowly varying filters (acoustic re-
sponse of a specific environment, spatialization) as well as filters that are subject to fast 
variations (muting effect, spoken or sung voice, sounds characterized by significant 
timbre dynamics). Notice that subtractive synthesis does not use specific assumptions 
on the periodicity of the source signal, therefore it can be successfully used for generat-
ing non-pitched sounds, such as percussions, in which case noise sources characterized 
by a continuous (non-discrete) spectrum are employed.

Source-filter models are often used in an analysis-synthesis framework, in which 
both the source signal and the filter parameters are estimated from a target sound sig-
nal, that can be subsequently resynthesized through the identified model. Moreover, 
transformations can be applied to the filter and/or the excitation before the reconstruc-
tion (see Fig. 12). One of the most common analysis techniques is Linear Prediction, 
that we will address in Sec. 3.2.2.

Figure 12. Source filter model in an analysis-synthesis framework: the analysis phase estimates 
the model parameters and the transformation step modify the parameters according to the 
musical desires.

Figure 13. Example of a 2nd order resonator tuned on the center frequency fc = 440 Hz and 
with bandwidth B = 100 Hz: impulse response (left), magnitude response (right).
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Formant synthesis When the filter has prominent resonances, which enhance the 
spectrum in some frequency regions, we have format synthesis, which is very useful for 
sound characterized by such behavior as the vowel in voice synthesis. A class of filters 
that is widely used in subtractive synthesis schemes is that of resonant filters: the 2nd 
order IIR resonant filter is the simplest one, where center frequency and bandwidth 
can be controlled (Fig. 13). To separately control the frequency and bandwidth of each 
formant, a parallel structure (filterbank) of filters is advisable. When we want to control 
the overall trend of the spectrum, a single filter, as in LPC synthesis, is sufficient.

Formant synthesis of voice realizes a source-filter model in which a broadband 
source signal undergoes multiple filtering transformations that are associated to the 
action of different elements of the phonatory system. Depending on whether voiced 
or unvoiced speech (see above) has to be simulated, two different models are used. If 
the speech segment is a voiced signal, the input is a periodic pulse train whose period 
coincides with the pitch of the speech. If the speech segment is an unvoiced signal, 
vocal folds do not vibrate and turbulences are produced by the passage of air through a 
narrow constriction (such as the teeth). The turbulence can be modeled as white noise. 
The complete transfer function may or may not include vocal fold response depend-
ing on whether the sound is voiced or unvoiced. The block structure of the resulting 
model is shown in Fig. 14.

Linear Predictive Coding In linear source-filter models, if we can make simplified 
hypothesis about input, it is possible to estimate both the parameters of the source 
and the filter of a given sound. The most common procedure is Linear Predictive 
Coding (LPC) which assumes an impulse source or noise and a recursive filter (Fig. 
15). By analyzing brief sequential segments of the sound, time-varying parameters can 
be extracted that can be used in resynthesis. Note that LPC-derived methods are in 
common use for voice transmission in cell phones.

Since a parametric model was used, the data obtained by the analysis have an 
exact interpretation in terms of the model. This fact supplies reference criteria for 

Figure 14. A general model for formant synthesis of speech.
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their modification. Therefore, it is possible to control and modify separately differ-
ent features of the signal: as an example, the pitch of a speech sound depends on the 
excitation and can be controlled separately from the formant structure, which instead 
depends on the filter. For example, when the excitation frequency is increased for 
the voice, the sound pitch is raised, without altering the position of the formants, 
and thus not affecting the voice quality and message. Or using the estimated filter 
parameters of a voice, that are perceptually robust, for filtering another sound, e.g. an 
orchestra, that has a dense time structure. As already mentioned, the time-frequency 
features of the two sounds combine, resulting in an orchestra that sings. In computer 
music, this application is called cross-synthesis.

3.3 Hybrid models or time-frequency models

Time domain and frequency domain models can be combined to have a more flex-
ible and effective sound generation. Additive and subtractive syntheses are somewhat 
complementary, in the sense that the first one naturally reproduces sounds having a 
dominant periodic or quasi-periodic content, while the second one is better suited to 
reproduction of sounds having a dominant random content. In the second category 
we might put percussive, transient, or noisy sounds, like the consonants in speech. In 
sounds as they are found in nature, the two components, periodic and random, are 
almost always simultaneously present. As an example, consider the sound of a wind 
instrument: the deterministic signal results from self-sustained oscillations inside the 
bore, while the residual noisy signal is generated by the turbulent flow components 
due to air passing through narrow apertures inside the instrument. Similar considera-
tions apply to other classes of instruments, as well as to voice sounds, and even to non-
musical sounds. Therefore, it makes sense to try to separate the two components from 
the analyzed sounds, and then reproduce each component with the most appropriate 
algorithm. Hybrid models (i.e. time domain and frequency domain models) are used 
to this purpose. 
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Figure 15. LPC synthesis.
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3.3.1 Spectra Modeling Synthesis

Different models can be combined in order to have a more flexible and effective 
sound generation. One approach is Spectral Modeling Synthesis (SMS) that considers 
sounds as composed by a sinusoidal part and a residual noise part (Sinusoidal + Noise 
model). The fundamental assumption behind the sinusoidal + noise model is that 
sound signals are composed of slowly-varying sinusoids and quasi-stationary broad-
band noises. A clever analysis procedure was proposed, to separate the sinusoidal from 
the noisy part of the signal and estimate their parameters from a given sound (Serra 
and Smith, 1990). During the synthesis the sines are generated by additive synthesis 
and the noise by subtractive synthesis. A more sophisticated approach considers a 
third impulsive component for representing transients, giving rise to the Sinusoidal + 
Noise + Transient model (Verma and Meng, 2000). Notice that the “sinusoidal + noise” 
additive model sounds good except for attacks, the “sinusoidal + noise + transients” 
additive model preserves attacks, but not the spatial image of multi-channel sounds.

Both additive and subtractive syntheses can be referred to as spectral models. 
Spectral models can be implemented in time-domain as additive synthesis for the si-
nusoidal component and subtractive synthesis for the noise component (Fig. 16), but 
also both can be jointly computed in frequency domain by using the inverse Short-
Time Fourier Transform, which in computer music is usually called Phase vocoder, and 
can be efficiently computed through block processing.

3.4 Nonlinear models or abstract models

The transformations seen above, since they are linear, cannot change the frequency 
of the components that are present. Instead, when nonlinear transformations are used, 
frequencies can be even drastically changed. Thus, it is possible to vary substantially 
the nature of sounds in input.

Figure 16. Spectral modeling synthesis (SMS) using additive and subtractive synthesis, with 
possible transformations of the analysis parameters.
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Methods in this class are sometimes called abstract algorithms, since from math-
ematical equations generate synthesis sounds far from ”natural” sounds, but by ma-
nipulating these equations, we try to obtain sounds which allow a specific musical 
identity. In fact, the interpretation of nonlinear synthesis is not based on physical 
acoustics, but it comes from modulation theory applied to musical signals. Therefore, 
it inherits, in part, the analog interpretation as used in electronic music and is a new 
metaphor for computer musicians.

There are two main effects related to nonlinear transformations: spectrum enrich-
ment and spectrum shift. The first effect is due to non-linear distortion of the signal 
and allows for controlling the brightness of a sound, while the second is due to its 
multiplication by a sinusoid (ring modulation) and moves the spectrum to the vicin-
ity of the carrier signal, altering the harmonic relationship between the partials of 
modulating signal. The possibility of shifting the spectrum is very intriguing when 
applied to music. From simple components, harmonic and inharmonic sounds can be 
created, and various harmonic relations among the partials can be established. Often, 
the input amplitudes are varied by multiplying them by a constant or time-depend-
ent parameter, called the modulation index. Thus, acting only on one parameter, the 
sound characteristics are substantially varied. Dynamic and variable spectra are easily 
obtainable. In additive synthesis, similar variations require a much larger amount of 
data, even when singles sinusoids are used.

The two classic methods for spectrum enrichment and spectrum shift, respectively 
non-linear distortion and ring modulation have, progressively, become less interesting, 
giving way to frequency modulation methods which combines both effects.

3.4.1 Non-linear distortion or waveshaping

Non-linear distortion (NLD) is an algorithm which had far less fortune than frequen-
cy modulation, even though it shares with it most of the advantages and drawbacks. In 
this method the idea is to feed a signal (typically a sine wave) into a function that maps 
the amplitude values in a non-linear manner, thus producing harmonically rich sounds 
(Fig. 17). Even for NLD it is possible to control the amplitude of partials when we are 
using special distorting functions and acting on the input sine amplitude (Arfib, 1979; 

Figure 17. Sound synthesis by non-linear distortion (or waveshaping) of a sine wave.
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Brun, 1979). Besides being a synthesis algorithm by itself, NLD finds applications with-
in other synthesis models, to obtain particular effects. In many real objects, non-linear 
saturation phenomena are found. They typically occur when the amplitude of vibrations 
is large enough. The acoustical effect is a spectral enrichment by addition of new spectral 
components (brightness), and it can be achieved by NLD (Fig. 18).

3.4.2 Ring modulation

Ring modulation (RM), sometimes called multiplicative synthesis, consists in the 
multiplication of the input (modulating) signal by a sinusoidal carrier signal (Fig. 
19), which moves the spectrum to the vicinity of the carrier frequency. It derives from 
abstract mathematical properties of trigonometric functions as used in modulation 
theory applied to music signal. Therefore, it partially inherits and simulates digitally 
the processing blocks used in analog electronic music. Transformations that produce 
spectral shifts can produce very intriguing musical effects: complex harmonic and 
inharmonic spectra can be created starting from simple (sinusoidal) input sounds, and 
various harmonic relations among the partials can be established (Fig. 20). Amplitude 
modulation (AM) is a variant with similar characteristics.

Figure 18. Example of output signals (solid lien) from a linear and from a non-linear memory-
less system, in response to a sinusoidal input (dashed line): in a linear system the input and 
output differ in amplitude and phase only (left); in a non-linear system they have different 
spectra (right).

Figure 19. Ring modulation (multiplicative synthesis) with a sinusoidal carrier.
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3.4.3 Frequency modulation

Another very successful sound synthesis technique of the eighties had been the 
synthesis by Frequency Modulation (FM). John Chowning invented FM while experi-
menting on vibrato effects on digital oscillators. Actually, FM in its simplest formula-
tion is nothing more than an audio-frequency vibrato effect (Fig. 21). If the frequency 
of a sinusoidal oscillator (carrier) is driven by another oscillator (modulator), new 
spectral components appear in the sidebands of the carrier frequency, spaced by in-

Figure 20. Multiplicative synthesis. Spectrum of a periodic signal x2 with four harmonics (a). 
Resulting spectrum when the signal is multiplied by a sinusoid of frequency f1, greater than 
its bandwidth (f1 = 7f2) (b). Resulting spectrum when x2 is multiplied by a sine of frequency 
lower than its bandwidth (f1 = 2.6f2) (c). The components deriving from the folding of negative 
frequencies are shown as dashed lines.
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tervals equal to the modulator frequency. When FM sound synthesis was first intro-
duced, a complete mathematical theory was already available from the field of elec-
trical communications. The real discovery was the possibility of generating complex 
sounds by means of very simple devices, like digital oscillators (Chowning, 1973).

The carrier/modulator frequency ratio determines the spectral content of sounds, 
and is directly linked to some important features, like the absence of even compo-
nents, or the inharmonicity. The modulation index determines the bandwidth and is 
usually associated with a time curve (the so called envelope), in such a way that time 
evolution of the spectrum is similar to that of traditional instruments. For instance, 
a high value of the modulation index determines a wide frequency bandwidth, as it 
is during the attack of typical instrumental sounds. On the other hand, the gradual 
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Figure 21. Frequency modulation synthesis.

Figure 22. Variations of FM scheme: compound modulation (left), nested modulation (cent-
er), and feedback modulation (right).
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decrease of the modulation index determines a natural diminution of the frequency 
bandwidth during the decay phase. Controlling the bandwidth of the produced signal 
gives the same effect as a dynamic filter, similar to the subtractive synthesis.

By combining various FM modules, richer spectra and a wider range of possibil-
ity for variation can be obtained. For example, when several carriers, or a complex 
periodic carrier, are used and modulated by the same modulator, side bands around 
each sinusoidal component of the carrier are obtained. The corresponding FM scheme 
is termed compound modulation (Fig. 22, left). This effect can be used to separately 
control different spectral areas of a periodic sound. It is also possible to use complex 
modulators. A similar effect is obtained when a sinusoidal modulator is itself modu-
lated by a second one (nested modulation shown in Fig. 22, center). In this case, in 
fact, the carrier is modulated by an FM signal, thus rich in components. The resulting 
signal still maintains its frequency, as seen above in the case of parallel modulators, 
but with more energy in most of the lateral components. The last FM scheme that 
we examine is feedback modulation (Fig. 22, right), in which past values of the output 
signal are used as a modulating signal. Moreover, one may vary the delay length in the 
feedback, and observe emergence of chaotic behaviors for suitable combinations of the 
parameters (De Poli, 1983).

A point of strength of FM is its simplicity and efficiency, which allowed an imme-
diate integration in low-cost chips. Moreover, the FM model offers a great freedom of 
action, since it can simulate real sounds while being a model open to the user through 
a few parameters at symbolic level. The fact that this symbolic description is far from 
the real-world experience is one of the fundamental limits of the algorithm. The con-
trol of an FM generator is far from intuition and requires a big deal of experience. 
Another feature, which can be seen both as an advantage and a drawback, is the fact 
that sophisticated users are able to recognize FM synthesis from the sound results. As a 
consequence, FM music instruments acquired their own identity of instruments “tout 
court”, to the detriment of a more general usage.

Its main qualities, i.e. great timbre dynamics with just a few parameters to control 
and to low computational costs, are progressively losing popularity when compared 
with other synthesis techniques which, though more expensive, can be controlled in a 
more natural and intuitive fashion. The FM synthesis, however, still preserves the at-
tractiveness of its own peculiar timbre space and, though it is not particularly suitable 
for the simulation of natural sounds, it offers a wide range of original synthetic sounds 
that are of considerable interest for computer musicians.

3.5 Models for sound and space

In visualization or sonification there is an essential process, which appears basically 
unvaried in the two domains of image and sound. It is the process of passing from the 
space of objects, thought of as entities provided by the model, to the space of images 
or sounds. In computer graphics, this passage is governed by the laws of perspective, il-
lumination and visibility. In sound computing these concepts are respectively replaced 
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by sound localization, radiation/diffusion and masking. Most of the aforementioned 
models consider sounds as monodimensional functions of time picked up at some 
point close to the source. While loudspeakers and voice can be considered as point-
like sources, in many musical instruments sound is emitted from many points or from 
a radiating surface. Then, sound waves are diffused in the environment and they reach 
the ears of the listener, that we can consider as point-like pickups.

Several models have been proposed that take into account the effects introduced 
on pressure waves by propagation in air, interaction with surrounding objects, and 
enclosing surfaces. They are implemented as recursive filters featuring long delay-lines. 
These models are based on perceptual descriptions of acoustic scenes (e.g., reverbera-
tion, spaciousness), or on physical descriptions of the environment (e.g., geometry 
of the room, position of the sound source). The models can be implemented both in 
time or frequency domain. For an extensive treatment of the topic the reader might 
look at (Pulkki et al., 2011).

4. Sound modeling: physics-based models

The models seen so far have attempted to represent a sound as it reaches our ears. 
An alternative approach is that of modeling the source of a sound and obtaining its 
synthesis through a simulation of the physical phenomena that produce sound.

In the family of physics-based models we put all the algorithms generating sounds 
as a side effect of a more general process of simulation of a physical phenomenon. 
Physics-based models can be classified according to the way of representing, simu-
lating and discretizing the physical reality. Hence, we can talk about cellular, finite-
difference, and waveguide models, thus intending that these categories are not disjoint 
but, in some cases, they represent different viewpoints on the same computational 
mechanism. Moreover, physics-based models have not necessarily to be based on the 
physics of the real world, but they can, more generally, gain inspiration from it; in 
this case we will talk about pseudo-physical models. In this section, the approach to 
physics-based synthesis is carried on with particular reference to real-time applica-
tions, therefore the time complexity of algorithms plays a key role.

The aim is that of building physical models that can be used to produce sound and 
can be effortlessly employed by musicians (composers and performers). At the basis 
of the musical interest in these two models, there are two fundamental hypotheses:

• The complexity of sound is given by the complexity of the structure of the model 
and therefore by the generation algorithm;

• There exists a relationship between the effects of the actions on the source (that is 
to be simulated) and its model. In this way, the parametric control of the algorithm 
is simplified and has an inherent semantic interpretation.

As regards control parameters, we have parameters of the model, that depends 
on the physical properties of the source to be modeled, and parameters that affect 
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the quality of the single sound. For example, in the first case, when modeling a pi-
ano string (Fig 23), tension, density, diameter, stiffness, etc. should be specified. The 
parameters that individuate a specific sound instance from the class of the sounds 
generable by a piano model are which key and key and key velocity. The sound of a 
piano string model depends on impact velocity and string state: it reacts realistically to 
pianist’s touch and changes every time. In the second case the sound of a piano string 
model depends on impact velocity and string state: the physical model reacts realisti-
cally to pianist’s touch and the sound changes every time. By comparison, in the case 
of additive synthesis the amplitude and frequency envelopes for all partials must be 
specified each time.

4.1 Functional blocks

In real objects we can often outline functionally distinct parts and express the over-
all behavior of the system as the interaction of these parts. Outlining functional blocks 
helps the task of modeling, because for each block a different representation strategy 
can be chosen. In addition, the range of parameters can be better specified in isolated 
blocks, and the gain in semantic clearness is evident. Our analysis stems from musical 
instruments, and this is justified by the fact that the same generative mechanisms can 
be found in many other physical objects. In fact, we find it difficult to think about a 
physical process producing sound and having no analogy in some musical instrument. 
For instance, friction can be found in bowed string instruments, striking in percus-
sion instruments, air turbulence in jet-driven instruments, etc. Generally speaking, we 
can think of musical instruments as a specialization of natural dynamics for artistic 
purposes. Musical instruments are important for the whole area of sonification in 
multimedia environments because they constitute a testbed where the various simula-
tion techniques can easily show their merits and pitfalls.

4.1.1 Block decomposition

The first level of conceptual decomposition that we can devise for musical instru-
ments consists in two functional blocks: an exciter and a resonator. The exciter is the 
place where energy is injected into the instrument, and it strongly affects the attack 
transient of sound, which is fundamental for timbre identification. The resonator sus-
tains and controls the oscillation and is related with sound attributes like pitch and 
spectral envelope. We can argue that the exciter tends to define the timbre identity, 

Figure 23. Physical model (left) and computational model (right) of a piano string.
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while the resonator tends to define the timbre quality. For instance, in a violin, one 
could separate the description of the bow (exciter) from the rest of the instrument 
(resonator). These two parts have corresponding mathematical descriptions typically 
consisting in a strongly non-linear system for the exciter and a (to a great extent) lin-
ear system for the resonator. In this conceptual scheme, the radiating element (bell, 
resonating body, etc.) is implicitly enclosed within the resonator.

The player controls the performance by means of inputs to the two blocks (Fig. 
24). In a clarinet, for instance, we have a feedback structure where the reed is the 
exciter and the bore with its bell acts as a resonator. The player exerts exciting actions 
such as controlling the mouth pressure and the embouchure, as well as modulating ac-
tions such as changing the bore effective length by opening and closing the holes. In a 
plucked string instrument, such as a guitar, the excitation is provided by plucking the 
string, the resonator is given by the strings and the body, and modulating actions take 
the form of fingering. The interaction is only weakly feedback, so that a feed-forward 
scheme can be adopted as a good approximation: the excitation imposes the initial 
conditions and the resonator is then left free to vibrate.

In practical physical modeling the block decomposition can be extended to finer 
levels of detail, as both the exciter and the resonator can be further decomposed into 
simpler functional components, e.g. the holes and the bell of a clarinet as a refine-
ment of the resonator. At each stage of model decomposition, we are faced with the 
choice of expanding the blocks further (white-box modeling), or just considering the 
input-output behavior of the basic components (black-box modeling ). In particular, 
it is very tempting to model just the input-output behavior of linear blocks, because 
in this case the problem reduces to filter design. However, such an approach provides 
structures whose parameters are difficult to interpret and, therefore, to control. In any 
case, when the decomposition of an instrument into blocks corresponds to a similar 
decomposition in digital structures, a premium in efficiency and versatility is likely to 
be obtained. In fact, we can focus on functionally distinct parts and try to obtain the 
best results from each before coupling them together.
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Figure 24. Exciter and resonator.
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An important step in the development of a synthesizer based on a physical model 
is to reduce the model as much as possible in order to be able to compute the output 
signals in real time with an affordable computer system. In this reduction one has to 
take into account the target of the produced sound – the human ear. Although the 
basic idea of physical modeling is to simulate the details of some sound production 
mechanism, it is of no value to concentrate on details which are not relevant to the 
timbre. The rule of thumb is that anything that will not have an audible effect on the 
sound signal can be disregarded.

4.1.2 Model Structure

The interaction of exciter and resonator is the main source of richness and variety 
of nuances that can be obtained from a musical instrument. The interaction can be 
”feedforward”, when the exciter doesn’t receive any information from the resonator, or 
”feedback”, when the two blocks exert a mutual information exchange.

Feed-forward structure The simplest case is represented by the feed-forward struc-
ture. In this case, the exciter acts on the resonator without receiving any information 
from it: strictly speaking, therefore, one cannot talk of “interaction” between the two 
parts (Fig. 25). In many percussion instruments, for example, the excitation is a short 
impulse that is not affected by the feedback from the resonator. The feed-forward 
structure lends itself to a simple description of those instruments in which the excita-
tory mechanism imposes some initial conditions on the resonator, then letting it free 
to evolve over time. From the physical modeling point of view the source-filter model, 
we saw in sect. 3.2.2, is a sort of physics-based model with feed-forward structure. 
Alternatively, it can be seen as a signal generator. In this situation, the status of the 
exciter is controlled by the performer without any information from the resonator. For 
this reason, this model does not adequately simulate the transients.

In LPC synthesis, the LPC filter is not a perfect simulation of the vocal tract. The 
simple form of the filter is adopted because it is easy to solve equations to find its 
coefficients, given a frame of natural speech waveform. In estimating the LPC param-
eters, a residual signal can be obtained, which accounts for model imperfections and 

Figure 25. Feed-forward structure.
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can be used as input to the filter during the synthesis to improve the sound realism. 
The limits of a detailed physical simulation are also found when we try to model the 
behavior of a complex linear vibrating structure, such as a soundboard; in such cases 
it can be useful to record its impulse response and include it in the excitation signal as 
it is provided to a feedforward interaction scheme. Such a method is called commuted 
synthesis, since it makes use of commutativity of linear, time-invariant blocks (Fig. 26). 
A valuable way of shortening the excitation table in commuted synthesis is to factor 
the body resonator into its most-damped and least-damped modes. The most-damped 
modes are then commuted and combined with the excitation in impulse-response 
form. The least-damped modes can be left in parametric form as recursive digital filter 
sections or can precomputed and stored in a wavetable. Typically, several excitation 
signals are used for one instrument. This method works very well for plucked or struck 
string instruments.

It is interesting to notice that the integration of sampled noises, residual signals or 
impulse responses into physical models is analogous to texture mapping in computer 
graphics. In both cases the realism of a synthetic scene is increased by insertion of 
snapshots of textures (either visual or aural) taken from actual objects and projected 
onto the model.

Feedback structure The structure that is most relevant to source models is the 
feedback structure, which also takes into account the action of the resonator on the 
exciter. This type of structure therefore requires a mutual exchange of information 
between the blocks making up the system (Fig. 27). Many musical instruments can 
be usefully described through a similar structure. An example that highlights the in-
terdependence between the signals of exciter and resonator is that of a clarinet. In this 
instrument, vibratory phenomena take place in the bore. Within it, the perturbations 
are caused by variations of the incoming flow (action). On the other hand, the latter 
depends on the status of the opening of the reed which, in turn, is a function of the 
difference between the pressure existing in the mouth of the performer and that in the 
initial part of the bore (reaction).

This structure lends itself well to the simulation of persistently excited instruments. 
It should also be noted that, even in those cases in which the free evolution seems 

Figure 26. Commuted synthesis: Schematic diagram of a stringed musical instrument (above); 
the string input aggregates excitation and resonator impulse responses (below).
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overwhelming, the interaction between exciter and resonator is however still clearly 
heard at the start of the sound, where it plays a fundamental role in giving the instru-
ment its characteristic timbre.

While allowing a more accurate description of the instrument, the feedback struc-
ture also has some disadvantages too. In particular, because of its generality, it is not 
very easy to use in practice: in fact, it is not obvious how to specify the description of 
blocks and the way they interact. Another problem is linked to their non-computabil-
ity. By using this structure, and therefore combining explicit equations, one can find 
oneself in the situation of having an implicit model equation that cannot be made 
explicit. More generally, one can observe that this situation arises, whenever both exit 
functions of the two blocks show an instantaneous dependence on the inputs: ap-
propriate methods therefore need to be applied in its implementation. In this type of 
structure, temporal sound variations are caused mainly by the interaction between the 
parts. It is therefore not required to impose continuous variations in the parameters 
during synthesis, as is often necessary in signal models.

One interesting characteristic of this structure is the presence of non-linearity in 
the feedback loop, which gives rise to a complex behavior. This type of non-linear 
structure is very difficult to control and, because of this, it has been taken into con-
sideration for musical instruments only quite recently. On the other hand, these algo-
rithms exhibit a dynamic timbric character as intrinsic property of the structure. The 
synthesis for physical models is therefore interesting, as it allows an interpretation of 
this type of structure. The interpretation may give useful information for the control 
of model parameters and for the evaluation of their properties (stability, convergence 
and so on).

In digital implementations it is convenient to use the three block EIR structure 
(Fig. 28), where in between the two blocks exciter and resonator, a third block is 
found. This is an interaction block and it can convert the variables used in the exciter 
to the variables used in the resonator, or avoid possible anomalies introduced by the 
discretization process. The idea is to have a sort of adaptor for connecting different 
blocks in a modular way. This adaptor might also serve to compensate the simplifica-
tions introduced by the modeling process (Borin et al., 1992a).

Figure 27. Feedback structure.
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4.1.3 Lumped vs. distributed models

When we consider the properties of the physical elements, physics-based sound 
modeling paradigms are often grouped into two broad categories, namely lumped 
and distributed models. Lumped models are used when a physical system can be con-
veniently described without explicitly considering its extension in space. The variables 
are function of time alone. As an example, a mechanical resonating body may be de-
scribed in terms of ideal masses or rigid elements, connected to each other with spring 
and dampers, and possibly non-linear elements. The resulting models are naturally 
described in the time domain, in terms of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE).

Distributed models are more often used for describing vibrating bodies or air vol-
umes where forces and matter depend on (and propagate along) both time and space. 
All the variables are functions of time and one or more spatial variables. Strings, bars, 
acoustical bores, membranes, plates, rooms, can be treated as continuous distributed 
systems, and mathematically described by means of Partial Differential Equations 
(PDE).

In both cases the physical behavior can be represented by ordinary or partial differ-
ential equations, whose form can be learned from physics textbooks and whose coef-
ficient values can be obtained from physicists’ investigations or from direct measure-
ments.  These differential equations often give only a crude approximation of reality, 
as the objects being modeled are just too complicated.

4.2 Physical modeling techniques

The techniques used for physical modeling can be classified on the basis of the way 
they represent, simulate and discretize physical reality. The methods can be divided 
into five categories: (i) source–filter modeling, (ii) numerical solution of partial dif-
ferential equations, (iii) vibrating mass–spring networks, (iv) waveguide synthesis, and 
(v) modal synthesis.

These categories are not disjoint, but in some cases represent different perspectives 
of the same generation mechanism. More generally, one can observe that models need 
not necessarily represent existing physical objects but may instead simply draw inspi-

Figure 28. The three block EIR structure: the interaction block separates the exciter from the 
resonator, so that they can be designed independently.
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ration from them. In order to develop the model, one first needs to formulate specific 
hypotheses on the internal structure of the source. Then, from the knowledge of the 
physical laws that regulate its evolution in time, a system of equations is written out 
whose solution represents the signal of interest. There are several ways of arriving at 
these equations.

4.2.1 Digitizing differential equations: finite differences

A first class of models is represented by the equations of the dynamics of vibrat-
ing objects: there will be ordinary differential equations for the rigid elements and 
partial differential equations for the flexible and spatially distributed elements (Fig. 
29). These equations regulate the variation of a physical quantity in space and time; in 
the simpler cases (absence of loss, perfect elasticity) it is possible to obtain analytical 
results, while in more complex cases, it is necessary to use the numerical solution. In 

Figure 29. Distributed vs. lumped model of a string.

Figure 30. An example of a mechanical model of an exciter, the hammer of a piano: physical 
hammer (above, left), model (above, right), finite difference algorithm (below).
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this case, it is necessary to discretize the equation in time and space using numerical 
analysis methods, thus obtaining a system of finite difference (FD) equations. Methods 
in common use are finite difference approximation and bilinear transform. Fig. 30 
shows the computable discretization scheme of the non-linear hammer, obtained from 
the straightforward finite difference approximation of the dynamics.

One of the most popular ways of solving partial differential equations is finite dif-
ferencing, where a grid is constructed in the spatial and time variables, and derivatives 
are replaced by linear combinations of the values on this grid. Classical techniques 
from numerical analysis can be used to solve the equations, by numerical integration 
of difference equations. Moreover, several new techniques, suited for real-time synthe-
sis, from signal processing are being developed to this purpose. This approach is closely 
related to the so-called Finite Element Method (FEM) or Boundary Element Method 
(BEM) that are used in mechanical engineering to simulate vibration of structures.

4.2.2 Cellular models

A second type of models is represented by cellular models. This method requires the 
decomposition of physical objects into simple mechanical elements (springs, masses, 
frictions) that are linked to one another. While suitable for the simulation of vibrating 
bodies such as plates, bars, ropes or non-uniform membranes, this method is hardly 
suitable in the simulation of acoustic pipes or wind instruments in general. This model 
has a very high computational cost. In fact, it takes into consideration the motion 
over time of all points in which the source has been decomposed into, while it is often 
enough to observe the motion of a few important point for the purposes of gaining 
musically interesting information.

Figure 31. An example of a cellular model composed of an interconnected network of simple 
mechanical elements.
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Several approaches to physics based sound modeling can be recast in terms of cellular 
automaton, the most notable being the CORDIS-ANIMA system introduced by Cadoz 
and his co-workers, who came up with cells as discrete-time models of small mass-spring-
damper systems, with the possible introduction of nonlinearities (Fig. 31). The main goal 
of the CORDIS-ANIMA project was to achieve high degrees of modularity and paral-
lelism, and to provide a unified formalism for rigid and flexible bodies. Moreover, in the 
case of the multiplicity of micro-objects, it has shown good effectiveness for joint produc-
tion of audio and video simulations (Cadoz et al., 1984; Florens and Cadoz, 1991).

4.2.3 Wave and waveguide models

When discretizing physical systems, a key role is played by the efficiency and ac-
curacy of the discretization technique. Namely, we would like to be able to simulate 
simple vibrating structures and exciters with no artifacts (e.g. aliasing, or non-com-
putable dependencies) and with low computational complexity. Due to its good prop-
erties with respect to these two criteria, one of the most popular ways of approaching 
physical modeling of acoustic systems makes use of wave variables instead of absolute 
physical quantities.

A particularly efficient model for one dimensional resonator is the digital wave-
guide (DWG) model. It is based on the analytic solution of the equation that describes 
the propagation of perturbations in a medium and in the discretization of the solu-
tion. For instance, the propagation of the pressure variation in a cylindrical tube can 
be expressed as the sum of two waveforms propagating in opposite directions (Fig. 
32). To model a discontinuity, we can insert a special junction that models the wave 
scattering. Low-pass and all-pass filters are used to simulate dissipative and dispersive 
effects in the medium.

We can thus model and implement such wave propagation by using simple delay 
lines. Therefore, by utilizing the wave variables, instead of the physical ones (such 
as velocity/force, flow/pressure), we obtain a model – made of delay lines, junction 
elements and filters – that strictly corresponds to our perception of physical real-
ity. Moreover, the simulation algorithm is particularly simple and effective, allowing 
simulating many types of musical instruments in real time.

Let us consider deviations from ideal propagation due to losses and dispersion in 
the resonator. Usually, these linear effects are lumped and simulated with a few filters 

Figure 32. Wave propagation in a cylindrical tube (left) and the corresponding waveguide 
model (right).
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which are cascaded with the delay lines. Losses due to terminations, internal frictions, 
etc., give rise to gentle low pass filters, whose parameters can be identified from meas-
urements. Wave dispersion, which is often due to medium stiffness, is simulated by 
means of allpass filters whose effect is to produce a frequency-dependent propagation 
velocity. In order to increase the computational efficiency, delay lines and filters should 
be lumped into as few processing blocks as possible. When wave variables are adopted 
in the digital domain for representing lumped components this approach is called Wave 
Digital Filter (WDF). It is important to notice that Digital Waveguides and Wave 
Digital Filter are fully compatible with each other, which makes it very desirable to 
explore new physical models based on the wave representation of physical phenomena.

A particularly nice feature of the Digital Waveguide approach is that it simulates 
physical phenomena directly in a digital way, that is, there is no need to first develop 
a continuous-time model and then discretize it in time. Moreover, the solution can 
be computed only for the points of interest and not for each point of the structure, as 
when digitizing partial differential equations, thus allowing for great computational 
efficiency.

For example, figure 33 shows a computational model of a piano using the EIR 
structure of Fig. 28, where the hammer is modeled as in Fig. 30 and the strings are 
modeled using the waveguide approach as in Fig. 32.

Delay-line based oscillators As an example, let us consider a rough model of 
clarinet. The non-linear block representing the reed can simply be an instantaneous 
non-linear map. This use of instantaneous nonlinearities gives rise to a general scheme 
of nonlinear oscillator, depicted in Fig. 34, which is composed of an instantaneous 
map y = G(x, u), possibly dependent on input parameters or signals u, a delay-line sec-
tion, which determines the periodicity, and a linear reflection filter R(z) which can be 
tuned to give the desired spectral dynamics.

In particular, if the reflection filter is reduced to a constant, and the input signal 
u is constant, the system evolution is described by an iterated map. This formula-

Figure 33. An example of a computational model of a piano implemented using the EIR 
(Exciter-Interaction-Resonator) three block structure.
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tion permits us to introduce qualitative reasoning about the conditions for establish-
ing oscillations and the periodic, multiperiodic, or chaotic nature of the oscillations 
themselves (Fig. 35). This model allows demonstrating some of the basic nonlinear 
behavior of the clarinet, violin, and flute families oscillations (McIntyre et al., 1983).

The simplest case of the scheme of Fig. 34 is when the exciter is a unitary map 
and there is only the reflection filter connected in feedback to the delay line. If the 
reflection is also constant and unitary, we have a periodic repetition of the waveform 
initially stored in the delay line (Fig. 36, left), i.e. it results the table look-up oscillator 
from a different perspective.

If the reflection filter is moderately low-pass, the upper harmonics will decay faster 
than the lower ones. We can thus obtain simple sound simulations of the plucked 
strings, where the delay line serves to establish oscillations. This method is suitable to 
model sounds produced by a brief excitation of a resonator, where the latter establishes 
the periodicity, and the interaction between exciter and resonator can be assumed to 
be feedforward. This method is called long-term prediction or Karplus-Strong synthesis 
(Fig. 36, right).

A complete model of the clarinet is shown in Fig. 37, where the reed model can 
be an instantaneous map or modeled as a damped harmonic oscillator to take into ac-

Figure 34. A computational model for non linear oscillators, useful for musical sounds.

Figure 35. The simplified model for non linear oscillators as iterated maps, useful to explain 
nonlinear oscillations in musical instruments.

Figure 36. Feedback delay line as a table look-up oscillator (left) and as Karplus-Strong syn-
thesis (right)
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count the reed dynamics. The delay line represents the wave propagation in the bore; 
the reflection filter represents the tone hole lattice and the radiation filter represents 
sound emission from the tone holes and the bell.

4.2.4 Modal synthesis

In the panorama of methods for physical modeling, modal synthesis represents a 
rather interesting approach, particularly for implementing resonators. Modal synthe-
sis uses system theory principles (modal decomposition) in order to implement a lin-
ear system with the parallel of second order systems. By doing so, a certain modularity 
and structural regularity are maintained (Adrien, 1991).

The impulse response of a resonating object is represented as a linear combination 
of the outputs of N damped oscillators, each of which represents one mode of oscilla-
tion (resonance) of the object excited by a driving force or acoustic pressure. In this 
sense modal synthesis can be interpreted a source-filter approach in which the source 
is the driving signal and the filter is a bank of second-order bandpass filters (Fig. 38). 
In the feed-forward structure, it can be realized (and interpreted) in both time and 
frequency domain, respectively as additive synthesis or as source filter models. By 
choosing a different frequency and damping factor for each oscillator (or conversely 
center frequency and bandwidth of each filter), it is possible to account for a set of 
partials and decay times of the resonator spectrum. The input modal parameters can 
be chosen to match those of an arbitrary object. Moreover, morphing between differ-
ent shapes and material can be obtained by designing appropriate trajectories for these 
parameters.

Figure 37. The clarinet (above) and a simplified computational model (below) implemented 
using the waveguide approach and the feedback structure.
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Modal parameters can be analytically estimated for simple shapes or experimen-
tally estimated from a recorded audio signal. In practice one will strike the object 
and then analyze the recorded response in air, with consequent spatially distributed 
interactions, and sound radiation through air. Modal synthesis is both effective and 
efficient for recreating the sounds of objects that exhibit a relatively small number of 
strong decaying modes. The time domain implementation (i.e. as sum of damped 
oscillators) is effective for impact sounds, while frequency domain implementation 
(i.e. as a filterbank) is effective for continuous excitation. It is often used to generate 
sounds for rigid bodies. The perception of size and shape of an object greatly depends 
on the distribution of the resonating modes.

What stimulates the interest of researchers and musicians in this method, besides the 
modularity of the resulting structures, is the frequency-domain representation. In fact, 
nonlinear physical models are normally represented in the time-domain, while some-
times frequency-domain conceptual representations can be more desirable for musi-
cians. Another attractive characteristic of modal synthesis is its robustness. In fact, even 
though data are not obtained from theoretical considerations or experimental results, the 
system always produces acoustically coherent results, while other methods often behave 
in an unpredictable and unpleasant way when parameters are inappropriately chosen.

Notice that the modal formalism incorporates a “spatial” representation (e.g. it 
is possible to inject a force in a specific point of a modal resonator, or to measure its 
displacement in a specific point). Thus, the resonator can give a feedback information 
to the exciter for a proper coupling in the feedback scheme of Fig. 27.

4.3 Non mechanical sources

4.3.1 Virtual analog

In cases where the sound-producing (or sound-processing) device to be simulated 
is an analogue electronic system, rather than a mechanical or acoustic system, the 
term virtual analog synthesis is commonly used to refer to physics-based sound syn-

Figure 38. Modal synthesis implemented as a filterbank of 2nd order resonating filters.
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thesis of these devices. Virtual analog is a type of physical modeling, which imitates 
the electronic properties of the circuit components rather than the mechanical or 
acoustical qualities of some device. It is used to emulate digitally the circuitry found 
in analog electronic devices or analog synthesizers, by implementing mathematical 
models of analog circuitry. These models can simulate accurately the non-linearity of 
the circuitry and the interactions that take place between all the components under 
different conditions. Because their parameters can be modified in real time by the user, 
the resulting synthesizers both sound and behave almost identically to a real analog 
synthesizer. The nonlinearities, which imitate the behavior of analog components, 
bring about pleasing distortion and compression, familiar characteristics of nostalgic 
music equipment. For example figure 39 shows the original electronic scheme (left) 
and the electric scheme digital simulated by CSC (right) of the device Selezionatore di 
ampiezza of Studio di Fonologia musicale of Milan.

4.3.2 Pseudo-physical models

One can observe that the physical model synthesis refers to the real world not just 
to draw inspiration from it to build conceptual models, but also to identify model 
parameters and to evaluate the results. It is often the case that the results of the model 
are compared with reference to sounds in the real world for the sake of a qualitative 
evaluation. If one refers to real-time simulation of musical instruments, the compro-
mise required by the simplification of the model and its efficient implementation 
render the results (even when timbre-rich) less than satisfactory from the point of 
view of imitation. This approach has a scientific motivation, as it allows confirming 
the hypotheses relating to its functioning that are at the basis of the model, but it fails 
to exhaust the possibilities of their musical use.

Musicians have a clear intuition about the relationship between physical objects 
and the sound they produce. With this knowledge, the design of new objects is pos-
sible, and, therefore, of new sounds. Synthesis with physical models allows us to start 
out from this reality and create virtual acoustic objects that go beyond the physical 

Figure 39. Original electronic scheme (left) and simulated scheme for virtual analog (right) 
of Selezionatore di ampiezza of Studio di Fonologia Musicale of Milan (Canazza et al., 2011).
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reality surrounding us. In fact, the synthesis for physical models can be considered, 
from a more abstract viewpoint, as the generator of a musical reality in itself. It gives 
musicians projecting the sounds the possibility of drawing inspiration from the real 
world to create their own metaphors, without being bound to the usual physical laws 
in their experimentation. This allows them to focus mainly on the structures and only 
marginally on traditional metaphors. Structures, in fact, are responsible for the gen-
eration of classes of homogeneous sounds, while their conceptual interpretation may 
be considered useful or limiting, depending on the specific situations.

A typical case in which the physical interpretation is important is the parametric 
control of an instrument. In fact, the algorithms derived from physical models have 
the property of control “robustness”. This property is derived from the fact that the 
physical model of an instrument has characteristics of energy passivity and stability 
that allows evaluating what the parametric variations allowed on the algorithm are and 
forecasting their effects on the final result. Therefore, the physical interpretation of 
structure has the advantage of facilitating the control of the instrument, while giving 
the musician a conceptual model of control that is very close to gestural experience. 
This leads to consider synthesis for physical models as a starting point and guide for 
the exploration of a whole class of algorithms, without limiting ourselves to traditional 
sound generation modes.

4.4 Models of objects for auditory interaction

In the common practice of multimedia systems, sound has a secondary role, and 
it is almost always subordinated to visual information. In real life, the hearing percep-
tion is very important and can be of use, other than in conveying acoustic messages, 
as a complement to sight perception, or as a reinforcement to messages coming from 
other senses.

Sounds, like images, adjoin a large amount of information when associated with 
the dynamic evolution of the objects they represent. Much of the communicative 
power of a picture or a sound is in the possibility of associating it to an object. Thus, it 
is evident how the availability of common models for sounds and images can increase 
the communicative properties of multimedia systems. In the case of visual commu-
nication, a model allows transformations of the image in order to get many different 
views. In the same way, for sounds we feel the necessity of building models allowing 
interaction with the sound object and overcoming the slavery to the “frozen” sounds. 
When the models for visual and acoustic “views” are alike, the communicative poten-
tial of the multimedia system is increased.

What stated above holds for the communication “to” the user, but it is even more 
important when we are dealing with communication “with” the user. For instance, a 
slider can be thought of as a static image, but if we are planning that the user will act 
on the slider, then we have to make an abstraction of the slider object, and associate to 
it a context-dependent view. By analogy, the acoustic event, which is produced when 
rubbing two objects, can be represented by a prerecorded sound. But if we want the 
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user to be able to determine the contact pressure between the two surfaces, then we 
have to design a “rub” object and a model accounting for the possible interactions. 
What we said is particularly important when adopting new forms of human-machine 
interaction, involving touch or force information exchange. In this case the acoustic 
data can improve the realism in interaction and increase the resolution. A high-level 
model for all the multi-sensorial information is a key step towards a better coherence 
among the perceived signals. The idea is to shift the focus from sound models to 
sounding object models.

For all the purposes outlined herein, sound models should be accurate in their 
audio quality, versatile in their response under different conditions, and they must 
respond to the expectations of the user. These three features are essentials for object 
models for auditory interaction and an approach based on physical modeling is gener-
ally desirable.

We want to insist on a particular aspect of sensorial communication in multimedia 
systems: the possible unification between sound and image models. This unification 
is determinant for achieving a high coherence of aural and visual cues. Moreover, 
the effort for finding out unitary models can be worth doing, because it can simplify 
the analysis and engineering process in multimedia development. This approach is 
strengthened by the experience of artistic research, which has moved along the same 
direction during this century. Without necessarily aiming to a total art, many artists 
have been looking for forms of unification among different media, and they found 
them in generalized models. A significant example can be found in Kandinsky’s ef-
fort for finding common perceptual models of color and musical timbre. Modern 
technologies allow proceeding farther than the perceptual unification, and they make 
it possible to look for a “source” unification, i.e. to base the multimedia models on 
common generative mechanisms (De Poli and Rocchesso, 1998)

5. Control models

We saw that the behavior of a synthesis model depends on its internal structure 
and on the input (or control) data. The problem of control in synthesis refers to every-
thing that goes from the symbolic description of sounds, as expressed in the score, to 
the sound, using synthesis models. Traditionally, the score is a series of notes (symbols 
that describe a sound and its properties on an abstract level), and it is up to the player, 
with the help of an instrument, to turn this into sound. Therefore, control in synthesis 
occurs by coordinating symbolic information, discrete in time, and information that 
can be thought of as varying continuously (control signals). Such control signals (often 
in computer music called control functions) can be generated by appropriate proce-
dures or acquired from gestural interfaces. For a deep discussion on gestural control 
interfaces see (Wanderley and Depalle, 2004) and for the related research at CSC see 
(Canazza et al., 2022a).

Two levels of abstraction in control can, in general, be distinguished and which 
correspond to two different time scales. The first level, sonological control, controls the 
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timbre evolution of the note and determines the passage from expressive parameters to 
the underlying algorithm. In this case the signals vary during the evolution of the note 
and operate along the time scale of its duration. Random and periodic frequency vari-
ations, in order to obtain a vibrato effect, are an example of this. The second, expressive 
control, involves the player as the interpreter. It refers to the passage from symbols to 
actions in order to choose and render the desired expressive effects. Generally, this 
does not mean just the simple transformation from symbol to symbol, but determines 
rather, the continuous variation of a set of parameters. Variations in the duration and 
amplitude of the note in order to emphasize the grouping of the phrase, is an exam-
ple. This level consists, therefore, in the generation of signals that vary along the time 
scale of the musical phrase. The musician, thus, directs and shapes the flow of musical 
sound which form the entire work and acts in a similar way as the conductor of an 
orchestra. The idea of the quality of the timbre, i.e. the capacity of the instrument 
to produce ”beautiful sounds”, is associated to the first level. At the second level, the 
”playability” property, i.e. the possibility that the player is given to interact satisfacto-
rily with the instrument is given priority.

Control signals differ from acoustic signals in several respects. For example, their 
frequency analysis does not seem to have any significant interpretation, therefore con-
trol synthesis and manipulation techniques are more suitable to be developed and 
described in the time domain. Despite this lack of parallelism, some sound synthesis 
techniques do have a counterpart in the synthesis of control signals.

5.1 Time domain control models

5.1.1 Abstract models

The control functions can be obtained with several procedures. When we have not 
reference to real signals, we have abstract models. One it to use arbitrary shapes, for 
instance some composers have tracked the shapes of mountains or urban skyline. In 
another case the functions can be generated by composition programs according to 
the composer needs.

5.1.2 Time-segment models

Sampling When, however, reference is made to real signals, then control signals 
can be derived from analysis of given sounds. These are successively used in resynthesis 
and with typical manipulations in the time domain. In a certain sense, this approach 
is similar to the use of sampling in synthesis. Control synthesis techniques based 
on recording-and-reproduction are characterized by the timbral richness of natural 
sounds and the expressiveness of acoustic instruments but, similarly to sound synthe-
sis techniques based on sampling, they suffer from a certain rigidity in their usage. In 
particular, when expressive control signals are derived from the analysis of acoustic 
samples, all gestural actions are recorded, including those that are characteristic of 
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the performer. Data reduction techniques can be used to abstract the desired and 
most perceptually relevant characteristics (Risset, 1969). Even though the possibility 
of modifying control signals appears as being minimal in the case of recording-repro-
duction, it is always possible to use such signals in a creative way, for instance redirect-
ing some control signals to different control inputs. For example, the pitch envelope 
could be used for controlling the bandwidth. Once a variety of control signal samples 
are available, their impact on the timbre quality needs to be evaluated and interpreted 
in order to be able to use them in combination with other time-domain techniques 
such as cut and paste, amplitude or time scaling, etc.

Composite controls   A simple synthesis model of control signals consists of com-
bining several elementary signals through superposition or chaining or partial overlap-
ping, as we saw for granular and additive synthesis. For example, in the case of sound 
frequency control, it is possible to add a signal that describes the general trend of the 
frequency (pitch) to a periodic slow oscillation (tremolo) and to other random or 
fractal variations. As far as timbral control is concerned, a control signal can be gener-
ated as a chain of different waveforms, each of which describes a different portion of 
timbral evolution and is selected among a collection of typical trends. For example, 
the attack-sustain-decay-release (ADSR) is a common model for control signals com-
monly used for modifying the amplitude envelope. This method consists of a chain 
of four signals that describe characteristic portions (attack, decay, sustain, release) of 
the timbre.

Interpolation Interpolation, both linear and nonlinear, is often applied in the 
synthesis of control signals. Since synthesis can be considered as a process that maps 
”little” localized information into a continuous variation of a multitude of parameters, 
the concept of interpolation seems to be quite a natural way of approaching the prob-
lem of control parameter synthesis. Starting from the specification of a few significant 
samples of the control signal (for example, the pitch of the notes that constitute a 
musical phrase) an interpolation model generates an analog signal that is characterized 
by properties of smoothness and regularity characteristic of the interpolator.

5.1.3 Source-filter approach

A typical solution for the synthesis of parametric fluctuations through statistical mod-
els consists of filtering white noise with an appropriate linear filter (source-filter approach). 
The parameters of the filter can be estimated by analyzing given acoustic samples. This 
solution can be generally employed whenever it is not possible to make specific hypoth-
eses on the control structure, although it is possible to extract a statistic description of it.

5.1.4 Hybrid models

As we said earlier, the reproduction of control signals has the same problems as 
those typical of sound synthesis based on sampling. In particular, the fact that the 
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whole control function needs to be stored makes this approach not particularly versa-
tile. In order to avoid the intrinsic rigidity of this method, one can think of modeling 
the control signal with a combination of a deterministic signal that models the aver-
age trend of the control signal and a random process that describes its fluctuations. It 
should be quite clear that, in this case, the statistical properties of the random portion 
are of crucial importance.

5.1.5 Fractal models

In some cases, variations in the control parameters are to be attributed to chaotic 
behavior of the acoustic mechanism of sound production (such as in an organ pipe 
driven by a jet of air). When this happens, control signal generators are well described 
by fractal models. What makes a fractal model interesting is the fact that it captures an 
important temporal characteristic of natural signals, self-similarity, that is, the statisti-
cal similarity of some temporal characteristics when viewed from different time scales. 
In particular, a single generator could be employed for simultaneously generating sev-
eral signals that evolve on different timescales. For this reason, source-filter models are 
more suitable for modeling self-correlation on a short timescale, while fractal signals 
are better for modeling self-correlation on a longer timescale.

5.2 Physical models for control

Physical models can also synthesize control signals. In this case, the system is slow-
ly varying and provides the dynamics for the evolution of the control signal. So far, 
however, this approach has been rarely used for the synthesis of control signals. Most 
of the available examples are meant for obtaining descriptive physical metaphors for 
musical processes, rather than for modeling existing mechanisms. For example, Todd 
(1995) suggested a model of a ball accelerating along a surface with several holes in 
it, for describing the expressive acceleration or slowing down of the musical tempo. 
Sundberg and Verrillo (1980) suggested the analogy between the final slowing down 
of a musical piece and a person that stops walking. Such models generate parameter 
variations that can be cognitively perceived as plausible and recognized as natural.

It should be noted that cellular models, when some elements evolve on different time 
scales, are particularly useful for obtaining physically plausible dynamic sound evolution, 
even at the level of performance control (Florens and Cadoz, 1991). By its principle, the 
physical modeling approach offers new ways of complex and relevant structuring with 
an intimate relationship between different hierarchical levels (Cadoz, 2009).

5.3 Gestural control

In its early days, computer music was produced offline by mainframes. In batch 
computer music, the only way to input data to the machine was through alphanu-
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meric symbolic languages that represented the synthesis/processing algorithm and the 
sound parameters. Each expressive intention needed to be explicitly formalized in the 
input data. The performer’s gesture was not taken into account: the composition of 
the sound and the composition with sounds replaced the traditional performance with 
instruments. The musician had to select and adjust the synthesis model and to formal-
ize the control parameters and signals. Generally, it can be observed that the synthesis 
of control signals occurs very often at low levels of abstraction or using rather simple 
procedures. Few models have been put forward to describe and generate control sig-
nals. Not much research has be done to formalize what knowledge and experience 
gained in synthesis techniques and to identify models that are general enough to allow 
the musician to turn her/his attention to controlling the control signals and, therefore, 
operate at a more abstract level.

In the 1980s, real-time music systems have begun to be designed, which allowed 
an increasingly effective interaction between the performer, the machine and the lis-
tener and fostered new performance practices. The availability of real-time synthesis 
gradually shifted the attention to gestures as a source of control functions. Gestures 
are an easy and natural way for controlling sound generation and processing. A pre-
cursor was the Groove system by Mathews and Moore (1970) that allowed real time 
control and editing of performer actions described (graphically or symbolically) by 
time functions. In digital instruments, the physical interface of the control device is 
disjointed from the sound generation and processing system. This offers the designer 
and the musician the possibility of establishing the correspondence between the in-
terface and the generation system that best suits their musical ideas, as well as to vary 
it according to their own expressive needs. In this way, the complete behavior of the 
instrument can be changed. The focus of the research became the mapping of detected 
actions of the performer to input parameters of the synthesis engine. While the in-
put devices determine the mechanical and acoustic constraints of the system and the 
sound engine affects the sound characteristics, the mapping defines the performative 
qualities of the instrument (Wanderley and Depalle, 2004).

It is advisable to decouple input gestural data from sound model control data in 
two (or more) steps through layered mapping, which includes an intermediate repre-
sentation of parameters. The intermediate information can be at different representa-
tion levels, such as physical, perceptual and even conceptual (Wanderley and Depalle, 
2004). We are still in the early stages of understanding the complexities of how the 
mapping layer affects the perception (and the playability) of an electronic instrument 
by its performer.

6. CSC research on sound models

Since 2022 marks the 800th anniversary of the University of Padova this work also 
aims to be a review of research in the field of music technologies at Padova University, 
focusing on scientific and musical research on sound models during the Seventies and 
the Eighties.
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6.1 Background

The first attempts to use electronic technology to produce music at the University 
of Padua date back to the late Fifties, when an innovative photoelectric organ was 
designed by Giovanni Battista Debiasi, in which oscillations were produced by a 
rotating disk with slits that periodically modulate the light reaching a photodiode. 
The different envelopes of each harmonic and organ stop were produced by modu-
lating the light intensity through a sliding window, in a sort of additive synthesis 
(Debiasi, 1959). In the late Sixties the Group Nuove Proposte Sonore (NPS), led by 
Teresa Rampazzi, introduced analog electronic music in the Conservatory of Music in 
Padova, and then began collaborating with the university in the field of computer mu-
sic, where a group of researchers and musicians were working on speech synthesis and 
computer music research (Dashow et al., 1978; Debiasi et al., 1984). In 1979 these 
activities have been institutionalized by the university with the creation of the Centro 
di Sonologia Computazionale (CSC). The founding members were Debiasi, Giovanni 
De Poli, Graziano Tisato and Alvise Vidolin. Since the beginning, CSC has been a 
leading research center in the field of computer music. Musical creativity has been a 
stimulus to pursue new paths in scientific and technological research. Over the years, 
CSC’s research has addressed several topics, described in detail in (Canazza and De 
Poli, 2020), which include sound processing, expressiveness, multimodal interaction, 
and musical cultural heritage. On the other hand, theoretical and scientific achieve-
ments have been constantly applied to music production. More than two hundred 
musical pieces have been made at CSC and have received wide recognition (http://csc.
dei.unipd.it/multimedia-works/).

In 1979 a course on computer music (Musica all’elaboratore elettronico) was insti-
tuted by the Faculty of Engineering, one of the first such courses in the world dedi-
cated to technology students. The course evolved with different names and programs, 
keeping up with the state of the art of international computer music research. The 
need to teach sound synthesis to advanced students has given impetus to sound mod-
eling research.

In 1980, CSC and Venice Biennale (on strong drive of Mario Messinis, direc-
tor of the Music Sector) converged into the creation of the LIMB (Laboratorio per 
l’Informatica Musicale della Biennale), a structure that offered for a decade the most 
fruitful opportunities for scientific research, music production and dissemination of 
computer music. The focus of basic scientific research in this decade was on instru-
mentality, i.e., allowing interaction in real-time processing and the categorization of 
sound classes by new synthesis algorithms and perceptual timbre spaces.

Since the 1990s, with the advancement of real-time synthesis by special processor 
and later by software the new focus of CSC research was on the exploration of expres-
siveness and performance. The goal was to overcome the rigidity typical of early com-
puter music, to render the many expressive nuances introduced by a performer while 
playing a piece of music. A general account of CSC scientific and musical research can 
be found in (Durante and Zattra, 2002; Canazza and De Poli, 2020; Canazza et al., 
2022a).
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6.2 Scientific and musical research at CSC

6.2.1 Systems for computer music

In the Seventies, the first research objective of CSC was to develop a system for 
computer music that would provide researchers the opportunity to operate in an inte-
grated manner both at the score level and at the sound level. The first musical sounds 
from computer that could be heard at CSC in the beginning of 1974 were a melody 
played by an organ simulation by time-segment processing.

The main concern was to create a complete system, easy to use and flexible in 
application, for producing music with the equipment of Computing Center of the 
university, an IBM mainframe connected to an IBM System/7 for high-quality four-
channel D/A conversion. For batch synthesis MusicV and Music360 programs were 
used (Dashow et al., 1978). Languages for alphanumerically traditional scores encod-
ing and for computer-aided composition were developed.   Tisato (1976) created the 
ICMS (Interactive Computer Music System) in 1976 for interactive synthesis. The 
system operated in a multi-programming environment and its principal purpose was 
to develop a single environment suitable for the processing from any sound source, 
being it acoustic or synthesized, vocal or instrumental. It provided real-time synthesis, 
editing, and mixing of selected musical material, reverberation and spatial distribu-
tion on four channels, LPC sound analysis and synthesis using any sound source as 
the stimulus. Particular care was given to man-machine interaction through simple 
commands and graphic visualization. ICMS provided an easy introduction to com-
puter music particularly for non-specialists. The system was successfully used in the 
production of many music works, for acoustic and psycho-acoustic research and for 
educational purposes.

In the 1980s CSC, together with the Institut de Recherche et Coordination 
Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) in Paris and the Laboratorio per l’Informatica Musicale 
della Biennale (LIMB) in Venice, developed the 4i System, designed by Giuseppe 
Di Giugno. The system is based on digital processors for live electronics with four 
DACs, two ADCs, and a control interface for performance parameters (Canazza et al., 
2022a). This system was used to play real time sound synthesis in one of the most im-
portant musical works of the second half of the 20th century, Luigi Nono’s Prometeo 
(1984) and for Salvatore Schiarrino’s Perseo e Andromeda (1989) which is the first 
musical theater work with only real-time digital sounds.

6.2.2 Models and algorithms

Time-domain synthesis research  CSC has been a pioneer in time-segment 
synthesis. Research on speech synthesis began in the early 1960s at the initiative of 
Debiasi. At that time the most common approach was frequency-domain simulation 
of the phonation process by time-varying filters, such as the vocoder. Computers had 
very limited computing power and memory space, however. Thus, Debiasi’s approach 
was concatenative synthesis in the time domain. Debiasi’s idea was to develop a real-
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time text-to-speech synthesis for the Italian language by experimentally identifying 
a minimum set of elementary speech segments (phonemes or parts of phonemes) 
which, when appropriately recombined, allowed the synthesis of any message, keep-
ing intelligibility as the main goal. With about a hundred speech units, the system 
produced very intelligible speech synthesis, even if of a robotic quality (Francini et 
al., 1968). Later the system was expanded for German, Greek and Serbo-Croatian 
languages (Stathopoulou et al., 1980). The speech unit system was employed by De 
Poli and Vidolin in the first computer piece of CSC Consonantico for computer voice 
and electronic processing (1975). Moreover, a concatenative synthesis of singing was 
realized by resampling the vocal units to obtain vowels with appropriate pitch and 
duration (De Poli, 1975).

A system for the automatic translation from any Italian text into naturally fluent 
speech was developed in the 1980s. It was built up around a phonological processor, 
which mapped the phonological rules of Italian into prosodic structures, and of a syn-
thesizer, which processed and joined LPC coded diphones, derived from the previous 
research on concatenative speech synthesis (Delmonte et al., 1984). An interesting ap-
plication of the system involved referring to the timbre characteristics of the diphones 
archive as a spectral vocabulary for controlling musical sound synthesis (Mian and 
Tisato, 1986).

In music research additive synthesis was used by Fausto Razzi, in the piece Progetto 
Secondo (mono tape, 1980), where he developed the sound element of the sine wave 
to attain an accomplished formal structure. The composer’s requirement was to work 
with sound spectra made up of three frequencies, organized like triplets of a piano’s 
strings (beating each other). In relation to the location in the range of musical pitch-
es, the values of the fundamentals were determined. He used additive synthesis on 
a quarter-tone scale, with frequency values such as to generate first-order beatings 
(Razzi, 1981).

Winter Leaves (stereo tape, 1980) by Mauro Graziani is an investigation of the re-
lationships between harmony and timbre. The basic technique is to construct sounds 
whose spectra have harmonic valence. One of the systems to achieve this is to create 
sounds whose spectral components have chordal relationships. Winter leaves has been 
realized through additive processes starting from simple sounds (sines); it is a system 
that creates complexity through the superposition of simple elements. Each of the 
spectra, generated with a simple additive synthesis with 5 oscillators, is then enriched 
from the acoustic point of view thanks to a ring modulation process among the five 
basic components taken two by two. In this way, other frequencies are obtained which 
are used both as spectral components and as ’notes’ on which to articulate the me-
lodic / harmonic discourse. The piece is controlled both in its composition and in its 
synthesis by simple patterns. It progresses from the generation and accumulation of 
fundamental materials to their definitively structured organization at the end (Zattra, 
2003a, 2004).

Agostino Di Scipio had from the very beginning a need for a blending of musi-
cal form and sound matter. He saw the potential of fractals and in their numerical 
methods as a useful front-end for granular synthesis At CSC he implemented, with 
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Graziano Tisato, granular synthesis and granular processing on the local mainframe 
computer system, using several nonlinear maps as a front-end control structure (Di 
Scipio and Tisato, 1993). Then in the composition Fractus (for viola and comput-
er-generated sounds, on stereo tape, 1990) he experimented the non-linear iterated 
maps, which in science allow modeling of chaotic systems, for the formal construction 
of the piece (Di Scipio, 1990). The electronic sounds were generated with a form of 
synthesis by frequency modulation and support the instrumental part, reflecting on 
the whole the dialectics of order and disorder despite the economy of a rather reduced 
set of musical elements.

In the same period, Bernardi et al. (1997) used analysis methods based on chaos 
theory to study the self-similarity properties of music and control signals. The local 
fractal dimension (LFD) yields a good description of the fluctuation of sound wave-
form, exploiting the geometrical characteristics of its time graph. The local fractal 
dimension proves its usefulness in its scale- and time-varying formulation. Analysis 
of musical signals in phase space with chaos theory was shown to provide important 
information on the sound production mechanism.

Among the very systematic works we find Parafrasi (for computer processed voice, 
stereo tape, 1981) by Aldo Clementi composed using canon techniques, starting from 
recorded material (by the soprano Liliana Poli). The source material consists of a me-
lodic module, sung in three different tonalities and with three different metronomes. 
In the synthesis the elements are transposed, retrograded (by reading backward the 
sound files), concatenated, and finally superimposed with various input delays, until 
the whole sound is made up of six canons in three voices each, three in straight mo-
tion and three in retrograde motion (Clementi, 1982; Graziani, 1982). The technique 
is in a way a musical experimentation of sampling with transformations we have seen 
in Sect. 3.1.2. He notes that the computer allows microvariations due to vertical co-
incidences and ever-changing horizontal proximities or departures: the sounds very 
close to each other determine variable and changing frictions around a single cluster 
and, stylistically, an equally changeable state of continuous sound vertigo (Clementi, 
1982). 

Time-segment models In time domain, various synthesis techniques have been 
investigated, in particular those utilizing VOSIM-type oscillators or non-linear tech-
niques. The problem of finding parameters for a generalized VOSIM oscillator and 
for waveshaping has been studied. For this, equivalence relations were determined for 
shaping polynomials which produce the same spectrum, but have different dynamic 
behavior (De Poli and De Poli, 1976, 1979; De Poli and Faccio, 1989).

De Poli collaborated with Aldo Piccialli of the University of Naples working on 
time-domain algorithms for sound synthesis. Different strategies were proposed to 
bring methodologies and techniques of digital signal processing into a granular syn-
thesis context (De Poli and Piccialli, 1988, 1989). With this goal in mind, they de-
veloped several waveform design and transformation techniques for granular models 
(Pitch Synchronous Granular Synthesis) to produce sounds with time-varying formant 
regions (De Poli and Piccialli, 1991).
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Non-linear models The non-linear distortion model was studied for input consist-
ing of the sum of two sinusoidal signals and a particular waveshaping was examined in 
which the spectrum produced also depends on the input frequency (De Poli, 1984a). 
The use of a distorting function specified by the ratio between two polynomials was 
then proposed (De Poli, 1984b). Finally, frequency modulation was also an object 
of investigation. The use of phase or frequency series and feedback modulators was 
studied (De Poli, 1983), as well as special discrete modulation with phase distortion 
(De Poli and Piccialli, 1984).

Music compositions with non linear techniques Non linear techniques has been 
a source of inspiration in music research. Among the early CSC pieces, a first attempt, 
in terms of control, to overcome the limits of the 1970s computer technologies is well 
represented by Teresa Rampazzi’s With a light pen (stereo tape, 1976), composed on 
the computer with the Interactive Computer Music System (ICMS) of CSC, which 
used a light-sensitive computer input device on a CRT display to create the synthesis 
sounds and organize them in time (Tisato, 1976). The system allowed real-time FM 
synthesis, spectral analysis, sound editing and mixing (Fig. 40).

In 1978 Teresa Rampazzi composed Computer dances (4 tracks tape), a piece 
that studied timbre using frequency modulation synthesis. This work is the result of 
Rampazzi’s tone research applied to rhythms at different speeds. The signals at the be-
ginning are slow moving in order to let the transformations of tone modulations to be 
perceived. Only towards the end the signals become shorter and very articulated; the 
number of which reach voices or ”dancers” superimposed. The two pieces obtained a 
special mention at the International Electroacoustic Music Competition in Bourges 
(France) in 1977 and 1978, respectively (Zattra, 2003b).

In the same period, James Dashow proposed a theory based on a timbral model 
in which “... the nonharmonic domain of frequency relationships may in some way 
contain a necessary system of hierarchical structural functions.” This approach uti-
lized various modulation techniques as a beginning point for generating ”... a group 
of chords that have meaningful and possibly necessary functional relationships ...” 
(Dashow, 1980). A single pair of pitches, the generating dyad, is made to generate sev-

Figure 40. The ICMS system: FM synthesis (left), spectral analysis (right).
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eral inharmonic partial series, all of which have the generating dyad in common. The 
resulting spectra can be interpreted as chords that ”harmonize” the generating dyad.

This approach to timbre construction offers a means for associating timbral distinc-
tions much more closely with other elements of compositional structure. The choice 
of timbre is in this way more organically related to other aspects of the composition 
insofar as the timbre is made to be the direct result of those pitches or frequencies ar-
ticulated at a given moment (Dashow, 1978). Background structure can be composed 
in terms of invariant groups of discrete frequencies (traditional pitches, for example), 
while surface elaboration and prolongation can be achieved by generating inharmonic 
partial and scalar systems from the basic frequency or pitch structure grouped in pair. 
This technique was applied to ring modulation, amplitude modulation, and a con-
trolled use of the foldover phenomenon.

Effetti collaterali (for clarinet and stereo tape, 1976) is the first piece that makes 
use of the notion of harmonizing dyads or triads of pitches with frequency-modu-
lation spectra. Conditional assemblies (4 tracks tape, 1980) is a more complete ap-
plication of this idea of starting with two or three pitches and working backwards 
to discover which frequency relationships between two signals would be necessary 
in order to realize a series of spectra harmonizing the generating pitches. The piece 

Figure 41. Prometeo, tragedia dell’ascolto by Luigi Nono: Sound movements inside the wooden 
resonating structure, as drawn by Hans Peter Haller, sound director.
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was rewarded with a second prize at the 1981 Bourges International Electroacoustic 
Music Competition.

A real leap in the quality of CSC music works was achieved in the early 1980s when 
a collaboration with IRCAM, in Paris, and the Venice Biennale is started to build the 
4i System, a processor capable of generating sounds in real time. The 4i System was im-
mediately used by Luigi Nono as a musical instrument in his opera Prometeo, tragedia 
dell’ascolto (for vocal and instrumental soloists, choir, orchestra, live electronics, and 
4i System, 1984), which is definitely one of the most important musical works of the 
second half of the twentieth century, and in which technology plays a dominant role.

At its first performance of the opera, which took place in the Church of San Lorenzo 
in Venice, the synthesis sounds of 4i System were the first to invade the acoustic space 
of the church, emerging from the bottom of the wooden structure to spread in all 
directions followed by the orchestral and chorus sounds, thus starting the piece (Fig. 
41). Among the composer’s various requests, a gesture-controlled performance envi-
ronment was created that could simulate a ”coro velatissimo” (very veiled chorus) used 
in different sections of the opera. Therefore, the computer did not have to play a simple 
melody, but rather generate several sets of sounds that moved over time, and could be 
aggregated around one or more musical pitches, and at the same time changed the tim-
bre both in a harmonic and inharmonic sense. The fluidity required by the transforma-
tions led us to prefer the potentiometer as a sensor for controlling the musical gesture, 
and to choose the frequency modulation sound synthesis technique for high efficiency 
and versatility in timbre control (Vidolin, 1997; Canazza et al., 2022b).

Advanced algorithms for audio restoration The last four decades at CSC have 
seen the realization of many musical works. As a result, the problem of preserving 
these works for posterity arose. Researchers at CSC addressed the problem of im-
proving existing algorithms for digital restoration, not only for simple denoising, nor 
purely for the aesthetic of digital silence, but rather to tackle the issue in terms of com-
putational efficiency and quality of results, and extending their applicability to sounds 
and music that have been relatively neglected, such as electroacoustic and computer 
music (Canazza and Vidolin, 2001).

CSC developed a time-domain algorithm, based on the Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF), that was optimized for music restoration and simultaneously solves the prob-
lems of broadband noise filtering, signal parameters tracking, and impulsive noise 
(“clicks”) removal by properly reconstruct the lost signal (Canazza et al., 2010).

In frequency domain, an algorithm based on Short Time Spectral Attenuation 
method for broadband noise removal was proposed. Special consideration was paid to 
the perceptually relevant characteristics of the signal and the psychoacoustic masking 
effect of the ear. To filter the noise in a perceptually meaningful way, it was proposed 
to transform the audio signal from an “outer” to “inner” representation, i.e., into a 
representation that takes into account how the sound waves are perceived by the au-
ditory system. By properly filtering the inner representation, only the audible noise 
components can be removed, preserving the signal from possible distortions caused by 
the restoration process (Bari et al., 2001).
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Frequency domain research

Subtractive synthesis Perseo and Andromeda (for four voices and synthetic sounds, 
1989) by Salvatore Sciarrino is one of the first works in the history of musical theater 
in which the traditional acoustic instruments are completely left out in favor of digital 
sounds (played in real time, not recorded on a fixed tape) by two musicians playing 
a network of four computers running a live electronic software developed by CSC. 
Particularly innovative was the sound generation technique based on subtractive syn-
thesis. It was not intended as an adaptation to new media, but Sciarrino meant to 
design it with computers, creating a particular surreal estrangement, inseparable from 
the fantastic dimension of such music. Inseparable from the electronic part, the vocal 
part was organized as an extension of the ambient noise, but in such a way as to leave 
intact the intelligibility of the words (Vidolin, 1997).

The synthetic sounds are not an imitation of the traditional acoustic ones, they are, 
in fact, anything but orchestral. The aim is to create an abstract musical game or the 
sounds are designed to suggest the sonorous panorama of the island of Andromeda: the 
wind, the sea, the seagulls, the horizon, the pebbles, drops of water, etc. All the sounds 
arise from a single algorithm synthesis that, in its most elementary form, consists of a 
white noise filtered through a second order low-pass resonant filter. Therefore, ampli-
tude, cut-off frequency and the filter bandwidth are the parameters of this algorithm, 
which can be conveniently varied according to a specific control function, written on 
the score (see Fig. 42). The performance environment, developed by the CSC, allowed 

Figure 42. Subtractive synthesis algorithm employed in Perseo and Andromeda. The control 
functions are shown as written in the score.
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for the movement of the sound in space. Most sounds, according to Sciarrino, should 
consist of sound objects passing over the listeners’ heads, starting from a distant hori-
zon in front of them and then disappearing behind them. In other cases, the sounds 
must completely envelop the listener, to give the impression that the sounds are com-
ing from everything around them (Vidolin, 1991).

Richard Karpen realized The vision in 1985 (4 tracks tape) by exploiting the vo-
cal sound data with temporal variations in the creation of a broad scale of dynamic 
vocal timbres. The piece used LPC voice synthesis on ICMS system and Music360 
program, by transforming the speech parameters as in Fig. 15. He experimented with 
the relationship between text and music and the synthetic voices which resulted repre-
sented the confused memory of the writer. The Vision is in three parts, each preceded 
by a portion of spoken text taken from Doris Lessing’s novel, Briefing for a Descent 
into Hell. The text simply (if dramatically) describes or recounts a vision or experience 
that has taken place. The music is concerned rather with the process of discovery or 
recognition. In the music of The vision the focus is elusive, but moments of clarity 
arise, only to fade again in the general fabric of things (Karpen, 1987).

Spatial audio For reverberation, circulant feedback delay networks (CFDN) were 
studied as a generalized model of a resonator. CFDNs retained the main advantage 
of physical modeling techniques, namely the availability of physically meaningful pa-
rameters like size, absorption, damping, diffusion, etc. At the same time, the CFDN 
model was sufficiently general that it could be used as instrument resonator, post-pro-
cessing filter, or reverberator (Rocchesso and Smith, 1997). In the piece by Maurizio 
Pisati Zone I (Zone-hack with virtual direction) for alto flute, sound tube, MIDI elec-
tric guitar (1995), the system was used to divide the acoustic space of the hall longi-
tudinally and, through a central corridor of speakers, a virtual sound path from the 
back of the stage to the back of the audience and vice-versa was created. The Doppler 
shift affecting noisy sounds was a desirable side-effect of the spatialization system, as it 
magnifies the direction and velocity of movements (Rocchesso, 2002).

Research activity at CSC included the development of innovative techniques for 
spatial audio synthesis with particular attention to binaural audio synthesis and real-
time audio rendering. Spagnol et al. (2013) analyzed the contribution of the external 
ear in relation to specific and individual Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTF) 
and modeled the physical features that had a perceptual interest for vertical localiza-
tion of sound. Efficient real-time algorithms were developed for spatial sound render-
ing for a coherent simulation of complex multi-source acoustic environments where 
the spatial positions of both the listener and the sound source were expected to move 
dynamically.

Physical models

Algorithm structure To experiment with the effectiveness of physical modeling 
approach, researchers at CSC initially studied efficient algorithms for the simulation of 
specific musical instruments and the main mechanisms of sound excitation. Research 
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on synthesis with physical modeling continued with the definition of the concept of a 
generalized exciter and resonator as a unifying element. This structure, shown in Fig. 
43, inspired the realization of most of the classical mechanical and fluid dynamic excit-
ers of musical instruments, and of pseudophysical exciters (Borin et al., 1992a).

Computational problems often occur in physical modeling synthesis. The feedback 
scheme is able to describe the behavior of an instrument very accurately because the 
interaction between exciter and resonator is the principal element responsible for the 
timbre dynamic evolution. CSC addressed the problem arising often in the feedback 
structure when in both blocks the output is instantaneously dependent on the input 
from the other block. In fact, in this case, there is a closed computation loop without 
delay, which gives rise to problems of noncomputability. This issue was addressed, and 
two novel methods were devised: the K-method (which used geometric transforma-
tions of nonlinearities and algebraic transformations of equations in the time domain, 
(Borin et al., 2000))), and a generalization of the formalism of the wave digital filters 
applicable to nonlinear elements (Sarti and De Poli, 1999). This latter proposal was 
well matched with the waveguide models that were widespread at that time in musical 
instrument simulations (and remain in use today).

Another problem that arises when analyzing the structural properties of the feedback 
scheme is how to guarantee real compatibility between the systems to be interconnected. 
In fact, normally, the feedback scheme does not allow blocks to be built independently 
of each other. To cope with this problem, the EIR structure with a third block, in be-
tween the two blocks exciter and resonator, was proposed (Borin et al., 1992a). This is 
an interconnection block and it can convert the variables used in the exciter to the vari-
ables used in the resonator, or avoid possible anomalies introduced by the discretization 
process. The idea is to have a sort of adaptor for connecting different blocks in a modular 

Figure 43. A model for a generalized exciter. The structure of the exciter is given by the inter-
connection of an instantaneous nonlinearity (NL) and a linear (L) dynamic system. The task of 
the linear part is to add ”memory” to the nonlinearity. A unit delay (bottom element) ensures 
computability.
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way (Fig. 28). This adaptor might also serve to compensate the simplifications intro-
duced by the modeling and digitalization processes, and was successfully used in many 
acoustic instruments simulations, such as reed instruments (Balena and De Poli, 1985; 
De Poli and Puppin, 1989; Avanzini and Rocchesso, 2002; Avanzini and van Walstijn, 
2004; van Walstijn and Avanzini, 2007), piano (Borin and De Poli, 1996; De Poli and 
Rocchesso, 2002; Bank et al., 2003), flute (Magalotti et al., 1995) and membrane in-
struments (Avanzini and Marogna, 2010; Avanzini et al., 2012).

In order to achieve a satisfactory audio quality of the source models, it is often 
necessary to use structures far more complex than that of the simplified clarinet of 
Fig. 37, below). A first fundamental step is considering the dynamics of the exciter; 
this implies the introduction of memory elements inside the non-linear block. When 
physicists study the behavior of musical instruments, they always use dynamic models 
of the exciter. A non-trivial task is the translation of these models into efficient com-
putational schemes for real-time sound synthesis. A general structure has been pro-
posed, that allows good simulations of large instrumental families. In figure 43, this 
structure is schematically depicted. The block NL is a non-linear function of several 
variables, while the block L is a linear dynamic system enclosing the exciter memory 
(Borin et al., 1992b). Studies and simulations have shown that reeds, air jets, bows 
and percussions, can all be represented by this scheme.

A new one-mass model of the vocal folds was proposed for articulatory speech 
synthesis. It requires significantly lower computational resources and about half of 
the control parameters with respect to the reference two-mass model, which makes it 
suitable for real-time implementation (Avanzini, 2008).

Few composers at CSC used physical modeling in their compositions. In Dialodiadi 
(1995), for flute, clarinet, and Yamaha VL-1 (the first physical model synthesis com-
mercial instrument), Diego Dall’Osto doubled the two acoustic instruments into vir-
tual instruments capable of humanly impossible virtuosity by exploiting the synthesis 
for physical models. The work, as the title tells, involves ”dialogs” and ”dyads” be-
tween real instruments and synthesis instruments that simulate the flute and clarinet. 
The synthesis instruments interact with the real ones, extending their possibilities 
without losing touch with their cultural reality.

Virtual analog by physical modeling   There are several different kinds of musi-
cal instruments, each with peculiarities that have to be preserved and communicated. 
However, all of them share a common characteristic: to be understood they have to 
be played. In the 2010s the CSC defined a methodology for designing interactive 
multimedia installations for presenting old musical instruments (acoustic and electro-
phones) in museum settings, without losing their cultural context.

An example of such an approach is the installation, conceived by CSC, for the 
Music Instrument Museum in Milan, where the original electronic devices of the 
Studio di Fonologia Musicale (RAI, Milan, Italy) are conserved and exhibited. The 
Studio represented one of the European centers of reference for the development of 
electroacoustic music, that radically changed the way of producing music and listen-
ing to it. Despite the technology involved, electroacoustic music of that times has 
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a non-obvious gestural component. To transmit the experience of how such music 
was conceived and created, the installation comprises a tangible copy of the devices, 
which replicate their physical appearance and behavior, and generates the sounds by 
virtual analog simulation of the internal electronic components. The visitors can feel 
the original experience of playing and producing early electronic music, by acting on 
switches and knobs of the installation in the same way as electronic musicians did in 
the 1950’s and 1960’s. Virtual audio allows to retain the idiosyncratic behaviors and 
possible imperfections of the original instruments (Avanzini and Canazza, 2015).

Music research inspired by sound properties   Synthesis was the preferred tech-
nique at the CSC for work on the control of the microscopic dimensions of sound. 
Psychoacoustics, cognitive sciences and musical acoustics were sources of inspiration 
for many researchers and composers at CSC.

Music based on perceptual research During the ’80s Roberto Doati realized 
many works investigating perceptual rules. Since the use of psychoacoustics has prov-
en valid for sound perception research, an investigation employing psychology might 
provide insight into and understanding of the principles that control the perception 
of musical form. In Gioco di velocità (stereo tape, 1981) the descriptive principles for-
mulated by the Gestalt school were used: closure, similarity, good continuation, etc. 
The law of good form, for example, favors the choice of simple, regular, symmetrical 
forms, and such are the structures used. The pure sounds that constitute them (sine 
waves with slight deviation in frequency) lose their identity to give rise to an organic 
”whole”. The piece was selected at the first edition of Opera Prima (Teatro La Fenice, 
1981) for young composers.

In composing Una pulce da sabbia (stereo tape, 1982) Doati turned his attention 
even more to timbre. Research on this extremely complex perceptual attribute at that 
time found its most powerful investigative tool in the computer. Through the synthe-
sis models used (waveshaping and FM) Doati was able to control the three percep-
tual dimensions of the timbre space, i.e. attack time, brightness, spectral flux (Doati, 
1983). Figure 44 shows a detail of the score. In this work the perceptual space of the 
timbre became the ordering principle for composition.

This musical approach prompted CSC researchers to investigate the physical and 
perceptual relationships that exist between sounds and to explain the main factors 
that differentiate timbres. The derived timbre spaces (based on physical or auditory 
features) supported the importance of the features of the steady-state portion when 
evaluating timbre quality and confirmed the importance of the attack for recognizing 
sound sources (Cosi et al., 1994; De Poli and Prandoni, 1997).

Music research: focus on spectral models The ICMS system allowed the spectral 
analysis of all the sound partials while also indicating the approximate pitch on the 
temperate scale. The relationships between the acoustic and musical properties of the 
sounds could thus be highlighted, thus fostering the composers’ focus on spectral 
models. The ‘analysis-resynthesis’ at that time consisted of the spectral analysis of a 
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sound followed by a non-automatic resynthesis, that is, through the visual selection 
of certain parameters. In early compositions, mainly one single technique was experi-
mented with. Then composers began to use all those available, as if it were an orchestra 
with many instruments.

The piece Cadenza estesa e coda by Claudio Ambrosini (for amplified flute and 
stereo tape, 1981) focuses not on the beginning phase of the sound, that ”attack 
transient” that is so important in distinguishing one instrument from another, and 
on which all our attention usually converges, but on the opposite portion, the one in 
which the sound gradually loses energy and moves toward silence. From the timbre 
point of view, Ambrosini aims to develop the signifying capacity of the electronic 
medium, through a series of modes of articulation: initial cadence of the flute, or-
chestral response of the computer, coda in which the two instruments interact on 
a deeper plane of relationship (Ambrosini, 1982). The acoustic elements are bands 
of colored noise and sounds composed of spectra with non-harmonic components, 
also using the foldover (Torresan, 1982). Particular care was given to the spatial ele-
ment: it is as if the center of the scene (the one where the flutist stands) is unharmed, 
natural, and safe. The sound there is beautiful, pure and lives its own existence. But 
then the sounds, moving through space thanks to the electronics, are pushed to the 
edges of the stage, which are instead ”active,” corrosive, sometimes destructive to the 
sound waves that come close to them, which are then distorted, as if burned by the 

Figure 44. Detail of the score of Roberto Doati’s Una pulce da sabbia (1982).
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contact. As if in a painting the colors are pushed toward the border marked by its 
frame (Ambrosini, 1982).

In Sotto pressione (for 2 oboes and computer generated sounds, 1982) Wolfgang 
Motz wanted to create many different relationships between the live instrumental 
sounds and the electronic sounds on tape. To this purpose, he studied the spectral struc-
ture of oboe multiphonic sounds to develop the musical material. These multiphonics 
usually arise from the anomalous opening of a hole in the middle of a fingering that 
covers several holes and are characterized by audible partials at the sums and differences 
of the two base frequencies. Interestingly, the structure of such multiphonic sounds is 
similar to that of sounds generated by means of the frequency modulation technique. 
This similarity also theoretically explains why these multiphonic oboe sounds often 
give an impression of electronic sound. Amplitude and frequency modulation are the 
techniques most used in this work. The fusion between electronic and oboe sounds 
seems to be the main characteristic of the work. The oboe often mixes with electronics 
and vice versa. This example, significant in many other ways as well, can demonstrate in 
what a fascinating and insightful way scientific and artistic work can complement each 
other and how it becomes possible to deeply penetrate sound matter to consciously 
open up new musical avenues (Motz, 1984). The work won the Honorable Mention in 
mixed category at the XI International Electroacoustic Music Competition (Bourges, 
1983), and the First Prize at Stuttgart City Competition for young composers, 1983.

Marco Stroppa from 1983 to 1985 realized at CSC the cycle Traiettoria (Traiettoria 
... deviata, Dialoghi, Contrasti) for piano and synthesized tape, employing the ICMS 
and the MusicV systems. He began composing Traiettoria ... deviata by working on pi-
ano resonances. Analyzing the resonance of the piano it emerged that by removing the 
attack transient of the sound what remained was a very little pianistic sound; in this 
no-man’s-land it was possible to legitimately insert the intervention of the computer. 
Traiettoria ... deviata was the study of the two sound perspectives: that of piano sounds 
and that of synthesized sounds which were not limited to simulating acoustic sounds 
but interacted like a virtual orchestra. The piano was conceived as a tool that allowed 
the composer to explore the microscopic dimensions of sound (the disposition of par-
tials, dynamic profiles, etc.) and produce sounds with broader spectral characteristics 
than piano sounds. Stroppa translated this idea by working on piano resonances, using 
the instrument (with trills, tremolos or pedaling) but also using sound synthesis (with 
a very detailed conception of the physical characteristics of sound) and composition 
techniques borrowed from electroacoustics (Tiffon and Sprenger-Ohana, 2011). For 
example, in the first part of Traiettoria ... deviata, the computer deals with creating an 
ambiguous substrate in which the chord can be transformed into a timbre and vice 
versa. The chord resonates on the piano, and the computer captures the resonance, in 
fading out, moving to an intermediate and ambiguous sound region, in which from 
a note goes back to a chord and from that to a timbre, elaborating and developing 
its density, until a cluster, which marks the moment of transition to the next phase 
(Tamburini, 1985). Additive synthesis and frequency modulation were used in the 
realization, producing hundreds of short sound events, which were then edited and 
mixed with ICMS system. These time-segment electroacoustic techniques, used as a 
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model for composition, were of great importance to Stroppa (Tiffon and Sprenger-
Ohana, 2011). The ICMS system was very useful to test the fusion of sounds in a 
quick and interactive way; to check if the result was perfect or to shift the sounds 
slightly by a few msec, until the blending was adjusted in an ideal way, and all this 
with an extremely musical reasoning. The micro-variations over time were not compo-
sitional but purely performative in nature (Durante and Zattra, 2002).

7. Conclusions

Since the time of the earliest experiments in computer music, many techniques 
have been developed for both reproducing and transforming natural sounds and for 
creating novel sonorities. Several models for sound synthesis were described, mostly 
from the user’s point of view, outlining their main strengths and weaknesses.

Any number of techniques may be used to obtain a specific sound, even though 
some are more suitable than others. For musical use a versatile and efficient technique 
is not sufficient, but it is necessary for the musician to be able to specify the control 
parameters to obtain the desired result in an intuitive manner. It is then advisable 
for musicians to build their own conceptual models for a deep understanding of a 
technique, based on both theoretical considerations and practical experimentation. 
This process is necessary because a “raw” synthesis method does not stimulate either 
the composer or the performer. On the other hand, a solid metaphor for the sound-
production mechanism can provide the composers with better stimulation and inspi-
ration, and help performers improve their interpretive skills. An abstraction based on 
the model structure has been shown to be effective.

Traditional musical instruments are made of vibrating parts that produce sound 
and of parts that serve to control it, such as keys. The performer, while ignoring the 
mechanisms that create the sound, learns to obtain the desired sounds by acting on 
the control mechanisms. In dealing with virtual instruments, on top of the sound 
model and the corresponding algorithm, which constitutes the mechanism for sound 
production, there is a hardware and software interface for the control of the sound. 
This tends to specialize the generation mechanism by facilitating the possibility of 
obtaining a certain type of sounds. Musicians, by operating on this interface and bas-
ing themselves on the interpretation of the underlying mechanisms, form their own 
abstract idea (conceptual model) and execution procedure allowing them to obtain 
the desired sounds. In general, the same model may give rise to different interfaces 
and interpretations. The more these reflect the intrinsic properties of the production 
mechanism, the more useful they are for musicians in search of new sounds. Just as for 
traditional instruments the type of timbre is determined by the mechanism producing 
the sound (e.g. wind instruments sound the way they do because they are cylindrical 
or conical tubes and have a reed), similarly the timbre of virtual instruments is deter-
mined by the model and type of control available.

The computer music experience shows the joint research effort of scientists and 
engineers, together with the creative experimentation of musicians, can enrich the 
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expressive possibilities of virtual instruments and give rise to new forms of art and 
human-computer communication. This scenario is the natural extension of the old 
tradition of cooperation and mutual intersection between science and music.
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La Sintesi del suono in Iannis Xenakis.  
Indagine di una ricerca compositiva
Agostino Di Scipio

1. Introduzione

La locuzione “sintesi del suono” di solito viene usata in riferimento a mezzi e tec-
niche di generazione elettronica del suono, talvolta in implicita contrapposizione con 
mezzi e tecniche di elaborazione o trasformazione del suono (per esempio del suono di 
strumenti o di altra sorgente). Qui ne parleremo anche in senso più esteso, come vero 
e proprio dominio creativo in cui esprimere una certa attitudine generale al sonoro, 
praticando una corrispondente fenomenologia della relazione tra suono e musica. 

Come forse nessun altro compositore della sua generazione, Iannis Xenakis (1922-
2001) ha ideato e messo a punto in prima persona le tecniche di sintesi del suono uti-
lizzate per alcuni dei propri lavori. Qui proviamo a delineare il suo approccio alla sin-
tesi appunto in quanto ambito di progettualità avente diretta pertinenza compositiva. 

Ciò valga anche come omaggio a Xenakis, a cent’anni dalla nascita.

1.1 Contesto di indagine

Xenakis compose sedici lavori di musica elettroacustica, un numero esiguo nel 
totale della sua produzione ufficiale.1 La gran parte di questi brani è stata analizzata 
e commentata da numerosi autori, secondo prospettive di studio diverse.2 Si tratta 
per lo più di “musica su supporto” (nastro magnetico) e, in due casi, di “musica mi-
sta” (strumenti dal vivo e suoni su supporto). Alcuni brani sono a base di materiali 
“concreti” (quasi tutti i lavori composti al GRM di Parigi tra 1957 e 1962). Ben otto 
però presentano anche – o esclusivamente – sonorità ottenute con forme di sintesi del 

1  Prendo a riferimento il catalogo pubblicato da Éditions Salabert nel 2001, oggi online https://www.
durand-salabert-eschig.com/fr-FR/Composers/X/Xenakis-Iannis.aspx. Si può consultare inoltre il catalogo 
disponibile al sito https://www.iannis-xenakis.org/en/category/works/. 

2   Senza poter essere esaustivi, si vedano specifici approfondimenti [Di Scipio 1995, Solomos & 
Hoffmann 1998, Hoffmann 2001, Harley 2002] e vari contributi raccolti in [Di Scipio 2004, Paland & 
Blumenroeder 2009, Solomos 2015, Weibel, Brümmer & Kanach 2020, Georgaki & Solomos 2022].
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suono, in un arco temporale che va da Analogique B (1959) a S.709 (1994). Nessun 
brano dopo La Légend d’Eer (1977) presenta sonorità d’origine concreta. Sei sono stati 
realizzati interamente con mezzi di sintesi, cinque dei quali interamente mediante 
computer. Un quadro del particolare repertorio è fornito in Tavola 1.

I processi di sintesi del suono ideati e messi a punto in tali esperienze riflettono 
specifiche condizioni operative e tecnologiche, ma anche elementi di conoscenza pe-
culiari e caratteristici di una prassi creativa del tutto singolare. La nostra indagine 
seguirà un ordine cronologico, individuando alcuni aspetti particolarmente salienti ai 
fini di una valutazione complessiva del ruolo e del significato della sintesi del suono 
nell’opera di Xenakis.3

3   Nelle pagine seguenti riprendo, aggiorno ed espando uno studio abbozzato anni fa nell’ambito del 
convegno internazionale Iannis Xenakis: das elektroakustische Werk, Università di Colonia, 2006.  

Tavola 1

sintesi granulare (mezzi analogici 
di generazione e tecniche magne-
tofoniche)

Analogique B (1959) 
- solo suoni di sintesi
- lavoro poi assorbito in Analogique A et B (ensemble 
di strumenti a corde e nastro magnetico, 1958-59)

sintesi stocastica (sintesi diretta da 
computer, con funzioni stocasti-
che)

Polytope de Cluny (1972), parte dell’installazione 
omonima
- probabili alcuni suoni di sintesi
La Légend d’Eer (1977), parte dell’installazione 
Diatope
- alcuni suoni di sintesi

sintetizzatore analogico EMS La Légend d’Eer (1977), parte dell’installazione 
Diatope
- alcuni suoni di sintesi

sistema UPIC (sintesi diretta da 
computer, con input grafico)

Mycénes Alpha (1978), parte dell’installazione Polyto-
pe de Mycénes
- solo suoni di sintesi digitale
Pour la Paix (1981) 
- due recitanti, coro e supporto stereo (varie opzioni 
di esecuzione), inizialmente destinato alla trasmissione 
radiofonica 
- tutti i suoni su supporto sono di sintesi digitale
Tauriphanie (1987)
- solo suoni di sintesi digitale
Voyage des Unari vers Andromede (1989)
- solo suoni di sintesi digitale

sintesi stocastica dinamica (sintesi 
diretta da computer, col program-
ma GENDYN)

Gendy301 (1991) titolo di una prima esecuzione non 
ufficiale (Montreal)
Gendy3 (1991) titolo della prima esecuzione ufficiale 
(Metz)
- solo suoni di sintesi digitale
S.709 (1994)
- solo suoni di sintesi digitale
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2. Suono granulare e micro-composizione

Nel corso del 1959 Xenakis lavora su Analogique B, pensandolo come brano au-
tonomo di musica su nastro magnetico – anzi di «musique électromagnétique» fatta 
con «sons sinusoïdaux» [Xenakis 1963, p.125] e dedicata a Olivier Messiaen. La rea-
lizzazione ha luogo in parte all’Experimental Studio diretto da Hermann Scherchen, 
a Gravesano (Svizzera), in parte agli studi del Groupe de Recherche Musicale (GRM) 
di Parigi (che Xenakis frequenta da almeno un paio d’anni).4 È il primo progetto 
musicale con suoni sintetici nel tempio della “musique concrète” (desta infatti le 
perplessità di Pierre Schaeffer). Dopo averci lavorato assiduamente, Xenakis scarta 
una parte del materiale e ne fa un secondo montaggio su nastro quattro piste, che 
integra all’esecuzione di Analogique A (nove strumenti ad arco, 1958). Nasce così 
Analogique A et B (1958-59), fra i primi esempi di musica mista.5 Qui tratteremo 
solo di Analogique B.6

Xenakis persegue una propria intuizione, «un’ipotesi astratta fondamentale [circa] 
la costruzione corpuscolare di ogni suono possibile» [ibid, p.65)], secondo la quale 
un suono è «un’integrazione di grani, di particelle sonore elementari, di quanta so-
nori» [ibid, p.61]. Egli cerca dunque di procedere con «l’assemblaggio di un numero 
sufficiente di particelle elementari disposte nel tempo in modo adeguato» [ibid.].7 
Anni dopo lo si sarebbe detto un esempio antesignano di sintesi granulare – locuzione 
generica per indicare la sommatoria di funzioni parziali tempo-finite o «grani» o anco-
ra «quanta sonori» (termini informalmente utilizzati dallo stesso Xenakis). Andrebbe 
peraltro considerato il primo e forse unico caso di implementazione analogica – anzi: 
magnetofonica, come vedremo oltre – di una forma di sintesi granulare.8 Xenakis 

4   Xenakis porta a realizzazione il suo primo lavoro per solo nastro magnetico, Diamorphoses, nel 
1957, quando il centro guidato da Pierre Schaeffer si chiama ancora Groupe de Recherche de Musique 
Concrète, GRMC (diventa Groupe de Recherche Musicale nel 1958).

5  Per un’analisi di Analogique A et B cfr. [Di Scipio 2006].  
6  Di seguito ci basterà richiamare solo alcuni aspetti importanti di Analogique B. Per un quadro più 

ampio, cfr. [Orcalli 1993, pp.73-126]; per il procedimento compositivo e realizzativo, cfr. [Di Scipio 
2006; 2015]; per alcuni esempi di modellazione e risintesi, cfr. [Hagan 2005, Arcella & Silvestri 2015].

7  Per queste e tutte le successive citazioni, si sottintenda “traduzione mia”. Qui cito dal capitolo 
II di Musiques Formelles [Xenakis 1963, pp.46-117], la cui redazione originale francese risale al 1959, 
verosimilmente durante o appena finita la lavorazione di Analogique B. Una traduzione bilingue di quel 
capitolo – in inglese e tedesco – era stata intanto pubblicata nella rivista Gravesaner Blätter di Herman 
Scherchen [Xenakis 1960]. 

8  Va comunque detto che, nel repertorio di musica su nastro magnetico di fine anni 1950, non pochi 
brani presentano sonorità texturali più o meno dense, esito del controllo empirico di grandi quantità 
di micro-segmenti sonori con elaborazioni magnetofoniche rudimentali, secondo procedure non certo 
concepite come modelli di sintesi o come istanze di rappresentazione scientifica del suono. Casi notevoli 
sono Intersection for magnetic tape di Mordon Feldman (New York, 1954) e certi passaggi di Continuo di 
Bruno Maderna (Milano, 1958). Pensiamo poi ai “grappoli sonori” di Gesang der Jünglinge di Karlheinz 
Stockhausen (Colonia, 1955-56), nonché a vari passaggi di Artikulation di György Ligeti (Colonia, 1957), 
Anepigraphe (Colonia, 1958) e Klänge Unterwegs (Monaco, 1961) di Herbert Brün, Impulsen di Jaap Spek 
(Delft, 1960) e di ancora altri lavori.  
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ovviamente non usa la locuzione “sintesi granulare”, proposta solo negli anni 1970 pe-
raltro in diretta continuità col suo lavoro.9 Egli parla invece di «micro-composizione», 
cioè letteralmente del “mettere insieme” grandi quantità di minuscole unità sonore. 
Non è fuori luogo evocare l’equivalenza tra il latino compositio (cum-ponere) e il greco 
σύνϑεσις (syn-thesis). Qui però si tratta di composizione a scala “micro-temporale”, in 
un ordine di grandezza da specificare.

2.1 Quanti acustici e funzioni stocastiche

Durante il periodo di lavorazione, Xenakis viene a conoscenza della rappresentazio-
ne quantistica del suono formulata vari anni prima dall’anglo-ungherese Dennis Gabor, 
illustrata in diverse memorie di ricerca, di cui la più nota è Acoustical Quanta and 
the Theory of Hearing [Gabor 1947].10 Probabilmente ne viene a conoscenza tramite 
Abraham Moles, presenza scientifica importante al GRM di quegli anni. Nei suoi scritti 
Xenakis però cita Gabor attraverso un libro allora appena dato alle stampe da Werner 
Meyer-Eppler, ricercatore all’Università di Bonn e fondatore dello Studio per la Musica 
Elettronica della WDR di Colonia [Meyer-Eppler 1959)]. Xenakis tuttavia precisa che 
l’idea di una «integrazione di grani» è una propria intuizione personale, priva di pretese 
scientifiche e indipendente dalla ricerca di Gabor [Xenakis 1960, p.63 e p.86; Xenakis 
1963, p.61]. Trent’anni dopo l’avrebbe ricollegata piuttosto a un’idea di Albert Einstein 
del 1916, ma senza dare chiarimenti in proposito [Xenakis 1992, p.xiii]. In ambiti di 
meccanica quantistica si parla effettivamente di fononi nel senso di “quanti” o “quasi-
particelle” di suono (analoghe ai fotoni o “quanti di luce”), ma se ne attribuisce la for-
malizzazione a un premio Nobel sovietico, Igor Tamm [Frenkel et al. 1991].

Per assemblare le «nuvole di grani» di Analogique B [Xenakis 1963, p.65], il com-
positore predispone un intricato piano di lavorazione, basato sul paziente taglia-e-
incolla di numerosi spezzoni di nastro magnetico della lunghezza di vari secondi, su 
cui ha preventivamente registrato segnali pseudo-sinusoidali di durata molto ridotta 
(ca. 40 msec). Mixando un certo numero di tali spezzoni [Xenakis 1963, p.72; 1992, 
p.54], egli ottiene trame sonore con gradi diversi di densità granulare (“densità” qui 
significa “quantità media di eventi nell’unità di tempo”). Benché intricato, il piano 
di lavorazione messo a punto dal compositore snellisce enormemente le operazioni 
in studio, peraltro condotte con limitata disponibilità di tempo e coi limitati mezzi 
all’epoca disponibili, scarsamente adeguati allo scopo. Le difficoltà più importanti sor-
gono dalla volontà di tenere le tre variabili – registri di frequenza, intensità e densità 
media dei grani – sotto il controllo di un unico processo formalizzato, del tipo “catena 
di Markov”, cioè di un processo stocastico nel quale la probabilità di occorrenza di un 

9  Il termine viene proposto da Curtis Roads nel contesto di proprie sperimentazioni al computer, 
iniziate dopo aver seguito un corso di Xenakis nel 1972 all’Università di Bloomington (Indiana), e avendo 
proprio Analogique B come esempio [Roads 1978, 2006, 2015]. 

10  Una traduzione italiana è apparsa nel numero 10 di Musica / Tecnologia, insieme a una contestua-
lizzazione storico-scientifica e tecnologico-musicale [Di Scipio 2016].
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certo valore di una certa variabile dipende dal valore precedente di quella stessa (e delle 
altre due) variabili. Xenakis inoltre fa in modo che ciascuna variabile sia statisticamen-
te correlata alle altre due: sebbene probabilistica, questa correlazione tra variabili si 
rivela musicalmente valida, poiché introduce ridondanza a livello della struttura fine 
della trama sonora e – cosa comunque importante – riduce drasticamente la quantità 
delle combinazioni da trattare, semplificando un poco il lavoro. In ogni caso, il tutto 
impone una ferrea disciplina nella lavorazione: il compositore procede “a mano” (car-
ta, matita e calcolatrice da tavolo) alla redazione di tabelle di dati e ad esse si conforma 
passo dopo passo nella sequenza delle operazioni in studio.11 

Non senza difficoltà e compromessi, Xenakis riesce infine a produrre varie texture 
granulari, a registri di frequenza diversi, con densità mutevoli in un range da poche 
unità ad alcune centinaia di grani sonori al secondo.12 Ne risulta una «musica stocasti-
ca markoviana» [Xenakis 1963, pp.61-117] in cui l’apparente disordine di una materia 
sonora pulsante e sgranata è controbilanciato dall’emergenza di singolarità locali e da 
interdipendenze sottili ma ricorrenti.

2.2 Sonorità “di secondo ordine”

L’obiettivo di Xenakis è quello di ottenere sonorità micro-articolate ma percettiva-
mente omogenee, le cui proprietà di gruppo siano irriducibili a quelle degli elementi-
base. Si tratta cioè di conseguire «sonorità di secondo ordine» [ibid., p.122]: i grani 
elementari, di proprietà sonore “primarie”, si fondono in un amalgama avente sue pro-
prietà “secondarie”. Si può riformulare l’idea nei termini delle “proprietà emergenti” 
che si determinano nella dinamica interazionale di un sistema complesso – o meglio, 
in questo caso, in un reticolo di interazioni probabilistiche fra micro-eventi sonori. 

Xenakis immagina inoltre un’organizzazione ricorsiva, a livelli diversi, dove le pro-
prietà del materiale esperibili a una certa scala di tempo sono “elementari” rispetto al 
livello di organizzazione di scala superiore. «In questo modo, si potrebbero creare so-
norità non solo di secondo ordine ma anche di terzo ordine, e così via» [Xenakis 1963, 
p.65]. Quest’idea resta senza applicazioni nel contesto di produzione di Analogique 
B. Va però sottolineato come Xenakis la consideri un modo nuovo e potenzialmente 
fertile di pensare il timbro e di farne dimensione di elaborazione musicale [ibid.].13

11  Nell’occasione Xenakis auspicò l’eventuale ricorso al «cervello elettronico» ovvero al computer 
[Xenakis 1960, p.99; 1963, p.72], che però al tempo non rientrava nelle priorità di Pierre Schaeffer per 
il GRM. Posso comunque segnalare che, come ho illustrato altrove [Di Scipio 2006; 2015], le operazioni 
di lavorazione di Analogique B sono state meno vessatorie e cervellotiche di quanto suggeriscano i tecni-
cismi e formalismi a cui il compositore ricorre nell’esporre i presupposti teorici e tecnici di questo lavoro 
[Xenakis 1963, pp.97-131]. 

12  Nei calcoli di Xenakis, alcune trame avrebbero dovuto presentare fino a circa 900 grani al secondo. 
In realtà, non si andò oltre circa 300, e solo in poche circostanze. 

13  In effetti la nozione di “sonorità di secondo ordine” può essere riferita a fenomeni di “emergenza 
sonologica” [Di Scipio 1994; 1997] e può allora collegarsi a criteri di composizione del timbro e di or-
chestrazione. 
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Ma torniamo alla metodologia di sintesi. Vi sono evidentemente due fasi distinte: 
da un lato, vanno descritte e rese disponibili le unità elementari, i singoli grani sonori; 
dall’altro, vanno attivate configurazioni di gestione dinamica dello spazio dei parame-
tri (ambiti di frequenza, intensità e densità).14 I grani di Analogique B sono segnali 
quasi-sinusoidali molto brevi, sostanzialmente privi di inviluppo – per cui, in realtà, 
si tratta di brevi impulsi, cioè di suoni a spettro limitato ma comunque più ampio di 
una singola componente sinusoidale. Quel che conta poi è, appunto, il procedimento 
che ne organizza la sequenza e la sovrapposizione, facendone una trama complessiva 
irriducibile agli elementi-base [Xenakis 1963, p.68]. 

L’adozione di un processo markoviano segue direttamente la strada battuta da 
Xenakis, nel comporre Analogique A. L’adozione di unità sonore elementari molto più 
piccole delle note degli strumenti serve appunto a conseguire, in Analogique B, ciò 
che in Analogique A non era possibile: grande densità di micro-eventi ed emergenza di 
sonorità di secondo ordine, almeno per segmenti di alcuni secondi o di alcune decine 
di secondi. Fatti salvi gli opportuni adattamenti, la metodologia di sintesi equivale 
in tutto al processo compositivo di Analogique A. Si tratta di “musica formalizzata” e 
potenzialmente di composizione “automatica” (ma realizzata a mano). Si tratta cioè di 
un processo di “composizione algoritmica” ma effettuato a scala micro-temporale: in 
Analogique B Xenakis punta a comporre suono e musica in un solo gesto, a fondere o 
confondere processi di sintesi del suono e di composizione [Di Scipio 1997; 2001].

Attenzione, non s’intende dire che Xenakis volesse vedere il brano completo sor-
gere dal procedimento attuato (come potrebbe dedursi dalle sue parole sulla completa 
formalizzazione dei processi di composizione), ma che auspicasse il determinarsi di 
segmenti sonori articolati e timbricamente ben connotati, tali da potersi considerare 
unità costruttive musicali di rilievo formale (non semplici materiali sonori) da giustap-
porre e sovrapporre per costruire la forma musicale. Ciò si riflette nella strutturazione 
“a blocchi” che connota sia Analogique A sia Analogique B – e che naturalmente con-
nota anche Analogique A et B [Di Scipio 2006].

2.3 Interrogativi

Alcuni dei segmenti sonori di Analogique B si presentano davvero come trame 
omogenee: i singoli grani non sono distinguibili e si fondono in una texture sonora 
unitaria benché internamente animata, micro-articolata. In quel caso si può parlare 

14  Tale bipartizione operativa è esplicita allorché Xenakis immagina di far ricorso al computer, preve-
dendo due distinti programmi: uno per definire la forma d’onda dei grani (magari «suivant Gabor» [Xenakis 
1963, p.72]), l’altro per articolare nel tempo la trama granulare, secondo funzioni probabilistiche [ibid.]. 
Una logica similare è stata seguita da Curtis Roads nelle prime implementazioni di sintesi granulare al 
computer in tempo differito [Roads 1978] e da Barry Truax nelle prime implementazioni in tempo reale 
[Truax 1988]. Lo studioso canadese Albert Bregman, nelle sue ricerche sui meccanismi della percezione 
uditiva, ha affrontato la modellazione di texture sonore con analoga bipartizione concettuale [Bregman 
1990, p.118]: da un lato l’unità minima della texture (o texton, nei termini dello psicologo della perce-
zione visiva Bela Julesz, attivo ai Bell Telephone Labs negli anni 1950 e 1960 [Julesz 1981]), dall’altro 
l’organizzazione d’insieme decisiva dei fenomeni di “raggruppamento percettivo” (perceptual grouping).
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di “sonorità di secondo ordine”, nel senso descritto. In altri segmenti, però, la densità 
media è troppo bassa, mentre al contrario il range statistico delle variabili in gioco 
muta troppo frequentemente (secondo una logica nascosta di opposizioni binarie, 
illustrata in [Di Scipio 2006; 2015]). Possiamo individuare due ostacoli: da un lato, 
va riconosciuto ovviamente che i mezzi tecnici disponibili sono molto limitati e limi-
tanti, a dispetto del piano di lavoro escogitato per trascenderli; dall’altro, è ragionevole 
ritenere che la procedura markoviana non sia del tutto conveniente a determinare una 
micro-organizzazione dinamica avente proprietà di gruppo percettivamente cogenti 
[Di Scipio 1997]. 

Xenakis dunque prende atto dell’esito poco convincente e decide di sovrapporre 
Analogique B e Analogique A presumibilmente per non sprecare il lavoro fatto e per 
conseguire comunque un risultato musicalmente più vario. Come avrebbe egli stesso 
suggerito [Xenakis 1971, p.31], la decisione sembra fruttuosa soprattutto perché sol-
lecita l’ascoltatore a confrontare gli esiti di una medesima coerenza logico-costruttiva 
in dimensioni fenomenologiche diverse – nella micro-temporalità del suono (sintesi) 
e nell’articolazione di gesti musicali di scala temporale più grande (archi). 

Xenakis non ha mai più ripreso metodi di sintesi granulare, nemmeno quando 
mezzi e tecniche più adeguate gli avrebbero davvero permesso di verificarne le premes-
se teoriche e il potenziale musicale.15 Sarebbe errato dedurne che le sue esperienze suc-
cessive con la sintesi del suono riflettano prospettive di tipo del tutto differente. Anzi, 
vedremo che – con diverse risorse tecniche e con rinnovata consapevolezza – Xenakis 
tornò su alcune delle principali intuizioni messe in gioco proprio con Analogique B.

3. Sintesi digitale diretta, con funzioni stocastiche 

Nei primi anni 1970 Xenakis può finalmente sperimentare la sintesi del suono 
mediante computer, prima all’Università di Bloomington, nell’Indiana (dove inse-
gna tra 1967 e 1972), poi nel quadro delle prime attività del CEMAMu, a Parigi.16 
Come si evince ascoltando le registrazioni conservate all’Archivio Xenakis (presso la 
Bibliothéque Nationale de France), i suoni sintetizzati sui computer mainframe di 
Bloomington sono per lo più fasce sonore statiche di spettro piuttosto ampio, ottenute 
da vari processi stocastici, forse poco interessanti musicalmente ma vive testimonianze 
di una ricerca in fieri. Xenakis ripete tali esperimenti al CEMAMu, e ne utilizza i ma-
teriali ottenuti in Polytope de Cluny (nastro sette piste, 1972), ma dando loro un ruolo 

15  Sembra però che, almeno in un’occasione – qualche anno più tardi, nel quadro delle attività del 
CEMAMu (cfr. nota seguente) – Xenakis abbia provato a realizzare al computer una forma di sintesi basata 
sulla teoria dei quanti acustici di Gabor, insieme al suo collaboratore Bruce Rogers [Turner 2014, p.97]. 
Non se ne conoscono gli esiti.

16  Nel 1966, insieme a un gruppo di ricercatori universitari dell’area parigina, Xenakis fonda l’Équipe 
de Mathématique et d’Automatique Musicale (EMAMu). Nel 1972 il gruppo diventa Centre de Mathéma-
tique et d’Automatique Musicale (CEMAMu), che può contare su sistemi di conversione digitale-analogico 
(DAC) resi disponibili dal Centre National d’Études des Télécommunications (CNET) di Parigi, necessari 
per procedere alla sintesi digitale in tempo differito.
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del tutto marginale.17 Successivi esperimenti forniscono esiti più interessanti, messi a 
frutto in La Légend d’Eer (nastro magnetico a sette piste, 1977) [Xenakis 1978], dove 
si manifestano come strane sonorità ronzanti soprattutto in passaggi molto avanzati 
del brano: infatti, a partire da 25’00” (pista 2) e 25’34” (pista 1), questi materiali si 
moltiplicano gradualmente su tutte e sette le piste, assumendo così un ruolo impor-
tante nell’arcata formale complessiva [Solomos 2006].

 In questi esperimenti Xenakis segue un generico approccio di sintesi digitale diretta 
– dove “diretta” significa “effettuata da un programma che calcola direttamente una 
successione numerica che vale come sequenza di campioni audio”. In altre parole, un 
programma codificato dal compositore calcola uno dopo l’altro i campioni del segnale, 
inscrivendoli direttamente sul piano cartesiano dei valori discreti di tempo e ampiezza, 
senza procedure intermedie e conformandosi solo alle prerogative generali del “teore-
ma di campionamento” – il quadro teorico-informazionale generale dei segnali audio-
numerici [Shannon & Weaver 1949]. Nel 1971, in uno scritto intitolato Nouvelles 
propositions sur la microstructure des sons, il compositore chiarisce di avere come sco-
po di creare «direttamente variazioni stocastiche di pressione sonora» [Xenakis 1992, 
p.46; 2003, p.56], variazioni simili a «una particella che si muove in maniera impre-
vedibile intorno al proprio punto di equilibrio» [ibid.]. Poiché la quantità di calcoli 
richiesta è tipicamente nell’ordine di molte migliaia (50000 campioni al secondo, nel 
caso di Xenakis) e i mezzi di calcolo elettronico dell’epoca sono mediamente ancora 
molto limitati, un simile processo di sintesi non poteva che svolgersi “in tempo diffe-
rito”, senza possibilità di controlli interattivi. 

Ora, a ben vedere, anche qui vi sono unità elementari (i campioni audio, mol-
to più piccoli dei grani sonori) e procedimenti formalizzati (programmi) destinati a 
gestire quantità elevate di unità elementari (stavolta solo sequenzialmente, laddove i 
grani di Analogique B potevano ovviamente sovrapporsi). Xenakis sperimenta sette 
diverse procedure di calcolo corrispondenti ad altrettante formalizzazioni discrete del 
moto browniano e di altre funzioni probabilistiche. Per implementare tali formalismi, 
Xenakis in realtà adopera un programma scritto in Fortran IV (da alcuni dei collabora-
tori conosciuti a Bloomington) il quale a sua volta ricalca un programma precedente, 
che egli stesso aveva scritto in Fortran II sui computer mainframe della IBM di Parigi, 
nel 1962, e dal quale aveva derivato ST/04 (per quartetto d’archi, 1962) e altre pagine 
per ensemble da camera e per orchestra.18 Va pertanto sottolineata la circostanza rara e 

17  La circostanza è da riferirsi alla seconda versione (oggi la sola disponibile) del nastro di Polytope de 
Cluny, realizzata verso la fine del 1973. Nella sua interezza, quel lavoro è fatto di dense trame di materiali 
d’origine concreta (in parte riprese da Bohor, nastro otto piste, 1962): all’ascolto delle sette piste originali 
è impossibile identificare suoni ottenuti da mezzi di sintesi. Secondo inediti approfondimenti recenti 
(dovuti a Makis Solomos, Pierre Carré e al sottoscritto) deve trattarsi di materiali presenti su una delle 
sette piste, all’inizio della registrazione, ma non presenti nella riduzione stereo pubblicata (compact disc 
Mode Records 203). Il compositore probabilmente li inserì nel montaggio del 1973 più per non negarsi la 
possibilità di farlo che per necessità musicale. Si sarebbe vantato così di essere stato «il primo, in Francia, 
a sintetizzare suoni mediante computer» [Harley 2002, p.48; Fleuret 1988]. 

18  Un frammento del codice Fortran 1962 è in Musiques Formelles [Xenakis 1963, p.175 e p.177]. 
La versione americana del programma è in Formalised Music [Xenakis 1992, pp.145-163]. Secondo le 
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assolutamente emblematica di un programma concepito a scopi di composizione algo-
ritmica che viene però utilizzato per generare sequenze di campioni audio-digitali, cioè 
per la sintesi del suono! D’altronde va anche ricordato che tali procedure probabilisti-
che realizzate al computer sono sostanzialmente le stesse che Xenakis aveva eseguito “a 
mano” per le sue prime composizioni di «musica stocastica libera», come Pithoprakta 
(per orchestra, 1955-56) e Achorripsis (per orchestra, 1956-57).19 

La sintesi stocastica dei primi anni 1970 dunque proietta a livello del segnale digi-
tale procedure verificate tempo prima a scopi e con mezzi diversi. Si tratta di cambiare 
scala temporale di applicazione e di adeguare, naturalmente, la gestione delle variabili 
in gioco. 

3.1 Critica dell’analisi di Fourier 

Per spiegare il ricorso a funzioni probabilistiche e processi stocastici, Xenakis chia-
ma in causa quelli che considera i limiti delle tecniche di sintesi più comuni, che egli 
vede radicati nel modello dell’analisi armonica di Fourier. 

Come noto, l’elegante modello generale elaborato nei primi anni del XIX secolo 
da Jean-Baptiste Fourier (un matematico allora al seguito dell’esercito di Napoleone 
nella campagna d’Egitto) scompone l’andamento curvilineo di qualsiasi movimento 
ondulatorio (per esempio le variazioni di pressione in un motore a vapore o le vibra-
zioni di un corpo sonoro) in una serie di funzioni elementari (“serie” qui vale come 
insieme ordinato di elementi la cui relazione è espressa da operatori matematici noti). 
Gli elementi parziali della serie di Fourier sono funzioni circolari (seno e coseno) in 
determinati rapporti di fase, frequenza e ampiezza, il cui andamento si ripete con 
perfetta periodicità (“moto armonico”). Una tecnica di sintesi che voglia approssimare 
tale modello è, in termini generici, una forma di “sintesi additiva”, cioè richiede di 
sovrapporre o addizionare un numero teoricamente infinito di «elementi finiti giu-
stapposti» [Xenakis 1992, p.244 e p.245]. La critica di Xenakis è rivolta in particolare 
all’idea di calcolare, con Fourier, il profilo di un singolo periodo di oscillazione per poi 
“clonarlo” e ripeterlo per la durata desiderata.20 Xenakis collega tale approccio anche 

testimonianze raccolte in [Turner 2014], la versione americana del programma fu scritta da alcuni studenti 
e assistenti del compositore, Wilson Allen, Cornelia Colyer e Bruce Rogers (gli ultimi due seguirono Xe-
nakis a Parigi e furono parte del team che realizzò Polytope de Cluny). Nell’ambito della collaborazione a 
Bloomington, il programma veniva denominato STOCHOS [Turner 2014, p.84 e passim].

19  Su «musica stocastica libera», cfr. [Xenakis 1963, cap. I]. In questo contesto, un processo stocastico 
è “libero” nel senso che non ha memoria, cioè nel senso che la probabilità di occorrenza di un evento non 
dipende da eventi precedenti, ed è “markoviano” (come in Analogique B) se invece dipende da uno o più 
eventi precedenti.

20  In verità, si tratta qui di una forma piuttosto semplificata di “sintesi additiva”, in cui le parziali dello 
spettro non sono indipendentemente gestite. Al tempo in cui Xenakis articola la sua critica, Jean-Claude 
Risset e altri protagonisti della computer music internazionale praticavano già forme di sintesi additiva 
più elaborate e produttive, che sul piano teorico rappresentavano estrapolazioni o estensioni del modello 
di Fourier. Peraltro, già nei laboratori elettroacustici degli anni 1950 erano state conseguite forme di 
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a un’arbitraria quantizzazione del continuum delle frequenze. Egli insomma considera 
il modello di Fourier inadatto alla complessità di una classe di fenomeni sonori di 
interesse musicale ma irriducibili a un modello deterministico.  

L’argomento poggia anche su una constatazione empirica: i suoni naturali e quelli 
degli strumenti musicali presentano «minuscole variazioni delle linee spettrali, sia in 
frequenza, sia in ampiezza», sia «durante lo stato stazionario del suono [sia] nelle fasi 
transienti...», aventi grande importanza anche perché riguardano «il riconoscimento 
del timbro» [ibid., p.244; Xenakis 2003, p.54]. L’argomento è confortato da alcuni 
contributi – recenti, in quel momento – di contesto informatico-musicale.21 Xenakis 
insiste in particolare sul fatto che tali variazioni aleatorie non possano essere modellate 
a partire da Fourier. Pur non volendo simulare suoni strumentali, né altre sonorità fa-
miliari, per lui è preferibile adottare metodi capaci di determinare micro-modulazioni 
continue e minuscole irregolarità, come appunto i metodi stocastici.

In punta di ragionamento, la critica sembra avere questa logica: al riconoscimento 
del problema (insufficienza del modello di Fourier) segue ipotesi di soluzione (funzio-
ni stocastiche). È però lecito supporre che Xenakis seguisse un ragionamento orientato 
inversamente: il desiderio di giustificare strade inusuali e personali (sintesi con funzio-
ni stocastiche) spinge a evidenziare i limiti del modello più diffuso (Fourier). 

Ora, Xenakis in fondo s’era allontanato dal modello di Fourier già al tempo di 
Analogique B, una quindicina di anni prima, per ragioni sostanzialmente simili. 
Adottare una visione corpuscolare, ispirata a modelli quantistici, era servito a persegui-
re irregolarità e micro-variazioni statistiche, importanti per l’orecchio [Xenakis 1963, 
p.70] ma inarrivabili nel quadro teorico tradizionale. In quel caso, come abbiamo 
visto, era confortato dalle ricerche di Werner Meyer-Eppler.22 L’eventuale costanza o 
«fissità di grani» (l’assenza di deviazioni casuali di micro-livello) per lui costituiva un 
caso particolare, «il caso generale essendo la mobilità, la ripartizione statistica di grani 
intorno a una posizione di equilibrio» [Xenakis 1963, p.71]. 

Ciò appare in sintonia con quanto il compositore scrive nei primi anni 1970 sulla 
sintesi stocastica diretta, equiparando – come abbiamo visto – il segnale sonoro al mo-
vimento di «una particella che si muove in maniera imprevedibile intorno al proprio 

sintesi additiva con controllo dinamico sulle parziali dello spettro (per esempio in alcuni lavori di musica 
elettronica di Herbert Eimert e Gottfried M. Koenig).

21  Nei suoi scritti Xenakis cita l’antologia [von Foerster & Beauchamp 1969], avendo presumibilmente 
in mente alcuni specifici contributi ivi raccolti, come quello dello stesso Beauchamp (“A computer system 
for time-variant harmonic analysis and synthesis of musical tones”) e dei compositori James Randall (“Ope-
rations on wave forms”) e Gerald Strang (“The problem of imperfection in computer music”). L’antologia 
conteneva anche uno scritto di Herbert Brün, altro compositore che sperimentò creativamente forme di 
sintesi digitale del suono assolutamente peculiari.

22  Non si può dire se Xenakis conoscesse gli studi pubblicati da Meyer-Eppler già nel 1955 (in inglese 
nel 1958) su «modulazioni aleatorie» e altri «aspetti statistici del suono [che] ci conducono direttamente 
nel mondo dei fenomeni un tempo descritti come rumori» [Meyer-Eppler 1958, pp.55-61]. Sappiamo 
che ne avrebbe avuto conoscenza attraverso il libro [Meyer-Eppler 1959], che torna a citare nel 1971 
introducendo i suoi esperimenti con la sintesi stocastica [Xenakis 2003, p.53]. Segnaliamo che, proprio 
nel suo lontano contributo del 1955, Meyer-Eppler aveva indicato nei processi markoviani una possibile 
strada per ricostruire le variazioni aleatorie interne al suono [Meyer-Eppler 1958, p.57].
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punto di equilibrio» [Xenakis 1992, p.246; 2003, p.56]. Xenakis insiste sull’«impasse», 
sull’«ovvio fallimento» [Xenakis 1992, p.243; 2003, pp.54-54] delle tecniche della 
prima elektronische Musik e delle prime proposte di musica sintetizzata mediante com-
puter.23 Nonostante il contesto tecnico del tutto diverso, le motivazioni che portano 
alla sintesi stocastica nei primi anni 1970 appaiono pertanto sovrapponibili con quelle 
che, tra 1958 e 1959, avevano condotto verso una concezione quantistica del suono e 
verso la “sintesi granulare”.

3.2 Paradigmi in questione

Soffermiamoci brevemente su questo punto. La critica alla teoria di Fourier ha uno 
statuto affatto singolare e significativo: a ben pensarci, è la prima volta che un musici-
sta mette in questione quel che, nell’orizzonte epistemico della modernità scientifica, 
si è posto come vero paradigma nello studio dei fenomeni acustici (almeno a partire 
da Georg Ohm e Hermann von Helmoltz).24 Forse è perfino la prima volta che un 
musicista ritiene che un modello di conoscenza scientifica influenzi o comunque con-
dizioni la propria libertà creativa – e che perciò occorrano visioni alternative.  

Quando un metodo di sintesi segue un approccio privo di basi tecno-scientifiche 
note e condivise, si può parlare di sintesi non-standard. L’attributo, attestato infor-
malmente nella ricerca compositiva e nella letteratura tecnica informatico-musicale 
(cfr. per esempio [Döbereiner 2011, Ikeshiro 2014]) vale grosso modo come “non 
fondato su modelli scientifici né su schemi ingegneristici noti”. Altri compositori della 
generazione di Xenakis hanno perseguito strategie del genere, spesso con esiti sonori 
peculiari, deliberatamente “macchinici” e antinaturalistici.25 Nell’insieme, questo ge-
nere di proposte può essere visto come uno degli esiti più radicali ed emblematici nella 
storia delle pratiche creative elettroacustiche e informatico-musicali [Di Scipio 2021, 
p.285 e pp.380-382]. 

A suo modo, la sintesi diretta con funzioni stocastiche può essere considerata ap-
punto un caso di sintesi non-standard: è una strategia generativa non del tutto arbi-
traria ma motivata principalmente da esigenze compositive, aliena da stringenti criteri 
scientifici, con risultati sonori spesso imprevedibili.

23  Ricordiamo che la critica al modello di Fourier segue di qualche anno il famoso articolo La crisi 
della musica seriale, del 1955 (Xenakis 2003, pp.27-30). Presi insieme, quei due spunti critici costituiscono 
un nucleo teorico e poetico decisivo nel posizionare Xenakis nel contesto delle avanguardie musicali del 
suo tempo.

24  Scrivo “paradigma” per dire ovviamente “episteme” storicamente determinata e condivisa, cioè nel 
senso generale di “paradigma scientifico” (Kuhn 1962).

25  Si pensi a Gottfried Michael Koenig, nei suoi lavori intitolati Funktionen (nastro magnetico, 1967-
69), con tecnologie analogiche. In ambito informatico musicale, si pensi ad alcuni lavori di Herbert Brün 
(Infraudibles, nastro magnetico, 1968) oppure al suo software SAWDUST (1976). Tralasciamo per brevità 
le esperienze di compositori di una o due generazioni successive.
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3.3 Dal livello dei grani sonori a quello dei campioni audio digitali

Passare da una concezione di tipo quantistico (à la Gabor) allo spazio discretizza-
to tempo-ampiezza (à la Shannon) implica un cambio nelle unità elementari prese 
in considerazione e della relativa temporalità: da pochi centisecondi (grani) a pochi 
decimillisecondi (campioni). Le differenti implicazioni teoriche e tecnologiche non 
devono oscurare una più fondamentale concezione unitaria, evidenziata già da uno dei 
pionieri della teoria dell’informazione [Brillouin 1959]: il campionamento di segnali 
costituisce un caso particolare all’interno della cornice teorica di Gabor. 

Benché sia improbabile che Xenakis conoscesse il lavoro scientifico di Leon 
Brillouin, può essere utile chiarire questo punto ai fini del nostro discorso. Il quadro 
teorico di Gabor ammette varie “espansioni in serie”, ciascuna corrispondente a un 
diverso compromesso tra indeterminazione nel dominio del tempo e in quello della 
frequenza. Decisiva è l’assunzione esplicita del posizionamento temporale di funzioni 
finite, quindi anche della relazione inversa tra precisione di misura nel tempo e pre-
cisione di misura in frequenza – una relazione che richiama il fondamentale “princi-
pio d’indeterminazione” di Heisenberg: a livello quantistico, un fenomeno energetico 
può rivelarsi sia come “particella” sia come “onda”, dipende dalla scala d’osservazione 
praticata dall’osservatore. Gabor individua una specifica condizione per la quale tem-
po e frequenza sono misurati con uguale indeterminazione, ovvero con la medesima 
(mancanza di) precisione. Tutti gli altri casi implicano un compromesso a vantaggio 
dell’uno o dell’altro.

Passando da “grani” a “campioni”, il quanto di rappresentazione si contrae e tende 
a diventare impulso di durata indefinitamente breve (“funzione di Dirac” o “funzione 
delta”), lasciando del tutto indeterminata la frequenza. All’opposto, considerare unità 
elementari di durata indefinitamente estesa porta a misure di frequenza idealmente 
perfette, tornando così al modello di Fourier. Quindi, espansione di Fourier e cam-
pionamento di Shannon sono casi-limite diametralmente opposti dentro il quadro di 
rappresentazione del suono di Gabor [Brillouin 1959, p.99]. Ogni caso intermedio 
implica una diversa “granularità”, cioè funzioni-base di una certa durata aventi una 
certa posizione nel tempo (e una corrispondente incertezza in frequenza).

La sintesi del suono è “micro-composizione” nella misura in cui decide di relazioni 
micro-temporali esplicite, tali da gestire condizioni sistemiche di ordine e disordine nel 
decorso del suono. Nel 1959, l’esperienza di Analogique B aveva costituito un primo 
allontanamento dal modello di Fourier, cioè un primo avvicinamento alla micro-com-
posizione; nel 1971, passando a livello dei campioni, si giunge a un’individuazione 
temporale ancora più fine. Si apre un vasto ambito di fenomeni altrimenti fuori por-
tata. Si sollevano però anche nuovi interrogativi.

3.4 Nuovi interrogativi

Nel passaggio da “grani” a “campioni” si perde qualcosa: Xenakis deve ora limitarsi 
a produrre solo “oggetti sonori”, entità sonore brevi e separate, non trame prolunga-
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te di materia internamente articolata (quali sono idealmente le “nuvole sonore” di 
Analogique B). In La Légend d’Eer i suoni sintetizzati da computer rappresentano una 
delle varie categorie di materiale messe in gioco [Solomos 2010]: la sintesi sembra 
qui avere la funzione, più consueta, di produrre oggetti sonori separati che poi vanno 
messi insieme secondo un piano che trascende le dinamiche della sintesi stessa. Perché 
non osare oltre, come Xenakis aveva provato a fare per Analogique B? Certo, nei primi 
anni 1970 Xenakis è impegnato su vari fronti con progetti molto impegnativi. Certo, 
i fondi di ricerca al CEMAMu non consentono sforzi e risorse ulteriori. Però la man-
canza di tempo e mezzi forse non dice tutto. 

Dar luogo a processi stocastici per determinare i più minuti dettagli del segnale 
nel dominio del tempo fornisce, come s’è detto, esiti spesso indeterminati nel loro 
contenuto spettrale, nel dominio della frequenza – e ciò, in definitiva, proprio per 
l’indeterminazione quantistica inerente. Lo spettro di suoni così generati andrebbe 
grosso modo assimilato allo spettro campionato (alla “trasformata discreta di Fourier”) 
della particolare funzione stocastica adoperata, cioè alla corrispondente distribuzione 
di probabilità. Come dato concreto di esperienza, però, esso può solo manifestarsi 
post-facto come epifenomeno di un processo non orientabile nelle sue dinamiche di 
cambiamento, né locali (dettagli del segnale) né globali (gesto sonoro complessivo). 
In altre parole, agendo nel micro-tempo con processi stocastici, ciò che riguarda la 
frequenza è, almeno in una fase iniziale, un residuo, l’effetto collaterale del sequen-
ziamento probabilistico di campioni audio. Questo aspetto residuale riguarda diret-
tamente proprietà di rilevanza percettiva, in primis l’altezza naturalmente, ma anche 
l’intensità, la curva d’inviluppo, ecc. 

Nel 1959 Xenakis aveva ragionato sulla differenza fra “proprietà elementari” e pro-
prietà di livello superiore o “di secondo ordine”, cercando di integrare masse di grani 
sonori in forme sonore omogenee dalle qualità irriducibili ai grani stessi. E aveva 
intuitivamente mirato a trame o texture sonore di una certa durata, pensate come 
segmenti di valenza formale all’interno di una costruzione musicale. Nel 1971, con 
la sintesi stocastica mediante computer, la temporalità dei processi generativi è molto 
più ridotta, al punto che le proprietà sonore emergenti restano alquanto generiche, 
poco differenziate perché troppo rapidamente mutevoli, con incessanti e imprevedibili 
modulazioni di frequenza e/o ampiezza. Col suo programma in linguaggio Fortran, 
Xenakis ottiene un suono alla volta, un singolo evento dal profilo dinamico di pochi 
secondi al massimo. Non vi sono codifiche del tipo “lista di eventi” (o “partitura in-
formatica”), come invece in molte altre esperienze di musica sintetizzata via computer. 

Xenakis si rende conto che sono necessari ulteriori sforzi, e infatti scrive che «le 
molecole sonore prodotte con questi metodi [di sintesi stocastica] potrebbero esse-
re manipolate da «un processo markoviano, a macro-livello» [Xenakis 1992, p.249], 
magari inserendole nel programma ST [...] per formare la macrostruttura» [ibid.].26 
Rispunta qui l’idea di struttura ricorsiva: i processi di sintesi stocastica andrebbero 

26  Il programma ST (come si è detto in un passaggio precedente) era stato scritto da Xenakis nel 
1962 ed era stato usato per i suoi primi lavori di composizione strumentale algoritmica, come ST/10 (per 
ensemble di 10 strumenti, 1962) e ST/4 (per quartetto d’archi, 1962). Cfr. [Xenakis 1992, pp.131-154].
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incapsulati in procedure stocastiche di portata “superiore”, a scala temporale più am-
pia rispetto alla micro-temporalità dei campioni – un’ipotesi che si era inizialmente 
manifestata, come s’è visto, nel contesto di Analogique B. L’idea rimane irrealizzata in 
quella fase, ma implica una tacita presa d’atto: la sintesi diretta con funzioni stocasti-
che è priva di una formatività emergente, può produrre solo materiali sonori da gestire 
poi appunto con altri mezzi (mediante montaggio in studio, come in La Légend d’Eer). 

3.5 Addendum

Per completezza va rilevato che in La Légend d’Eer vi sono anche suoni ottenuti 
dai sintetizzatori analogici EMS disponibili allo Studio per la Musica Elettronica dalla 
WDR di Colonia, dove quel lavoro venne realizzato.27 Fu questa, verosimilmente, la 
sola circostanza in cui Xenakis abbia fatto ricorso a mezzi di sintesi altri da quelli di 
propria ideazione. Questi materiali – in primo piano nella parte iniziale dell’esteso 
pannello musicale di quel brano – sono descritti da Xenakis in modo esplicitamente 
naturalistico, equiparati a «piccole barrette metalliche» oppure a «stelle filanti sonore» 
[Solomos 2006]. Sparsi in registri sovracuti, in sequenze prima molto rarefatte poi 
gradualmente più continue e dense, questi suoni appaiono meno aspri e innaturali di 
quelli ottenuti con la sintesi stocastica. 

4. Il sistema UPIC 

Nel 1974 Xenakis invita Patrick Saint-Jean, un giovane ingegnere ammiratore della 
sua musica, a lavorare al CEMAMu. Saint-Jean s’interessa di nuovi sistemi di calcolo, 
i “micro-computer” (“micro” in rapporto alla dimensione gigantesca dei mainframe, 
ma non ancora “personal”), e nel 1976 utilizza un computer Solar 16-40 per pro-
gettare insieme a Xenakis un sistema a controllo grafico che presto diventerà l’Unité 
Polyagogique Informatique du CEMAMu (UPIC) [Saint-Jean 1977]. I disegni fatti 
su una tavoletta di input grafico vengono convertiti in suono attraverso un computer 
e un sistema di conversione digitale-analogico. Xenakis si fornisce così di un sistema 
di gestione piuttosto intuitiva e dal potenziale interattivo sicuramente fertile per chi fa 
del connubio “musica-architettura” un perno della propria poetica [Xenakis 1971]. In 
contesti educativi promossi dal CEMAMu, il compositore invita giovani e non-esperti 
ad acquisire nozioni musicali e di acustica mediante un approccio largamente inedito.28 

27  Nell’occasione, Xenakis lavorò allo Studio di Colonia con l’assistenza tecnica di Volker Müller e 
James Withman [Morawska-Bungeler 1988, p.110]. Al tempo, lo Studio disponeva almeno di un EMS 
Synthi AKS e di un EMS Synthi 100. Negli appunti di lavorazione, Xenakis chiama i suoni così ottenuti 
“Muller” e “James” [Solomos 2010].

28  Scrivo “largamente inedito” ma non si tratta certo del primo caso di sintesi del suono con controllo 
grafico. Ricordiamo la Free Music Machine dell’anglo-australiano Percy Grainger, a fine anni 1940, con 
mezzi elettro-meccanici. Ricordiamo apparati analogici come il Compositron del canadese Osmond Kendall 
(anni 1950) e il Convertidor Gráfico Analógico costruito da Fernando von Reichenbach al Laboratorio de 
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Il primo prototipo UPIC è del 1977.29 L’anno successivo Xenakis ne esplora il 
potenziale creativo in Mycénes Alpha (nastro magnetico, 1978), primo suo lavoro in-
teramente realizzato al computer. Seguiranno altre implementazioni di UPIC, con 
mezzi di calcolo sufficientemente performanti da operare in tempo reale [Raczinski 
& Marino 1988]. Nel 1986, nei pressi di Parigi, Xenakis inaugura Les Ateliers UPIC, 
una piccola struttura dedicata ad attività formative e divulgative basate appunto sul 
sistema UPIC (più tardi le iniziative si sarebbero ampliate e la struttura sarebbe di-
ventata Centre Création Musicale Iannis Xenakis, CCMIX, in attività fino al 2007). 
In anni successivi sono state fatte versioni interamente software di UPIC su personal 
computer, alcune di disponibilità commerciale, altre di dominio pubblico [Marino et 
al. 1993, Baudel 2006, Georgaki 2015]. Indipendentemente dalle varie versioni, qui 
ci interessano aspetti generali dell’operatività musicale del sistema UPIC aventi diretta 
pertinenza per il nostro discorso.

4.1 Disegnare il suono (sintesi tabellare con input grafico)

La generazione del suono in UPIC equivale essenzialmente all’algoritmo di sintesi 
audio digitale più elementare e più diffuso, cioè ad una procedura di sintesi tabellare: 
una breve sequenza di campioni audio viene caricata in una “tabella” (un vettore, 
una piccola area di memoria) considerata equivalente alla forma d’onda di un singolo 
periodo di oscillazione; viene poi attivato un processo che preleva i campioni dalla 
tabella e ripete più volte tale operazione, finché richiesto, ricominciando ogni volta 
dall’inizio della tabella, ciclicamente (per brevità tralasciamo dettagli tecnicamente 
importanti). La particolarità di UPIC sta nel fatto che la forma d’onda messa in tabella 
viene disegnata a mano (con linee rette o curve). Si tratta dunque di sintesi tabellare 
con input grafico.30 

Tale procedura equivale esattamente a quella «giustapposizione di elementi finiti» 
che Xenakis aveva criticato [Xenakis 1992, pp.244-245]. Va detto che UPIC fornisce 
un banco di 64 di tali oscillatori tabellari, sommabili tra di loro (sintesi additiva) o 
in configurazioni di modulazione di frequenza. E soprattutto che nel momento di 
tracciare un qualsiasi segno sulla tavoletta grafica, nulla è realmente deciso circa la sua 
interpretazione da parte del sistema: il segno può valere come forma d’onda oppure 
come segnale di controllo (oscillatore in bassa frequenza, LFO) dell’ampiezza (invi-

Musica Electronica di Buenos Aires (fine anni 1960). Qualche anno prima di UPIC, soluzioni informatico-
musicali simili erano state provate all’Università di Ottawa e ai Bell Telephone Labs negli Stati Uniti. Il 
quadro si amplierebbe fin troppo se poi volessimo considerare i metodi di “sintesi ottica” (su pellicola 
cinematografica) messi a punto in Germania, Canada e Unione Sovietica, alcuni decenni prima, in certi 
casi già prima della Seconda Guerra Mondiale (cfr. vari contributi in [Weibel, Brümmer & Kanach 2020]).

29  Sulla struttura hardware e sulle funzionalità software relative alle prime versioni di UPIC, si veda 
la ricostruzione datane di recente da uno dei principali tecnici responsabili [Médigue 2020].

30  In una versione di UPIC di metà anni 1980, i campioni in tabella potevano essere ottenuti da 
segnale microfonico mediante conversione analogico-digitale (ADC). Tale possibilità di campionamento 
venne messa a frutto da Xenakis in Taurhiphanie, dove la sorgente sonora era costituita dal muggito di tori!
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luppo) o della frequenza (valori di altezza determinata, oppure curve di glissando). La 
lunghezza del segno sul piano non è legata a una determinata durata, che può essere 
arbitrariamente assegnata in un range fra 6 millisecondi e 12 minuti.31 Perciò il se-
gno grafico vale inizialmente come oggetto astratto, hors-temps, e solo al momento di 
diventare suono assume una durata reale, traducendosi in evento sonoro en-temps.32 
Resta comunque sempre possibile traslare un segno o anche un’intera configurazione 
di segni (una “pagina” di UPIC) a scale temporali diverse.  

4.2 Scivolare fra micro- e macro-tempo 

Data la particolare operatività, UPIC favorisce più l’ordine di elementi sonori in-
dividualmente progettati che l’ammassarsi di micro-eventi probabilistici. Possiamo 
vedere in ciò una reazione di Xenakis alle esperienze precedenti, dove si era rivelato 
difficile o impossibile – come dire? – sollevarsi dal “micro-” al “macro-tempo”. 

Va però rilevato un importante fattore di continuità. Immaginiamo di usare come 
curva d’inviluppo in frequenza (glissando) un segno inizialmente pensato come forma 
d’onda – o viceversa. Immaginiamo di contrarre una configurazione grafica di qualche 
secondo fino a farne la forma d’onda di un suono, oppure di dilatarla fino a farne 
schema formale di un intero brano. Consideriamo inoltre che differenti forme d’onda 
e differenti controlli possono essere assegnati a una medesima sequenza di altezze, 
modificandone le qualità timbriche. Dalla partitura grafica di Mycénes Alpha sappia-
mo che le sezioni 7 (3’53”-4’17”) e 13 (8’35”-9’36”) sono pressocché identiche nello 
schema grafico tempo-frequenza, pur risultando diverse all’ascolto e nell’articolazio-
ne temporale. Il «paradigma multi-temporale» praticabile con UPIC [Pietruszewski 
2020, p.614 e sgg.] offre insomma modi empirici di studiare un legame significativo 
tra strati diversi della costruzione sonora complessiva: le strutture micro-temporali 
possono diventare meso- e macro-temporali, e viceversa. 

Naturalmente è prioritario verificare che il segno grafico abbia senso come suono o 
gesto musicale: l’equivalenza tra operazioni nello spazio piano e loro proiezione tem-
porale è puramente formale, non garantisce certo da esiti arbitrari. In un certo senso 
dunque anche gli esiti sonori di UPIC sono essenzialmente “epifenomeni” – non di un 
procedimento logico-statistico ma di un gesto originato in uno spazio bidimensionale 
e reso udibile da un artificio tecnico-informatico. Per ragioni diverse, gli esiti del-
la sintesi diretta stocastica manifestavano proprietà dinamiche inizialmente del tutto 
residuali e derivative. Ma in fondo la tavoletta di input grafico di UPIC corrisponde 
concettualmente allo spazio discreto tempo-ampiezza della sintesi diretta stocastica – 
anzi, nel momento in cui vi si disegna una forma d’onda, la tavoletta è il piano dei 
valori discreti tempo-ampiezza. I trattamenti geometrici che essa favorisce (traslazioni, 
trasformazioni di simmetria, eventuali segmentazioni e interventi del tipo “taglia-e-

31  Mi riferisco al sistema UPIC descritto in [Xenakis 1992, pp.329-334; Marino et al. 1993].
32  Richiamo naturalmente l’opposizione generica “hors-temps / en-temps”, su cui Xenakis riflette in 

altri contesti del suo lavoro a partire da [Xenakis 1965].
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incolla”) sono operazioni deterministiche e lineari nello spazio (per l’occhio) di cui 
resta da verificare la valenza nel tempo (per l’orecchio). 

Operare con UPIC, pertanto, significa procedere di volta in volta per tentativi ed 
errori, soprattutto proiettando configurazioni identiche a diverse scale di grandezza 
temporale. Insieme al rischio di scelte arbitrarie, vi è anche un importante potenzia-
le formativo, consistente appunto nel poter vagliare empiricamente la relazione tra 
“comporre il suono” e “comporre coi suoni”. Ciò fa del progetto UPIC un passo di 
superamento di certe difficoltà precedenti, pur nella continuità di certe questioni di 
fondo. La continuità è ben rilevata dall’orecchio, all’ascolto delle sonorità di Mycénes 
Alpha e di altri lavori, appena meno ruvide e graffianti in confronto agli esiti della 
sintesi stocastica diretta. 

5. Sintesi stocastica dinamica

All’inizio degli anni 1990 Xenakis scrive il programma GENDYN, che implemen-
ta processi di sintesi stocastica dinamica in tempo differito. Scritto su personal compu-
ter in linguaggio Basic [Xenakis 1992, pp.304-321], il programma viene successiva-
mente riscritto da collaboratori in linguaggi di programmazione più professionali.33 
Il compositore ne trae due lavori su supporto digitale, Gendy3 (1991) e S.709 (1994), 
interamente realizzati con GENDYN. Nonostante la radice comune, Gendy3 e S.709 
presentano differenze importanti, sia nelle sonorità, sia nell’articolazione complessiva 
(il primo ha una durata di 19 minuti circa, il secondo una durata di 7 minuti).34 

Come negli esperimenti dei primi anni 1970, il criterio fondamentale è ancora il 
calcolo diretto di sequenze di campioni nello spazio tempo-ampiezza. L’effettivo pro-
cesso di sintesi però è piuttosto diverso. In breve, la sintesi stocastica dinamica consi-
ste nel generare segmenti rettilinei di segnale di cui modificare lunghezza e pendenza 
rispetto al piano orizzontale. Significa variare dinamicamente i punti di congiunzione 
di n segmenti successivi, definiti da coppie di coordinate x e y sul piano discreto tempo-
ampiezza. Ogni coppia di coordinate è controllata da una funzione probabilistica fra 
varie disponibili, e viene linearmente interpolata con la coppia successiva. Si ottengono 
pertanto segmenti di retta, appunto, di pendenza e lunghezza variabili. Variando solo 
i valori in ascissa (pendenza del segmento) si hanno segnali periodici (eventualmente 
suoni ad altezza determinata) dal timbro eventualmente cangiante (spettro dinamico). 
Variando solo i valori in ordinata (durata del segmento) si ottengono alterazioni della 

33  Il computer utilizzato da Xenakis fu un HP 9000 Series 500, una “workstation” molto performante 
al tempo, arrivata qualche anno prima al CEMAMu direttamente dalla sede francese della Hewlett-Packard 
[Colyer 1986]. Alcuni anni dopo, analizzando i listati di codice originali, Peter Hoffmann avrebbe descritto 
lo stile di programmazione di Xenakis come «davvero molto caotico!» [Hoffmann 2000, p.31].  

34  La prima esecuzione di Gendy3 ha avuto luogo a Metz, il 17 novembre 1991 (Rencontres Interna-
tionales de Musique Contemporaine). Un mese prima, Xenakis aveva presentato a Montréal (International 
Computer Music Conference) un brano intitolato Gendy301, sostanzialmente identico all’altro pur con 
alcune differenze. Nel catalogo ufficiale risulta solo Gendy3, mentre Gendy301 va considerato una versione 
preparatoria.
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periodicità più o meno significative, quindi suoni in glissando, oppure fenomeni di 
modulazione di frequenza. Variando entrambi si determinano complesse interferenze 
tra modulazioni di frequenza e ampiezza, con esiti talvolta molto dinamici, fino a den-
se texture di rumore articolato. Appare particolarmente fragorosa la quarta sezione di 
Gendy3 (4’57”-6’28”) probabilmente l’esito più noise raggiunto da un musicista della 
generazione di Xenakis!

5.1 Determinismo e correzione di scala temporale

L’interpolazione tra valori successivi è un fattore decisivo: ogni coppia di valori 
probabilistici scivola gradualmente fino ai due nuovi valori successivi in un tempo 
variabile ma comunque breve (nell’ordine di centisecondi e millisecondi, come ve-
dremo). La variazione stocastica dunque non ha luogo di campione in campione (a 
frequenza di campionamento, come nella sintesi stocastica dei primi anni 1970) ma 
a distanza di alcuni campioni (decine o centinaia). Il programma GENDYN prevede 
la possibilità di controllare dinamicamente i range di variazione stocastica [Xenakis 
1992, p.296], introducendo così un orientamento nello sviluppo del risultato sonoro, 
a breve o anche a lungo termine. 

Questi e altri aspetti che qui per brevità non esamineremo (si rinvia a [Xenakis 
1992, pp.289-322]) fanno della “sintesi stocastica dinamica” un metodo musicalmen-
te più fertile della sintesi stocastica diretta degli anni 1970. Le variabili si rinnovano 
con tempi meno ridotti di quanto avvenisse con l’altro approccio, ma con granularità 
comunque più fine rispetto alle nuvole di grani sonori di Analogique B. Perciò le ir-
regolarità aleatorie interne al segnale ora sono a scala intermedia tra “grani” e “cam-
pioni”. Con un numero ragionevole di segmenti n (da qualche unità a una ventina) e 
operando con frequenza di campionamento standard (44.1 kHz), i segmenti di segna-
le hanno durate nell’ordine dei centisecondi e dei millisecondi, come si era anticipato. 
Sono ora proprio tali segmenti di interpolazione lineare a costituire le unità elementari 
del processo micro-compositivo. 

La circostanza merita attenzione: dopo aver applicato le sue funzioni stocastiche 
su scale temporali superiori e inferiori, finalmente Xenakis – per così dire – “centra 
il bersaglio”! E contestualmente introduce un fattore deterministico quale l’interpo-
lazione, che controbilancia l’inerente condizione probabilistica. Il tutto rappresenta 
una riduzione di complessità rispetto alla sintesi stocastica diretta. E rappresenta forse 
anche il frutto dell’esperienza maturata col sistema UPIC, che spingeva appunto a 
riconsiderare l’isomorfismo fra processi attivi a scale di tempo diverse, fino a trovarne 
un’opportuna mediazione.

5.2 Un’arte sonora interamente automatizzata 

Una circostanza tutt’altro che trascurabile è il fatto che, oltre a GENDYN, 
Xenakis scrive un secondo programma, chiamato PARAG, atto a richiamare varie 
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istanze simultanee o sequenziali di GENDYN, inizializzandone le variabili di rilievo. 
Nell’insieme, questo è uno schema operativo di composizione algoritmica più usuale: 
un programma “di alto livello”, più astratto, richiama e gestisce processi “di basso li-
vello”, cioè i concreti processi di sintesi. Anche PARAG naturalmente utilizza funzioni 
stocastiche, simili o comunque assimilabili a quelle di GENDYN. Si conserva dunque 
un implicito isomorfismo complessivo. Allo stesso tempo, si persegue il tentativo di 
creare «una forma d’arte completamente automatizzata, senza alcun intervento umano 
dopo l’avvio» [ibid, p.295]. 

Questo quadro operativo corrisponde esattamente a quel che Xenakis aveva potuto 
solo ipotizzare nel 1971: gestire processi di sintesi stocastica con un programma che a 
sua volta utilizzasse funzioni stocastiche per costruire articolazione e forma musicale 
[ibid, p.249]. Riaffiorano d’altra parte anche le suggestioni del 1959, allorquando il 
compositore aveva immaginato di incapsulare le sue trame granulari in un meccani-
smo generativo di tipo ricorsivo, organizzato su più livelli temporali [Xenakis 1960, 
p.90]. Nel 1971, la sintesi stocastica diretta aveva prodotto suoni incessantemente 
variabili a scala temporale troppo fine (a livello dei campioni audio digitali), il che 
causava la difficoltà o l’impossibilità di differenziarne i risultati sul piano percettivo. 
Nel 1959, al contrario, le sequenze granulari avevano stentato a fondersi in trama uni-
taria, lasciando distinguibili all’orecchio le singole unità elementari, i singoli quanta 
sonori. Eccesso d’informazione (differenziazione incessante) e scarsità d’informazione 
(differenziazione insufficiente) sono sostanzialmente equivalenti a una mancanza di 
informazione utile.

Nel 1991, con la sintesi stocastica dinamica la situazione cambia. Le proprietà 
uditive del processo micro-temporale rispecchiano un bilanciamento fra varianza e ri-
dondanza, fra disordine e ordine, al punto da lasciar emergere molteplici forme sonore 
e perfino ridondanze strutturali di rilievo sintattico: accade, ad esempio, che molti 
passaggi di Gendy3 siano connotati da una gamma di altezze – quindi un insieme di 
possibilità intervallari e corrispondenti campi armonici – che è in realtà un «epifeno-
meno a livello di sintesi del suono» [Hoffman 2004, p.143], cioè il frutto non di espli-
cite determinazioni del compositore ma di fenomeni dinamici all’interno del segnale 
che si rivelano solo con l’avanzare del processo generativo, secondo vincoli interni alla 
sintesi non necessariamente noti a Xenakis, in partenza. Più in generale, i suoni otte-
nuti con GENDYN sono morfologicamente più vari rispetto alle texture granulari di 
Analogique B e allo stesso tempo sono meno incontrollabili, meno prossimi all’indiffe-
renziazione (rumore) dei suoni di sintesi diretta inseriti in La Légend d’Eer. 

Va da sé che, nel 1990, Xenakis opera con tecnologie più sofisticate di quelle di-
sponibili venti o trent’anni prima, e può espandere i suoi processi micro-compositivi 
anche in senso polifonico, ottenendo fino a sedici “voci” simultanee – qualcosa di 
enorme rispetto alle precedenti condizioni di lavoro. Ciò contribuisce a fare di Gendy3 
un opus magnum di musica algoritmica. Tuttavia, da sole, le migliori condizioni tec-
nologiche non spiegano l’avanzamento di una ricerca che, come si è visto, procede 
dall’esigenza di pensare la relazione tra suono e musica secondo un nucleo di criteri 
ricorrenti e sempre meglio definiti nel corso degli anni. 
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6. Conclusioni 

Dalla nostra indagine si ricava un quadro d’insieme in cui metodi e strategie di 
sintesi del suono sono espressione di una personale concezione del sonoro e di cor-
rispondenti modalità di mettere in relazione suono e musica. Per tappe successive, 
anche piuttosto lontane fra loro, Xenakis ha lavorato su un nucleo di questioni in 
fondo assai omogeneo, traducendolo in condizioni operative e tecniche di volta in 
volta diverse. Nel linguaggio comune, “fare sintesi” significa ricondurre a unità l’irri-
ducibilità delle circostanze date, comporre o ricomporre la molteplicità: nell’approccio 
di Xenakis alla sintesi del suono, il “molteplice” tendenzialmente portato a coerenza 
estetica va riferito innanzitutto a fenomeni dinamici interni al suono a temporalità 
diverse. Il compositore franco-argentino Horacio Vaggione, riprendendo quest’idea 
e sublimandola nella sua personale prassi acusmatica, avrebbe poi sviluppato proprie 
strategie di composizione multi-scala [Vaggione 2008]. 

6.1 Fare sintesi

In Storia generale delle scienze (1904), il matematico e storico francese Paul Tannery 
aveva scritto:

Secondo l’etimologia, il termine sintesi equivarrebbe a composizione. Ma […] evoca, 
secondo l’uso che ne è stato fatto, in modo particolare l’idea di elementi ottenuti per 
analisi o scomposizione. Orbene [per uno storico] la sintesi non sempre produce, come in 
chimica, una composizione simile a quanto è stato analizzato; essa produce un risultato 
essenzialmente diverso, e cioè una nuova opera storica [Tannery 1986, p.71]. 

La determinazione di Xenakis ad abbandonare il paradigma dell’analisi armoni-
ca di Fourier coincide con un’istanza sui generis di sintesi, non con l’inverso di un 
momento di analisi: essa produce «un risultato essenzialmente diverso», una nuova 
forma sonora. In ciò sta la connotazione non-standard dei processi di generazione 
elettronica del suono che il compositore ha ideato e praticato: essi non sono il corre-
lato di una scomposizione e scaturiscono invece da un’intuizione creativa, da un’at-
titudine teoretica non-specifica tradotta in prassi creativa. È vero che il procedimen-
to granulare escogitato nel 1959 può ricondursi ovviamente a una cornice analitica 
(Gabor), ma per Xenakis ciò che conta davvero è che esso funzioni come concreto 
dispositivo procedurale, ingegneristicamente calibrato e adatto a “fare qualcosa”. A 
fare cosa? A generare, in quel caso, «nuvole di suono», a materializzare in forma 
sensibile istanze di un’entità di senso puramente metaforico, non un dato oggettivo 
da scomporre e rappresentare [Di Scipio 2003]. Pur facendo leva su osservazioni di 
contenuto empirico – pensiamo all’importanza accordata alle micro-variazioni non 
periodiche nel suono, riprese dalla ricerca sonologica di Meyer-Eppler – Xenakis mira 
prima di tutto a produrre sonorità inaudite, «prive di precedenti e inimmaginabili 
fino ad oggi» [Xenakis 1960, p. 90].
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Se Analogique B è la sonificazione della “musica stocastica markoviana” (Analogique 
A, Syrmos), la sintesi stocastica “diretta” (1971) e infine la sintesi stocastica “dinamica” 
(1991) sono invece la proiezione nel suono della “musica stocastica libera” (Pithoprakta, 
Achorripsis e il ciclo dei lavori ST). In entrambi i casi, una progettualità orientata a strut-
ture musicali viene ripensata come generativa di strutture sonore, facendosi così poten-
ziale forma di progettualità non-specifica e intermediale – infatti elaborata in qualche 
misura anche nelle “galassie” di puntini luminosi del Diatope [Xenakis 1978]. Non 
senza difficoltà e aporie che abbiamo cercato di comprendere, l’approccio di Xenakis 
alla sintesi del suono tende a generalizzare una concezione unitaria del tempo nella 
costruzione musicale – un obiettivo che Karlheinz Stockhausen ha perseguito in modi 
del tutto differenti, in un certo senso antitetici. Lo sviluppo di UPIC, spesso visto come 
un capitolo a sé stante, rappresenta invece un passaggio vòlto a ponderare meglio il rap-
porto fra micro- e macro-temporalità, mitigando l’arbitrio di un isomorfismo ingenuo. 

Alla stregua di altri della sua generazione (iniziando proprio da Stockhausen), 
Xenakis si appropria dei mezzi elettronici del suo tempo seguendo l’esigenza di com-
porre-il-suono – un’esigenza complementare, ma non sempre sovrapponibile, all’esi-
genza di riprogettare ed espandere le pratiche di composizione di musica strumentale 
e vocale. Gli esiti di questa ricerca compositiva riflettono dunque una sensibilità che 
tende a vivere le forme del suono come musica, come fattore costruttivo oltre che espres-
sivo. Il suono vi appare dunque come forma – come forma formata (deliberatamente 
costruita, composta) e forma formans (suggestiva del fare compositivo). Ciò si innesta 
naturalmente in percorsi storici di portata più generale, decisivi di una svolta storico-
estetica della tarda modernità musicale che è possibile connotare come il passaggio 
«dalla musica al suono» [Solomos 2013]. Una svolta da cui, attraverso derive moltepli-
ci, sarebbero scaturite pratiche creative diverse ed eterogenee, forme di “arte sonora” 
ancora oggi non del tutto storicizzabili ma soprattutto non sempre (o non più) ridu-
cibili ad accezioni storicamente ereditate di “musica” [Di Scipio 2021, pp.544-547].

Come negli snodi storici più emblematici della musica elettroacustica, il suono 
– una volta “supporto” o “materiale” della costruzione musicale – diventa esso stesso 
frutto di perizia tecnica e di inventiva musicale, appartenente al regno delle forme 
prodotte dall’uomo. Gli artifici della sintesi stocastica sono emblematici, in proposito: 
Gendy3 è forse un grande esempio di un concetto forte di sintesi, nel senso di un dispo-
sitivo che genera suono e musica in un unico gesto costruttivo. L’identità dell’opera 
vi si materializza non tanto o non solo in una determinata configurazione linguistico-
formale, ma nell’insieme delle condizioni di possibilità prese in carico dal compositore 
– cioè, in questo caso, nel codice di programmazione informatica! Xenakis è proba-
bilmente il solo tra i compositori della sua generazione (nati nei primi anni 1920) 
che abbia scritto e fatto circolare i suoi codici di programmazione [Xenakis 1992: 
pp.145-153, 279-288, 300-321]. In fondo si tratta di un caso antesignano di software 
open source! Ciò ha favorito collegamenti e contatti con esperienze successive, molto 
differenti oltre che molto più giovani, dove comunque “materialità” e “virtualità” del 
software sono categorie vissute dialetticamente [Di Scipio 2021, p.499].35

35  Sulla ripresa e rielaborazione del lavoro di Xenakis in autori più giovani, cfr. [Hoffmann 2011; 
2015]. Tralascio per brevità i numerosi e più recenti casi di porting ed espansione del programma GENDYN.
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L’indagine proposta in queste pagine potrebbe in teoria ampliarsi secondo un’idea 
più generale di arte sintetica, anche nella contraddittoria dimensione moderna e mo-
dernista della sintesi delle arti – alla quale infatti andrebbero collegati i Polytopes (opere 
di suono, luce e spazio). Ciò posizionerebbe l’eredità di Xenakis in un più vasto qua-
dro di fenomeni estetici decisivo della modernità matura, ma probabilmente anche 
esaurito con essa. Qui abbiamo scelto una prospettiva assai più circoscritta, ma forse 
anche più fertile, più aperta al nostro presente e al futuro: l’impegno per certi versi 
autarchico di Xenakis a comporre le tecniche di sintesi prima di comporre con esse esem-
plifica in fondo un’attitudine di responsabilità del fare compositivo, dove la libertà 
progettuale e operativa appare condizione irriducibile di libertà espressiva ed estetica.
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Fab Synthesis: Performing sound, from Musique Concrète to 
Mechatronics
Panayotis Kokoras

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of Pierre Schaffer’s research at Radio France studios in the 
50s’, recording sounds outside or in the studio was an essential part for a lot of tape 
music at that time. This tradition has continued to attract the composers’ interest until 
today where composers in search of new sounds and ways to control them have incor-
porated new technologies such as digital fabrication, cybernetics, and mechatronics1. 
It is the synergy of human dexterity and expressivity with the precision of electrical, 
computer and mechanical technologies where instruments make sound themselves or 
extend human agility. The aim of the present study is two-fold. Firstly, to explore and 
identify the implications of sound performance and expression as a building block in 
electroacoustic sound composition. Secondly, it attempts to introduce and describe 
Fab Synthesis as a sound synthesis, design and performance practice that facilitates 
uncompromised sound expressivity and encourages the combination of human and 
electromechanical agents to interact seemingly.

The binding element of this interaction is the sound as the sole bearer of musical 
experience; a sound virtuosity and musicianship that is embodied in the sound alone, 
within the context of music for fixed audio projected on loudspeakers with no live 
intervention of instrumentalist(s). However, the luck of instrumentalists on stage has 
opened ongoing discussion weather removes something from the music experience or 
not. This question continues today even if we enjoy listening to our favorite composi-
tions via our home audio system without complaining that our favorite band or or-
chestra is not sitting right in front of our living room. So why the electroacoustic mu-
sic community is still battling with this issue? Is there something that possible missing, 
and if yes is this the luck of the performers on stage or something else? McNabb writes 

Audio-video materials related to this article are available at the following DOI: 10.5281/zeno-
do.7250512.

1  Mechatronics is best defined as the synergistic use of the latest technologies in precision mechanical 
engineering, controls theory, computer science and electronics in designing improved products and processes 
(Ashley, 1997). Principal elements of mechatronics systems are as follows: Mechanical, Electromechanical, 
Electrical/ Electronic, Control Interface/ Computing Hardware, Computer (Kapila, 2010).
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“The reason that a lot of tape music sounds unsatisfactory is not because there is no 
performer on stage, but simply because there is no performer at all (McNabb, 1986).” 
When a composer goes around, and record sounds for the next piece the moment 
the rec button is on to record the sound the composer becomes the performer of it. 
Performing sound is essential to get expressive sounds with depth, detail and full mu-
sical potential without sounding generic. The stage is everywhere, in the kitchen, in 
the studio, in the forest or the construction site, all it needs is a performer to capture 
the moment with expression, musicality, and virtuosity. Further audio editing and 
processing effects may follow as the composer crafts the piece, but this article will 
focus on the way the sound is made.

In electroacoustic sound-based composition, the relationship among composer, 
instrument2, performer, concert hall and listener often collapse into one holistic ag-
gregate. The composer is often the performer and the listener; the one who makes or 
founds the instrument, the one who discovers a tiny machine sound or a serene deep 
soundscape, and the one who defines the properties of the imaginary space in the 
piece and the physical arrangement of the speakers in the concert hall. The composer 
is responsible for the conception of the sound, the design and implementation of the 
instrument, the performance and finally the recording of each sound.

1.1 States of communication

Anders Friberg proposed a model of four distinctive stages of musical experience 
and three corresponding transformations all in one direction from composer to lis-
tener in which the output of one stage feeds the next (Friberg, 1997). This approach 
makes it possible for four stages to take place at different points in time and places. 
Kendall and Carterette based their approach to similar information-processing theo-
ries of communication added more connections between stages allowing bidirectional 
interaction across the stages as well as omnidirectional from stage to stage (Kendall & 
Carterette, 1990). Both theories above, assume the three main stages correspond to 
three independent groups of people. In Fab Synthesis practice all stages are states of 
one system, one person and they dynamically inform each other in parallel and serial 
mode. They all happen at the same time, in the same place, by the same person. The 
composer writes instructions/score on how to perform the sound, builds/ modifies 
the instrument if necessary, makes the sound and records/ listens to it; the composer 
operates all steps.

Fab synthesis is closer to Caroline Palmer’s theory where she proposed a distrib-
uted theory of musical communication of information which considers the changes 
within a single composer/performer/listener’s mind. Palmer writes (Palmer, 2015): “A 
completely distributed model of the same three states (in contrast to stages), allows the 

2  For simplicity reasons any kind of musical instrument, instrumental device, physical object, found 
object or mechanical device that produces sound in a broad sense will be called instrument. However, the 
purpose here is not to play music but to generate sound.
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melodic context in which a performer encounters a melody to influence his/her subse-
quent perception of that melody; this shared representation holds similar predictions 
across other composition, perception, and performance interactions.” Similarly, in Fab 
synthesis, the composer agent operates in four states – composer, maker, performer, 
listener. All of them are in a feedback loop system which continuously converts the 
signal from notational to data to acoustical in any combination and at any time.

To this extent, the composer must address several questions. The answers to them 
may not be universal or standardized, but suitable to each composition; suitable to the 
sounds imagined, such as: How to play a new or an existing instrument? Where to 
touch, hit, strum, hummer, press, strike, blow, tap, bow or scratch a resonant body or a 
string? What is the sound this instrument is supposed to produce? How many different 
sounds can one instrument produce? What is the ‘right’ position, posture or way to play 
it? How much tension should be applied to a string, a membrane or, to the bow hairs? 
Where the human virtuosity ends and how mechatronics can add to it? How much 
practice time is needed to reach a high level of virtuosity for a sound? How to produce 
an expressive, musical sound? Is mechatronics necessary to produce the desired sound?

Diagram 1. Schematic representation of musical communication models Composer, Performer, 
Listener. Top Anders Friberg 1997; bottom: Kendal and Carrerette (1990).

Diagram 2.
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When performing sound to be used in a composition, there is no single answer 
to the above questions, and all the possibilities are equally open. There are as many 
answers or solutions as each composition demands. In one sound, a single string cus-
tom instrument may be played using a bow, hammer or plectrum. In another sound, 
the string could be coupled with the use of ‘unconventional’ objects, such as brass or 
glass slides, metal sticks or brushes or could be detuned, all in favor of obtaining bet-
ter control, expression, and transformation of the sound in search. Performing sound 
emphasizes the production of a sound ecology, where acoustic systems, performer, 
electromechanical parts, coding and perception all interact in real time. It challenges 
every aspect of music making, performing and listening and the consequences are vast 
and unpredictable. Performing sound requires a different type of virtuosity, a sound 
virtuosity, a concentration not only on the accurate rhythmic motives at the exact 
tempo and intonation but rather on the minutiae details of each and every moment 
in the sound. It demands the precise production of variable sound possibilities and 
the clear distinction between one timbre and another to convey the musical ideas and 
eventually the structure of the piece. The composer can quickly move back and forth, 
fine tune and adjust the system until the right sound is made; creation, design, perfor-
mance, perception are all part of the same process, the making of the sound.

Interactions and influences in a man-machine performance environment, impro-
vised or composed have been discussed in various scenarios and paradigms (Overholt, 
Berdahl, & Hamilton, 2011), (Traube, Depalle, & Wanderley, 2003), (Wessel & 
Wright, 2002), (Eldridge, 2005). The schematic framework in Diagram 4 allows us to 
view the roles of human motor learning, controller mapping, and generative software 
as an overall adaptive system that aims for better sound control and more intuitive in-
teraction between human and mechatronics performer agents. The intentions include 
the composer’s idea to perform a sound for a piece. Besides the planning of, pitch, 
volume, articulation, gesture control level, etc. the composer plans the design of the 
instrument. The instrument could be an existing one, e.g. a western classical musical 
instrument or a fabricated instrument. The Motor program is the translation of inten-
tions to the body’s sensorimotor system or the programming environment. Since this 
is not a music performance model where a piece of music is interpreted in front of an 
audience, the audience cannot modify the whole process and is out of the schematic.

Four feedback loops are running while the sound is generated that happen almost 
concurrently. The first feedback loop is the evaluation of the motor program. In the 
second feedback loop, the composer evaluates haptic force feedback returning from 
the interaction with the instrument, in response the performer adjusts position and 

Diagram 3. Fab synthesis model from conception to realization.
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velocity. In the third feedback loop the composer analyses the sound’s structural infor-
mation such as gestural information, timbre, pitch, volume, associations even mood 
triggers and reacts by adjusting the system; finally, the sound should be recorded and 
stored for further use in the composition.

Michael McNabb continues on the role of the composer/performer paradigm in 
tape music: “…but composers of electronic music must realize that they are the per-
formers, and are therefore responsible for adding all the nuance of performance to the 
music if there is not going to be someone at the concert to do it for them. The com-
position process must extend down to subtler levels (McNabb, 1986).”

2. Defining Fab Synthesis

In order to describe al the nuances of performing sound in electroacoustic sound 
composition, this article proposes Fabrication Sound Synthesis as a way to organize, 
systematize a practice that has been used since the 50s and continues developing till 
today. Hopefully, this will help composers, performers or theorists to break down and 
analyze the process of making sound in electroacoustic music. A practice rarely docu-
mented yet critical to the composition process.

Fab Synthesis refers to a sound synthesis practice in which a sound performer agent 
effectively applies energy to physical resonator(s) while the resulting acoustic signal is 
recorded by conventional audio recording means.

The control of the sound properties of the acoustic signal (frequency, timbre, am-
plitude, gesture, texture, articulation, etc.) is carried out by one or more agents - the 
performer, the mechatronic system or the synergy of the two. Various scenarios of in-
teraction between human performer and robots have already been explored (Eigenfeldt 

Diagram 4. A flowchart of Interaction among the performer, the machine, and the instrument 
and how the information is processed and the role of agents.
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& Kapur, 2008) with agents defined as autonomous in a predefined frame, social if 
more the agent is performing, reactive, and proactive (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995). 
Similar attributes are required for a human performer agent. The mechatronic agent is 
usually a mechanical or electromechanical instrument that is controlled by a human 
performer and/ or an automated system in real-time. The instrument has physical 
properties, the interface remains tangible at all states and generates acoustic waves 
transmitted either through the air, liquid, or solid. The physical sound generators 
could involve traditional or new instruments, found objects, natural sounds and could 
be used both as driver/exciter or body resonator.

The human performer agent doesn’t need to be a classically trained musician re-
gardless if the instrument is a classical orchestral instrument, a modified instrument 
or a completely new one. However, one should practice and develop a sound perfor-
mance practice that allows to play intuitively, expressively and control the character of 
each sound with precision. Although there is no score to be read, a set of notes in the 
form of sketches, words, or notation is expected. The composer has a clear idea of the 
sound to be recorded. The recorded sounds are usually a few seconds long, and they 
do not constitute musical phrases or motives, although it could happen occasionally. 
There is a clear distinction between play music and make sound.

The mechatronic performer agent is mechanical or electromechanical and remains 
tangible throughout the sound generation process. The control of the mechanism is 
operated through digital or analog controllers that communicate different messages to 
electromechanical components or automaton mechanisms in mechanically based sys-
tems. The excitation mechanism could consist of one or multiple actuators positioned 
carefully in various parts of the instrument. The actuators are stationary mounted on 
a mechanical beam or mobile using robotic arms or belts.

2.1 Background

Fab Synthesis could be considered as the first and most common method of gener-
ating sound materials used in the early pieces of Musique Concrète. France composer 
Pierre Henry composed his piece “Variation pour une porte et un soupir” in 1963 
(Henry, 1963). The only sound type used in the movement Etirement was various 
creaking door sounds. Some of them fast or slow, others long or short. Pierre Henry 
treated the door as an instrument. He developed a performance practice for the door 
that included control over timbre, register, and tempo. The door used in the piece is 
the door to the attic of a house the composer stayed during the summer of 1962 in 
Vic, Aude/ France. As Michel Chion and Pierre Henry describe:

“Pierre Henry does not rush to record it, he practices the door as he would do at 
the Conservatoire, his two hours of door practice a day, then he installs in front of the 
door a Neumann U47 microphone, connected by a long cable to the tape recorder 
that controls from the ground floor Isabelle Chandon. Then he records the door sys-
tematically, exhaustively, almost like a piece of music, he makes it speak and scream in 
so many different ways: sometimes with very small gestures of the wrist, sometimes by 
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shaking it like furious, straddling it, or making it sound like a scream” (Henry, Pierre 
HENRY, Variations pour une porte et un soupir, 1963), (translated by the author).

It is the performer who chose this door and not any other, the composer who 
discovered the door’s sonic possibilities after hours of practice and experimentation. 
Without going through this process, there is potential but no sound or, there is sound 
but not a performer. In my electroacoustic sound composition Magic (Kokoras, Magic, 
2010). I recorded more than seven hours of piano sounds after days of practice inside 
the piano using various objects and bitters. A great number of sounds explored with 
attention to timbre detail and expression. After a while, a kind of sound virtuosity 
emerges suitable for this instrument and this type of sounds. Like in the case of Pierre 
Henry’s piece there is no sound manipulation other than basic editing techniques, 
the results of Fab synthesis are not like raw sound material but almost finished musi-
cal phrases ready to be added in the mix. The same applies to environmental sound; 
only the composer should be able to spot the right variance of cicadas’ texture before 
deciding to add it in the piece. In this case, it is the nature that takes the role of the 
performer and the composer its ear.

2.2 Criteria

The Signal Acoustics and Processing Laboratory of the University of Helsinki pro-
posed three families of criteria as part of an assessment of different synthesis methods 
they contacted in 1998 (Tolonen, Välimäki, & Karjalainen, 1998). Even if Fab syn-
thesis loosely fits into the other sound synthesis methods mentioned in the report, this 
article will attempt to relate the three families of criteria to it.

According to Tolonen et al. the first family of criteria concerns the use of the 
following parameters: intuitiveness, perceptibility, physical sense, and behavior. Fab 
synthesis remains tangible throughout the process using physical objects and acoustic 
signal. It enables intuitive sound performance in a closed feedback loop interaction 
between composer/ performer and machine, allowing for precise control of the sound 
from conception to perception.

The second family of criteria is the quality and diversity of the sounds that are pro-
duced with the following parameters: robustness of the sound identity, extent of the 
sound pallet, and with a preliminary analysis phase, where appropriate. Fab synthesis 
encourages the discovery of unique sounds and the same time embraces virtually any 
known sound. It generates rich, organic, and high-resolution sounds with an endless 
variety of minute changes to dramatic transformations. This precise sound expression 
allows for spectromorphological approach to sound generation.

The third family of criteria deals with implementation solutions, with parameters 
such as computation cost, the memory needed, control, latency, and multi-tasking 
processes. Fab synthesis combines composer, performer, engineer, and blends sound 
performance, instrument design and programming all in one process. It is modu-
lar, adaptable and expandable to one or more mechatronic performer agents. The 
mechatronic agent could follow step by step moves written by the composer or be 
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allowed to perform within certain limitations. Machine listening and learning algo-
rithms could be implemented allowing for better and more intuitive automated sound 
performance or the co-manipulation between human and mechatronics.

Also, the versatility of Fab synthesis facilitates classic digital sound synthesis tech-
niques in an acoustic and tangible context. For instance, combining various resonant 
bodies and/ or exciters such as blowing on different pipes using a mechanical bel-
low system or an air compressor, an additive notion to sound generation could be 
achieved. Similarly throwing grains on a steelpan produces a granulated sound or 
damping certain areas of the exciter or the body a subtractive sound synthesis ap-
proach could be utilized.

3. Instrument Design

There are numerous examples of mechatronic musical instruments, and it is beyond 
the article’s scope to provide an extensive list of them (Berdahl, Niemeyer, & Smith, 
2008), (Britt, Snyder, & McPherson, 2012), (McPherson, 2010), (Rector & Topel, 
2014), (Chang & Topel, 2016), (Kapur, 2006-2015), (Synthhead, 2015), (Chinen, 
2010). In Fab synthesis, the composer must either find or build the instrument(s), 
before performing and recording the sounds for the piece. In any case, one will have 
to either define or design the physical components and the excitation parts of the 
instrument. Following Pierre Schaeffer’s writings about the three criteria of the in-
strument: timbre is the first one which doesn’t change and gives to the instrument its 
signature sound. Register and playing potential are the other two which are varied by 
the performer to give to the sound the right shape and character (Schaeffer, North, 
& Dack, 2017). In Fab synthesis, any tangible sound-producing physical object can 
be built from a set of vibrating substructures which are defined by the composer. 
Sub-structures are connected, and they can respond to external excitations such as 
blow, bow, strike or pick. The excitations could transfer energy into the instrument 
in a continuous mode, or the energy could be transferred to the instrument in short 
impulses, the impulsive mode. A usual substructure could consist of a hollow or solid 
body, neck, bridge, bow, tube, membrane, plate or bell. The composer considers the 
acoustic characteristics and functionality of each substructure and their reactions. The 
process is open and can be applied to structures of arbitrary complexity. The following 
three stages describe the design state of Fab synthesis from conception to generation 
to perception.
Stage I: Intentions
Stage II: Design a. Design Driver

    b. Design Waveguide
    c. Design Resonator

Stage III: Output recording
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The following main criteria make a mechatronic instrument suitable for Fab 
Synthesis:
• Sonic signature: A set of unique sound characteristics that differentiate one instru-

ment from another. However, the composer could change the sound signature of 
an instrument by modifying one or more parts of it. Thus, it is not the physical 
instrument and its mechanics that define its identity but the sound each instru-
ment generates.

• Sound virtuosity: it is defined by the temporal control of the sound, the ability to 
shape the sound character instantly or over time, accurate control over numerous 
variations of one sound type including pitch, volume, timbre, or other sound ele-
ments.

3.1 Stage I – Intentions

Before even begin working on the instrument the composer should have as clear as 
possible idea of the sound to be performed and recorded within the musical context 
of the piece. Although sometimes it is inspiring to start improvising with an instru-
ment looking for an inspiring sound it could also provide little to no results. Having 
a sound imagined; a type of gesture or articulation is an essential part of the process. 
Depending on the sound the composer should decide about the materials, the excita-
tion model, the shape and many other features.

3.2 Stage II – Instrument design

This stage consists of three substages – energy input mechanism, acoustic wave-
guide resonator, and acoustic body, each one with its own weight depending on the 
sound needed. For instance, if the composer uses no other excitation device but the 
hands, then the next substage might be the one to research and develop, the resonator 
and the body of the instrument.

3.2.1 Energy input mechanism

Physical objects or acoustic instruments require an energy input mechanism to 
apply energy to the instrument in different forms. An excitation source or a sound 
generation device, that gives the system energy to operate. The exciter could be the 

Diagram 5. design block diagram implementation with the three main design components of 
the instrument.
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performer’s bare hand; a mallet tapping on clay pottery; a mechanical wind up spring 
motor and gearbox or a crank mechanism; or an electromechanical actuator exciting 
a metal plate; the nail or a pick plucking a balloon; the arm moving the rasping stick 
on a tile or a stepper motor rotating a friction wheel on a string; a player’s breath; or a 
regulated air compressor blowing a bamboo pipe. It could also be an electromechani-
cal device using actuator(s); a resonant structure itself or a more complex system. It 
could be performed by a single or multi-agent human and machine performer com-
bined; for example, a plucked string maintains vibration using an electromagnetic 
actuator in which its frequency gradually turns into a random impulse.

Table 1. Various types of electromechanical and mechanical actuators.

The above table is not exhaustive but describes the main ways of using a driver 
to excite a resonant body; the possibilities and variations are endless. The composer 
has the task to decide which actuator would be the most appropriate for each sound 
or group of sounds. Among the different types of motors, a vibration motor could 
vibrate a surface with pebbles producing a granulated texture. A stepper or servo mo-
tor could function as a plectrum, hammer, stick, mallet or as a kind of wheel bow 
like the hurdy-gurdy or other zither type strings in China and Korea like Vazheng 
or Ajaeng respectively. Moreover, stepper motors can operate with extreme precision 
and reliability. Other, examples could include air compressor to drive the air jet of 
a resonant duct or Helmholtz resonator to generate high-frequency fundamentals, 
very fast attacks or long sustained tones. Solenoids or motors in the right configura-
tion could pluck, hammer or tap almost anything. Voice coil motors are excellent to 
perform continuous and dynamic movements with high capacity torque and speed 
which can be used to produce tremolo sounds, sensitive strokes, even bends or stretch-
es. Mechanical only exciters could have similar functions using parts such as gears, 
springs, bellows, and cranks.

One of the challenges using electromechanical parts is to control the noise levels of 
the mechanical parts. For instance, a linear actuator is significantly noisier than a voice 
coil motor; or the motor noise of the air compressor itself could mask all the sound 
nuances of a delicate wind sound. Often, high-end parts make less noise but also it 
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is harder to fi nd, and they are costly. In my piece Jet (Kokoras, 2010) I built a slide 
whistle controller in which the air jet driver was a regulated air compressor. During 
the recording, I placed the air compressor in another room and the compressor inside 
a custom-made box in a box container. Th is way I was able to eliminate the noise of 
the air compressor leaking into the delicate, fast staccato sounds I was recording.

3.2.2 Acoustic waveguide resonator

Th e acoustic waveguide resonator is the main part of the instrument that oscillates; 
it refers to the playing surface. For instance, a string tightly stretched across a hollow 
wooden box or the air column in a pipe or a reed. Th e oscillating system produces a 
waveform that varies depending on the combination of materials, sizes, and shapes. 
Th e most common resonators are beams, strings, plates, tubes open or closed and 
membranes. Some of them could generate the sound directly, and others modify the 
sound by enhancing or damping specifi c frequencies, such as the bodies of the classical 
instruments. A resonator could also be varied in length, stiff ness, air viscosity, internal 
damping which aff ects the timbre, the time it takes for the sound to decay after the 
excitation pulse and might aff ect the pitch. Th e combination of exciters and resona-
tors or resonators alone can provide endless sound possibilities.

Two or more resonators could be used in parallel or series. In parallel, the resona-
tors are excited simultaneously by the same or diff erent exciters providing a thicker 
or layered sound texture. For instance, hammering two metal sheets or plucking two 
strings of varying size at the same time. In series, the coupled resonators will modu-
late each other, unlike digital synthesis techniques where often one resonator linearly 
modulates the other. Because Fab synthesis is based only on acoustic resonators, it 
creates a complex bidirectional interaction among the resonators resulting in rich, 
unique and sometimes unpredictable sounds. Resonators in series could even replace 
the presence of an acoustic body which is the substage to be examined next. Th e com-
poser adjusts the amount of coupling between the resonators. Coupling two acoustic 

Figure 1. instrument used to generate sound material for the electronic part of Jet for recorder 
and electronics.
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waveguide resonators in series will sound more predictable if the fi rst resonator has a 
fast decay time and let the second resonator to sustain the sound. It is even possible 
the acoustic waveguide resonators to off set the need of an acoustic body.

Table 2. Acoustic waveguide resonator types.

Depending on the excitation method and the type of waveguide-resonator the 
composer decides other parameters particular to that method such as stiff ness, ten-
sion, pressure applied on a string or force of hammer, rate or changes on the rate start 
speed and end speed. Th e vibration pattern is determined by the way the system is 
driven or excited as well as the shapes and the materials used in the instrument.

In the piece Construct Synthesis (Kokoras, 2009) I used a twisting latex balloon 
minimally infl ated, which acted as the resonance body of the instrument. Th e balloon 
was fi xed from the one side while holding the other side I could control how much to 
stretch the balloon; the more I stretch the higher the pitch and vice versa. Also, mov-
ing my hand up and down at a specifi c frequency rate I could control the pulse speed 
of the ring bouncing on the balloon. Finally, two metal rings hold together placed 
through the balloon which acted as exciter, resonator, damper and pitch controller:
- exciter, to onset the vibration of the stretched balloon as it bounces up and down 

the string;
- resonator, the two rings made a ringing sound when colliding to each other;
- damper, the rings locally applied a soft and instant dampening to the balloon and;
- pitch controller, the bouncing rings would aff ect the pitch depending on the posi-

tion they hit along the balloon.

Figure 2. Construct Synthesis (2010) sounds of this built extensively used from 6:04”- 6:26”.
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The excitation part stimulates the acoustic waveguide resonator such as a guitar or 
violin string, a bass drum membrane, a marimba bar, or the air jet on a wind instru-
ment; the waveguide resonator transfers the vibration to the piano harp, the wooden 
cello body, or an air column in a flute which further extends, amplifies and shapes the 
tone of the subsequent vibration. It is possible in a single instrument to implement 
one or more resonators that are coupled together, such as a reed on a wind instrument, 
its wooden body, and the air inside the body.

3.2.3 Acoustic Body

This component serves to reproduce the acoustic behavior of a resonant cavity; it 
is the resonating body behind the resonator like the hollow body of an acoustic gui-
tar or the soundboard of a grand piano. It is typically the sound box, bell or body of 
the instrument. Practically speaking, it’s useful to think of the body elements as tiny 
reverb spaces with heavy EQ, which is ultimately how they behave, sonically. This 
component primarily takes energy away from the resonator to reproduce the acoustic 
behavior of a resonant cavity. The body will oscillate in sympathy with the resonator 
so changing the oscillation of the resonator and modifying the resulting timbre.

The piece Anechoic Pulse (Kokoras, 2004) starts with the sound of a Korean wood-
en traditional spinning top spinning on top of a 10mm textured glass that sits on 
three PVC pipes coupled on a 19 inches timpani head. Several contact and condenser 
microphones are mixed-down and recorded. In this case, the spinning top is the ex-
citer controlled by two hands, excitation gesture. There are two acoustic resonators 

Figure 3. schematic of the design for Anechoic Pulse.
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coupled in series, the glass and the tympani membrane connected through the PVC 
pipes. Finally, the bowl of the tympani acts as the main body of the resonators. The 
timpani pedal could work as a modulation gesture, but in this case, there was no use 
of the pedaling at all.

3.3 Stage III: Output

Stage three is the capturing of the performed sound, the output of the signal 
observed at a point defined by the composer. This may include different pickup/mi-
crophones positioned in various places, a/d converters, preamplifiers, headphones, 
and software. As well as different spaces: studio, home, anechoic chamber, concert 
hall and open field among others. The room where the sound is recorded could be 
considered as a second acoustic body depending on the acoustics of the space. The 
composer could further manipulate the sound in real-time or step time using audio 
processing techniques; however, this step is not part of the Fab synthesis practice. 
As soon as the sound device is ready and a few ideas have already been sketched out, 
it is time to practice, before the rec button is on. Each sound should be practiced, 
and certain confidence in control and manipulation of the instrument should be 
acquired. Controlling an instrument that combines acoustical and/ or electrome-
chanical components is a challenge; these highly sophisticated systems demonstrate 
complex sonic behavior that makes it difficult to explain and control (Chang & 
Topel, 2016).

The three stages excitation, wave guide, and resonant body are grouped as an in-
strumental gesture that creates a loop between the performer and the instrument. 
Instrumental gestures generate a stimulus to the performer that influences the stimuli 
that occurred previously (Cadoz, Luciani, Florens, Roads, & Chadabe, 1984). This 
effect could be taken into consideration or ignored by the performer agent. Cadoz et 
al. emphasize the distinction between Excitation Gestures and Modulation Gestures. 
This distinction is useful in Fab Synthesis as well. Here the performer agent – human 
and/ or mechatronic - is the source of energy which is applied to the instrument. 

In a string-based instrument is the hand that moves the bow or the motorized 
wheel fiddle rubbing against the string. In a percussion instrument is the hand that 
holds and strikes with the mallet or the electromechanical actuator that hits the 
surface. The excitation gesture transfers energy from the performer agent to the 

Diagram 6. Block diagram from conception to output of the instrumental gesture, the interac-
tion between the performer agent the instrumental gesture and the output is a closed feedback 
loop system as it is not affected by a third person, performer or listener.
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instrument. The second part of the instrumental gesture in Fab Synthesis is the 
Modulation gesture which is responsible for modifing various qualities in the sound 
by applying for example pressure on a stretched membrane or change the length of 
a pipe. The Modulation gesture requires less energy and usually doesn’t contribute 
to the excitation of the instrument significantly (Cadoz, Luciani, Florens, Roads, & 
Chadabe, 1984).

4. The four modes of performing sound in Fab Synthesis

The advances in physical computing, cybernetics, and digital fabrication make it 
possible to adopt a sound performance practice continuum organized in four modes. 
The four modes place the performer agent from close proximity in mode one and to 
remote control in mode three and four. The first mode requires only the motor skills 
of our two hands and/ or mouth. In the second and third mode both the human and 
the mechatronic system excite and modulate together the sound. In the fourth mode, 
the system is totally decoupled from the human performer agent leaving the me-
chatronic agent only to perform a routine already programmed, in best possible detail, 
by the composer. The classification below perhaps could be applied to the traditional 
performance practice of instrumental play; however, in Fab Synthesis the focus is on 
sound practice and performance only. When performing sound, the main aim of the 
performer agent is to make sound not to play music. Slight timbre differences or simi-
larities are delicately mixed, only the precise control, production and comprehension 
of each sound reveals its potential and eventually its structural role in the piece. In Fab 
synthesis a notion of sound practice and performance should be introduced, a sound 
virtuosity where the medium is not another instrument but the sound itself.

4.1 First performance mode

The first mode of Fab Synthesis requires gross and fine motor skills. The human 
performer agent should play the instrument only by hands and/ or mouth with or 
without another passive excitation source such as bow, pick, and mallet. The composer 
performs an excitation and/ or modulation gesture on the instrument. The instrument 
responses to the gesture and provides auditory, tactile and visual feedback to the com-
poser. All the sounds generated using musical instruments fall under this mode such 
as pizzicato on the strings, woodwind multiphonics, sounds inside the piano harp or a 
triangle where the composer holds it with a string and strikes it with a wooden beater 
near the bottom corner, causing the triangle to rotate while ringing. The performance 
limitations of this mode are similar to the ones playing a musical instrument. Also, 
biophony or geophony soundscapes recorded carefully by the composer could be con-
sidered as part of this mode.
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4.2 Second performance mode 

Th e second mode facilitates the synergy of both human and electro-mechanical 
agents to co-manipulate the sound. Th e main characteristic of this mode is the use 
of mechanical or electromechanical devices and sensors (vibrators, solenoids, motors, 
cranks, etc.) controlled by hand and played on the instrument. Th e excitation and 
modulation gestures are triggered by either or both agents. Continuing with the trian-
gle example above, in this case, the triangle is suspended from a dc motor that rotates 
the triangle. Th e composer strikes the triangle and switches on and off  the motor at a 
given speed and direction. Electric guitar players often use the EBow to play long sus-
tained notes. Th e EBow could be used to either excite or modulate a sound. However, 
the role of the human performer agent is to control how close to the string will be 
placed the EBow in what angle and which part across the string. Similarly, Paul Vo’s 
Wond II string exciter is a handheld exciter, sustainer and controller for string instru-
ments. It is a magnetic plectrum for strings, that lets you create infi nite sustained 
sound and play the harmonics of a string in new ways. Also, Léo Maurel developed 
the Archet Motorisé, a handheld device like a bow that applies to any instrument 
working with continuous excitation. It uses two leather friction belts coated with rosin 
and driven by a motor whose speed is controlled via a pedal on the ground. Th e hu-
man performer excites the string by adjusting the position angle, and pressure of the 
rotating belts controlling with the foot pedal the speed of the motor (Maurel, 2018).

Th e performer needs to develop the gross and motor skills to precisely manipulate 
the electromechanical device which works as an extension of the performer’s body. Th e 
fi rst two modes are the most commonly used by the electroacoustic music community.

4.3 Th ird performance mode

Th e third mode of Fab synthesis facilitates mechatronic performer agents operated 
via controllers by a human performer agent. All the control maneuvers are taking 
place in real-time by the human performer using various controllers such as joysticks, 
push buttons, knobs, faders, etc. Th e performer is encouraged to focus on other as-

Figure 5. Paul Vo’s Wond includes a haptic feedback system to provide a sense of touching the 
string. Léo Maurel’s Archet Motorisé (right) a motorized wheel bow with variable speed via a 
foot pedal.
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pects of sound practice by controlling when, where and how the electro-mechanical 
energy should be applied. A simple example of third Fab synthesis performance mode 
is the use of an electromechanical actuator that hits a triangle; the human agent uses a 
pad controller to activate the actuator and hit the instrument. The faster the performer 
pushes the pads the faster the drum plays, or the softer one taps the pads the softer the 
hit on the drum. In my piece Qualia (Kokoras, 2017) I experimented and recorded 
sounds using the uArmSwift Pro3 four degrees of freedom and 0.2 mm repeatability 
desktop robotic arm by combining it with a Leap Motion4 sensor. As a result, I could 
control the robotic arm with hand gestures recognized by the Leap Motion sensor and 
translated into robotic gestures.

In this mode, the composer has the advantages of the previous modes in increasing 
order of complexity, precision, speed, and strength. The mechatronic and the human 
agent bond into a cybernetic symbiotic system which allows to explore and express the 
potential of each sound fully. Such advantages are:
• dexterity and versatility,
• perform complex and fast maneuvers that most humans couldn’t,
• scaling hand movements by translating them into smaller more precise movements 

while playing the instrument,
• improves balance, coordination, fine and gross motor skills,

3  https://www.ufactory.cc/
4  https://www.leapmotion.com/

Table 3. The four modes of Fab synthesis performance practice.

First Mode Fab Synthesis – motor skills (gross, fine) –

Use of sound/found objects (resonant chambers, instruments, DIY) 
played only by hands and/or mouth and/or another passive excitation 
source (bow, pick, mallet).

Second Mode Fab Synthesis – prosthetic –

Use of mechatronics controlled by hand and played on the instru-
ments.

Third Mode Fab Synthesis – cyborg –

Use of mechatronics operated via controllers by hand in real-time 
played on the instrument.

Fourth Mode Fab Synthesis – algorithmic –

Use of mechatronics alone to autonomously (e.g. programmed, AI, au-
tomaton) play the instrument. There is no human intervention during 
the sound performance.
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• hyper-precise movement without human artifacts such as dyspraxia, shaking, slide, 
shift, or other faults,

• the performer could receive enhanced audiovisual and haptic feedback while per-
forming sound.
On the other hand, each controller or electromechanical device has its own tech-

nical or artistic limitations and that could potentially limit the creative freedom and 
expressions of the performer. It is helpful to get adequate performance experience and 
understand the limitations of the instrument or to return to the lab and improve upon 
the instrument, and the limitations encountered previously.

4.4 Fourth performance mode

Th e fourth mode of Fab synthesis uses mechatronics only to play the instrument 
autonomously. Although it remains entirely acoustic and tangible the sound genera-
tion process, there is no human intervention during the performance. However, it 
doesn’t mean there is no human agent in the performance at all. In this mode, the hu-
man agent contribution is on the programming of the instrument so that it performs 
precisely the way the composer intents. If the sound is not satisfactory, the algorithm 
should be adjusted until the desired sound is achieved. A simple example of the fourth 
mode is the programming of a robotic arm with an actuator attached to its end that 
precisely and quickly excites a wooden plate at specifi c nodes. In this mode, the me-
chatronic agent is interpreting the code already programmed by the composer. Th e 
robotic arm has been programmed to move fast and strike at specifi c points on the 
plate in speed, strength, and precision that no human could possibly do. Th e missing 
link of emotional expression should be addressed in the programming stage, although 

Figure 6. uArm desktop robotic controlled via Leap Motion performed several sounds for 
Qualia. Also, it has been used to perform timbre maps, as part of the Fab synthesis project, for 
woodblock at a 0.5mm distance per strike. Th e woodblock experiment gave 35500 sounds at 
355 x 100 strikes across its surface.
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the intention is not a musical interpretation of a score, the interaction with other mu-
sicians and the audience, but rather the generation of normally short sounds that are 
properly designed to work in the piece. Nonetheless, this mode is the least developed, 
the implementation of image, sound and haptic feedback along with advanced AI 
algorithms could increase expressivity and autonomous performance aspects.

Andrea Valle has developed several automated sound instruments as part of his 
Rumentarium project, a computer-based sound generating system involving physical 
objects as sound sources. Th e Rumentarium is a set of handmade resonators, acousti-
cally excited by DC motors, interfaced to a computer. While entirely computational-
ly-controlled, the Rumentarium is an acoustic sound generator (Valle, 2010).

During a sound performance, more than one mode could be combined in succes-
sion or mixed together. Fully autumns mechatronic sound performance has charac-
teristics such as:
• It allows the performer to leave all the performance to the machine agent and 

therefore to concentrate on sound details and optimize the sound performance.
• It opens new possibilities for performing sound that would otherwise be diffi  cult 

or impossible.
• Th e two instrumental gesture parts, excitation gesture and modulation gesture, can 

work synergistically to optimize effi  ciency and allow for more sound control.
• Th e sound performance is augmented with qualities that are adjustable by the hu-

man in step time while remaining tangible throughout the process.
• Multiple mechatronic performer agents combined could off er better control over 

complex sound behaviors.

5. Performing sound and beyond

Fab synthesis aims to formulate a sound synthesis practice for the electroacoustic 
medium by means of human and mechatronic performer agents, acoustical signal and 
physical sound generators that remain tangible throughout the process. While compos-
ers incorporate recorded sound in their music, it is not often documented or analyzed 

Figure 7. Regnum Lapideum at IRCAM/Pompidou by Andrea Valle and Mauro Lanza. Photo 
taken on February 19, 2019 Herve Provini, All rights reserved (Provini, 2019).
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the process of generating these sounds. This article will hopefully serve as a model on 
musical analysis and documentation for the complex work of performing sound in an 
electroacoustic sound composition. To facilitate the above aims the term Fab synthesis 
and a classification continuum of performing sound have been introduced. Fab syn-
thesis describes a practice for generating sound material to be used in a composition.

In Fab Synthesis the composer, the instrument acoustics, the mechanics, the vi-
brating parts, space, the motion and the meaning inherited in the sound are not 
disconnected from the sound; not the reason for the sound, but in fact are the sound 
altogether. The instrument is not the one that defines the sound, but the sound 
suggests the design, the properties of the instrument and its performance practice. 
Mechatronics, sound source identification, cause guessing, sound energies, gesture de-
coding, and extra-musical connotations are not independent of the sound but are vital 
internal components of it. Performing sound is a transcendental experience where 
composer, performer, maker, listener, are all part of the system they are the sound.

The advances in actuators technology towards a safer, energy-efficient and highly 
dynamic motion (Vanderborght, et al., 2013) facilitate Fab synthesis practice with 
improved functionality. The integration of AI in sound performance practice will im-
prove the interaction between human and machine and will open opportunities for 
new creative and expressive ways of making sound.

Listening to electroacoustic music, doesn’t mean there is no performer involved. 
In electroacoustic sound composition, the composer has a unique opportunity to im-
agine and perform each sound in detail and precision so that it fits precisely in the 
composition’s structure. Developing a sound virtuosity is an essential part of this pro-
cess as well as developing or adopting the instruments and technologies to realize the 
imagined sound. Perhaps there is no performer on stage during the concert put there 
are hours of design and practice in the making of the sounds, only waiting to be heard 
and get alive every time they are played back.
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Abstracts

Giovanni De Poli
Sound models for synthesis: a structural viewpoint

For the needs of music production and multimedia art, sound synthesis algorithms are 
needed which are versatile, responsive to user’s expectations, and having high audio 
quality. It is useful to organize our intuitive sound abstracts into models. A compu-
tational model can be used for representing and generating a whole class of sounds, 
depending on the internal structure of the model and on the choice of control pa-
rameters. We will review some of the most important computational models that are 
being used for sound synthesis in musical production from the viewpoint of the model 
structure. Moreover, the Centro di Sonologia Computazionale of Padova University 
has done research on synthesis models for a long time and the main achievements in 
both the scientific and musical fields will be presented.

Keywords: sound models, time and frequency models, physical modeling, sound con-
trol models, Centro di Sonologia Computazionale.

Agostino Di Scipio
Sound synthesis in the work of Iannis Xenakis.
Survey of a composer’s research

Unlike many composers of his generation, Iannis Xenakis personally devised and im-
plemented the sound synthesis techniques used in some of his creative efforts. Eight 
of his works feature – in part or exclusively – sounds obtained with analogue or digital 
synthesis techniques, in a time span that goes from Analogique B (1959) to S.709 
(1994). All of his electroacoustic music after La Légend d’Eer (1977) has sounds syn-
thesized with computer technology. The sound synthesis procedures he devised, re-
flect peculiar operational and technological conditions, and indeed represent tokens 
of musical and sonological knowledge characteristic of a truly unique practice. In this 
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paper we provide a survey of Xenakis’s efforts with sound synthesis, delineating their 
historical path through the experimenting of different technical contexts of material 
production and the corresponding theoretical and musical implications. Xenakis’ ap-
proach on sound synthesis is viewed as a domain of design of direct compositional 
relevance. Across subsequent steps in his carrier, Xenakis’s notion of ‘synthesis’ ap-
pears as a process or device generative of sound and music at once, in a single compact 
constructive gesture or strategy making it difficult to tell matter from form. Gradually, 
the musical work’s identity seemed to incorporate not just a specific linguistic-formal 
configuration, but the set of conditions of possibility elaborated by the composer – 
that is, eventually, the computer programming code (Gendy3, 1992). Iannis Xenakis’ 
commitment to crafting sound generation techniques – before using them to also craft 
music – witnesses at an attitude in which the appropriation of the material means of 
creative labour is an irreducible precondition for freedom of expression and musical 
aesthetics.

Keywords: micro-composition, “granular” and “non-standard” synthesis, automated 
composing, sound/music integration, multiple time scales, history of computer music.

Panayotis Kokoras
Fab Synthesis: Performing sound, from Musique Concrète to Mechatronics

This article firstly explores and identifies the implications of sound performance and 
expression as a building block in electroacoustic sound composition. Secondly, it at-
tempts to introduce and describe Fab Synthesis as a sound synthesis paradigm that 
facilitates uncompromised sound expressivity and encourages the combination of hu-
man and electromechanical agents to interact seemingly.

Keywords: sound synthesis, mechatronics, sound composition, tangible sound, sound 
performance classification, Fab Synthesis.
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